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SUMMARY 

1,1 Purpose and scope 

1«      In June 1975 Conrad Jameson Associates Limited 
undertook a research programme on behalf of UNIDO to determine 
the marketing, technical and economic requirements of 
establishing a new line of baby food products within the 
Vitaminka factory at Banja Luka in Yugoslavia. 

2«      The programme of research also provided for a 
comprehensive examination of the export market potential for 
a wide range of existing products, namely jams, both high 
quality ami diabetic, fruit juices and frozen fruit and 
vegetables. 

3.      Aa well as reporting on the future requirements of 
plant and equipment to meet the increased production the 
consultants were also required to examine and report on the 
present layout and operation and to note such recommendation» 
and comments as appropriate to increase efficiency and ourput. 

*•      Finally, observations and recommandations on the. 
general administration and organisation of the factory vrre 
sought with particular reference to the problemi of procurement 
if raw supplies together with the allied problem* of transporting 
them anr' storing them at the factory. 
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1.2 Approach 

!• The programme of research fell naturally into two 
distinct- channels:     commercial and  technical.    The matketing 
investigation which  is separately reported on in Volume 11 
was undertaken by a  consultant working alongside associates 
in each of the eight  countries:  Austria,  Belgium.   Luxembourg, 
France, Netherlands,   Sweden,  Switzerland,  United Kinguom and 
West Germany.    By combining  local  market expertise with the 
broad  international   overall  view a   thoroughly objetive 
report has been achieved. 

2« On the technical  side a different approach was 
employed in that all   the fieldwork took place in the project 
area.    During this period a comprehensive programme of 
extended interviews vere undertaken with the directors of 
Vitaminka in order  to obtain the deepest possible  insight 
into  the organisation,method of operation,   the thinking 
behind past decisions  and finally  the all  important  futuro 
plans for the development of  the company. 

3- I" v>ew of   the recent establishment of  the regional 
Kombinat A1PK, headquartered  in Banja Luka,  which  is  intended 
to co-ordinate agricultural  development in  the area,  a short 
discussion was held  with the Cenerai  Director and  the Director 
responsible for processing development. 
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1.3 Main recommendations 

A-      We summarise the main recommençât i en oí the study 
as follows: 

1.       Immediate steps should bo undertaken to rationalise 
the current range of products being produced.  In order to 
determine the rango of individual product profitabilities 
the method of costi,\p.  currently in use will have to be 
discontinued.  Cost centres must be established so that 
allimports and overheads can be apportioned on the basis 
of individual throughputs. By determining a rango of 
standard costs a continuous measure o£ plant efficiency 
can be obtained. 

2»      Our most serious critici• is in respect of the 
low overall standards of plant hygiene and maintenance. 
We consider this a purely management problem and can be 
easily rectified providing the will is there to make the 
improvement, 

3« _     It is essential that a detailed pro granule of 
training is drawn up.  This should include senior executives 
as well as workers on the shop floor.  Reference is .¡tade in 
the report to suitable guides for the purpose. 

4. We have recommended the following new ap; ointments» 

- Divisional Director Baby food 
- Operations Research Officer 
- Market Research Officer 
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The latter appointment has in fact been provided 
for in the new organisation. We have emphasised the need 
for active field research as opposed to purely desk economic 
research. 

Both the Director in charge of baby foods and the 
Operations Officer will require training, possibly outside 

. Yugoslavia. 

5»      The supply of suitable raw materials for processing 
in adequate quantities is essential if Viinminka's aspirations 
for the future are to be achieved.  Steps must now be taken 
to ensuie that production is stimulated both on farm and at 
Kombinat level. Vitaminka should take an active role in 
extension work and should also consider the possibility of 
taking oyer two farms so that the benefits of following the 
advice given can be seen in practice. 
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Bt   ( We indicate those arc-is \.hcrc UNIDO should be 
invited to give further technical  assi stance as follows: 

*• ÍÍSaH£Í.Í2IL.n.í!'!iÍ£PJE     ~   to helP !>n tht= programme 
of  reort'tnisntion outlined   in  this  report.    The'advisor 
should have had a vi:L   experience  oí   the food processing 
industry  in a management  role  and  have the ability to 
plan and  introduce G system of   lino costings based on 
cost  centres.    The appointment   should be of nine months/ 
one year's duration. 

2. Operai i on,c Research Of.»'i cur 
r- M food  technology 

graduate with an mietest   in  <ip,rj(. el» ere  is required  for 
this appointment.    I'e should  also  he highly numerate 
with experience of statistics.     A  training programme 
is  required as follows:     six months  attendance at a 
formal O.R. course followed by  3-6 months or. site 
experience  in a large food  factory.     Tt  it unlikely 
that  these facilities will  be   found  in Yugoslavia and 
therefore  study abroad probably   in  the UK,  Germany or 
Holland will be necessary. 
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1.4  A,í2£1ní>L.ÍLn;L ?PJ±!ll '^i»ns  ~_ ge ne ral background 

'• Rationalisation   ;í product   linos with  concentration 
on  the higher profit   linei:   and those,  derived from r;.w materials 
over which  control  of production  and qualii.y  ran 1:105,1  readily 
be  achieved. 

2>        _ More effective  implementation of  directivos  all   down 
the   line, with  the  necessary  train inj; of supervisors  aid operatives 
to make  this  possible.    The development   of a more critical   attitude 
to  shortcomings  in   respect of hygiene   and  cleansing, maintenance 
and other engineering,   and  r«   rsw  in:>t::ri,il   ¿election  and product 
quality - all  hading to an info mied òud  oiticr.l pride  in  all 
aspects  of products   (including product,   ¡.'ac-kaging,   presentation 
etc)   and their means of production. 

3. Improvement of structure  of flH lory and general  facilities 
to enable greater general   efficiency  and hygiene  u> be  achieved - eg 
tiling of  floors;  marking out  of production   lines,  transport   'roads', 
storage  areas etc;  modifying   'services'   line-F   to be both easily 
recognisable  and to he safe   (particularly electricity  supplies)   ind 
to be^fully supporting all   hygiene  services  aß well  ns production 
facilities per se. 

*• A greater measure of  factory area division  into  'very wet' 
(ie preparative), v¿st  and  dry are^s. 

5.   ^ The immediate provision of   filtration and thkirinstion 
equipment  for treatment   of river water r.nd  of steam/watei'lances* 
for  cleaning purposes>  so providing  the  two most   effective 
aneillaries  to water  (heat  and chlorine)   in maintaining high hygienic 
standards. 
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6; Tìte P»rchase of the necessary equipment   f?r production 
of exportable products is  an essential pre-requisito tn  the export 
programme.     For example,  in the  case of apple  juice  concentrate, 
both  aroma stripper and super P-eanter  (or equivalenti   centrifuge 
are necessary  as  detailed later. 

7* Tne adoption*of more modern  and efficient methods of 
can and glass  jar handling - eg the  replacement of  cartoned 
deliveries by palletised deliveries  -  and  the ncchiuiccd  ( eg 
depalletiser)  handling of such palletised supplies.     'Untouched 
by hand    is  a good principle  to apply except perii ans  in  final 
case  packing of finished product  in  such  instances'whore  the 
quantities  involved are too tin ill to warrant mechanical  handling. 

8l That  a training course based on  Chapter I  of " A 
Complete Course  in Canning'   (Pub.  The Canning Trade  lnc,   2619 
Maryland Avenue,  Baltimore Md.21218,  USA)   allied to   '  A Laboratory 
Manual for the Canning Industry', pub. National Canne» Assoc,  USA, 
would create   the necessary  awareness  in  all   personnel  cf what 
measures Bhould be  taken and methods employed  in practically all 
circumstances  encountered in  dealing with the handling and 
preservation of foodstuffs. 

'• The development  of export markets   for jam will   depend 
very largely onirico;   this being the  case   the higii price of  sug.nr 

in Yugoslavia will make  the products   un competi tve.     Vitaminka should 
ask Yugo-Conserve  to negotiate with  the  appropriate  Cove mine tit: 
department  to  give a rebate of sugar levy on jams exported 

10- In  the not  too  distant  future new agro-indu3ùrial 
complexes promoted by A.I.P.K, may indirectly  compete  for the 
attention and resources of both Kombinets  and individual  fanners 
through their Cooperatives.    Vitaminica must make its  future plans 
and policies known well in advance. 

L 1 
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1.5 Jara tiinnu/íiot ure 

1« Discontinuance of  the. use of the pasteutioer in 
jam manufacture by  adoption  of one  of the.  alternativo processing 
(boiling)  methods  as   described.    The pasteuriser can then be 
devoted solcy   to  the  exacc processing of   canned fruit.     At  the 
same  time  this measure« will   remove,   the  current problem of high 
SO    residue when  using sulphited pulp. 

2« The prevision of  a  3-pan separate jam production 
line  (hut  drawing on   fruit  cleaned find inspected on  the  existing 
line)   for the  production of   (.-j)   diabetic  jaaw,  aid   (h)   top quality 
jams.    Lov-sugar low-calorie jams would be produced on the 
existing vacuum pan equipment. 

3« > The packing of diabetic jams  (a)  in   125g and/or 250g 
glass jars  fitted whitecap closures  and (b)  in 'Alupak'  or similar 
30 33g packs,  initially using only one Alupak machine. 

4« The packing of high-grade jams  in J kilo or  } kilo 
(approx)  jars,   these  jam? being made on the open-p^n line  using the 
maximum quantity of  top-grade   fruit   desirable and sucrose only as 
the added sugar.    Provision would be made   for fruit addition at 
almost   the termination of boiling to enhance  flavour. 

5. The production of  low-solids,   low-calorie jai!i3  in the 
existing vacuum plant, but  using this plant   in  the  m?.:;ner indicated 
which  leads  to  the production of a   '• coirne7cially  sterile'   pioduct. 
This product would be  packed in pre-stctilised jars  under  steam 
flow and with previously steamed  'white  cap'  closures or  alternatively 
in 'Alupiik'  or similar unit packs of  30 -  33g. 
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7» If Vitaminka Increases  its production especially 
into frozen peas  it will be necessary to speed up the whole 
of the harvest operation.    Agronomic problème eupecially 
*§ed control needs urgent attention. 

'• It   is  recommended that   the senior staff of the 
Kombinets   together with  the technical  and procurement  staff 
of Vitaminica should indertake  a study  tour of vegetable 
harvesting, handling and proceesing in the UK and Holland 
next year. 
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1.7 Gene i a 1  orfani s it iou jmdji dministtati o 11 

'• We   agree with the new organisational   structure now 
being introduced  by  Vita-niuka.     We  have   recommended   that Baby/ 
Food production   should be a separate   division.     We   aHf> recommend 
the  appointment  of   a suitably  trained Operations  U» s>::ndi Officer 
Who will be  responsible to the  Director of Developip.nt. 

2« UNIDO  should be  asked  to help in  the  í;'..lection and 
financing of  a Production Advisor with wide experi.fu.'e of the  food 
processing industry  to give  technical  assistance   in   reorganising 
the production  as   re commended elsewhere  in the report. 

'• A continuous programme  of market  rese.-inh  is 
recommended and  sufficient funds must be made  available for the 
purpose.    Field  research must be suponed by  audit   date collected 
fron the retail  outletB. 

*• Directors must adopt  a more critical approach in their 
émf to day business   relationshi¡ J with  one another.     Any failure 
or «hortcoming in  one division has  a direct effect  on the others, 
- personalities need not be brought  into the matter. 
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Il INTRODUCTION 

2,1 General 

1. In 19'i7  a fruit and vegetable canning factory vas 
established  at   Ban ja Luka.     The rapacity of   this plant was 
•aid to be 7000  totWiniium.     However, during the earthquake* 
of  1970 over  80  pet  cent of  the plant wan destroyed. 

2. Rebuilding commenced  almost  immediately with an 
annual capacity of  25,000 tons  as Che target  output.    Not 
only was the output of  existing product G  to  be   increased 
but production was  also to be   increased by diversification 
into: 

- baby  foods 
- high quality jams 
- diabetic jams 
- canned peas and beans 
- froren foods 

3. By 1974  Vitarainka had achieved a  total production 
of 14,500 tons almost equally divided between vegetable and 
fruit products.      It  is now the  Vitaminka management's 
intention to complete their  planned development by starting 
the production of   baby foods  and also by  installing flow 
freezing and extra  cold storage facilities.     However, even 
without these developments if the objectives   set  in the 
current production  programme  are attained  17,500 tons 
will be processed. 
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hL UNIDO assistance 

i. The Unitevi Kations  Industrial Development  Organisation 
was  asked  to provide technical   assistance to  the Vitaroinka 
factory Boon after  the earthquake and detailed   ten• of 
reference for a  study were prepared. 

2t In the  intervening period much of what was originally 
proposed  for  investigation has  now been put  into effect.    The 
actual capacity of   the factory   is currently about   2 3,000 tons 
per  annum but by  1980 a  14.5 per cent  increase   is  planned which 
indicates a total   throughput   of   34,700 tons.     It was   therefore, 
necessary to clarify with the Vitarainka management   the exact 
direction the  investigation should  take and  to  revise as 
necessary the original  terms of  reference as required. 

3» It was agreed that  the marketing investigation should 
be  carried out  as originally planned but  that   specific export 
opportunities for  the following  should be pin-pointed: 

- frozen fruit and  jams 
- high  quality jams 
- concentrated fruit   juice 

At the  outset it wat  agreed  th.il  baby food would not 
be exported in the near future  but that much useful   information 
could be obtained  from other countries on the  structure of 
their markets and the types of  product available. 
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*• The report  provides a complete operating programne 
for  the proposed  baby food line.    Recommendations have also 
been made on improving tne quality and output: of other 
production in the factory particularly  the jan process. 

5. Both the   internal and external  organisation of the 
factory were examined  and are reported  on.    However,   the 
very nature of  the   increase in the recent production 
programme dictates  that the answer to  some of  the organisational 
problems can only be achieved by establishing an in-house 
programme of research.    The report  shows the way how best 
this can be done. 
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ÈMÌ Report layout 

I» It is obvious  that with a subject as wide  as 
food processing many aspects are so closely linked that 
«o one  format will  prevent minor repitition. , 

2. The main report has been divided into  sections 
relating to each of  the main production  items in the 
factory.    There  is also a section on the general  organisation 
•nd administration which is based on a management audit 
technique. 

3. In principle each section starts with a description 
of the present  situation, goes on to outline „hat.  improvements 
©rjeyelopmenu  should be undertaken and  finally the potential 
tttMfits that are likely to accrue. 



2.4 General  bat kp.round 

1. When a food factory of  the Vitaminica type Í«  first 
conceived   a factory dependent  on seasonal   crops and devoted 
basically   to fruit  and vegetable preservation,   the  siting 
of  the factoiy is  particularly important  in relation to 
what is  intended  to be produced  and  in what  quantity and 
in what quality. 

2. The consdierations usually  taken into account  in 
planning  the site of  such a factory and  establishing its 
feasibility are: 

- availability of raw materials at a realistic 
price of  the right quality,  variety and 
quantity in the vicinity of  the «ite 

- availability of cans,  glass containers and 
other packaging materials    at rea)istic 
prices and at not  too great distance 

- minimal  transportation and distribution 
costs  for  finished products  to potential 
markets with adequate  local  roads and 
preferably also rail 

- adequate and (suitable services - power, 
water,  effluent disposal,  etc 

- availability of suitably qualified labour 
force in sufficient numbers 

No site is ever completely ideal but the best possible 
compromise  is »ought. 
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St Inaofar a* any of the above factors cannot be net 
or can only partially be met,   the  scales are   loaded against 
the potential competitiveness of the  factory  both  in domestic 
and,   particularly,   in overseas markets where   Jar ne and 
•pecialised  factories  si'terj  in the centro of  areas noted 
for  the particularly economic production of  certain crops 
and with can-making facilities  nearby provide very significant 
competition. 

*• 1° Banja Luka  the factory  is already exUnt with 
ita  inbuilt   'feasibility'  pluses and minuses.     The  far.tor» 
•rifling from the  location naturally affect competitiveneas 
in various ways,   apart  altogether from vithin-lactory 
•fficieucy and  standards but have to be accepted as,   to 
•ome extent,  an unchangeable statua quo. 



1*5 la» ie raw materials 

I. General 

It is  appropriate to  start with a consideration 
of Vitaminka raw material supplies in view of the fact  that 
the primary limiting constraint  on the quality of whatever 
It produced lies   ia the quality of the raw material on 
arrival at the factory. 

i» It  is axiomatic  that  the shorter swifter and 
smoother the journey from field  to factory,   the better the 
potential quality of  fruit or vegetable  intake;  also 
Minimising handling and storage,  dwel]   en route, and 
temperature are pertinent factors, as are considerations 
of sice, depth,  cleanliness etc  of containers used for 
transport and of  the means of transport. 

*• I* wa»  stated that the normal catchment area for 
the Vitaminka factory is a radius of 40 k:.¡ around Ban i a Luka, 
this,  because of  geographical  constraints,   in fact means not 
a full circle but  a semi-circle,  but 3uch an area should  be 
«ell  able to supply very much more than the material  necessary 
for the currently  projected maximum output  of   25,000 tons  of 
final   product.     The  area  is in fact approximately 0.25M hectares, 
and very much less   than an average of 0.1   tonne or 100 kilos 
(depending on product mix) of  raw material  only, per hectare, 
from the vhole nrea would  supply Vitaminka's  projected needs. 
Even with the necessity for choosing suitable  land  for certain 
crops  it should,   in course of  time, be possible to reduce the 
catchment  area to  less than a quarter of  its present  stated 
dimension,  so halving the collection radius  to  less than 20km. 
This would the correspond more nearly to normal current Western 
practice and could  contribute markedly Co  improve raw material 
intake quality. 
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*•      This point is made first because during the stay 
at Banja Luka, the only crops being handled were strawberries, 
cherries and peas. The strawberries had come from a  distance 
of 400 km - from Beograd,- and this long long journey on 
roads which are sometimes unkind to delicate fruits however 
thinly they may be spread in containers, is quite inimical 
to the eventual production of the highest class of final 
product, but particularly jams and 'canned in syrup'. 
It is appreciated that steps are currently being taken to 
arrange th¿ growing of strawberries locally:  the point which 
is being made is that not only is it economically unsatisfactory 
to transport delicate raw materials over such distances but it 
is also a very major constraint on the quality of the potentially 
more valuable final products. The policy of long distance 
transport needs close examination. 

5. Transport 

Cherries present no problem being produced in adequate 
quantity locally. The detail of raw material transport - even 
if it is short - in relation to quality is also important. 

6.      When picked fruit is left for a few hours in fairly 
high ambient temperatures and in (largely self-generated) high 
humidity, microbiological damage of various kinds (mould growth, 
fermentation etc) is liable to occur and leads to high losses 
on the inspection tables, during washing etc and/ot fignificant 
lowering of final product quality.  Vitaminka rightly supplies 
appropriate plastic crates to producers into which picked fruit 
is placed and in which it travels and is received at the factory. 
However we saw no facility for automatic crate washing and 
sterilisation - the crates we saw were far from clean and could 
form a fertile source of infecting fruit pu»- in them.  An 
immediate necessity is for a crate washer anu r-tcrilizer placed, 
under cover but in the open air, close by fruit reception so 
that on empytirg the crates they are immediately placed on a 
conveyor which takes them to the wash.r/st.erilij».¿r. On emerging 
from this machine they should be ston-d in an area where minimal 
re-infection from air-borne organisms - and dust etc - can be 
confidently expected. And finally, when they aro to be re-uscd, 
the vehicles on to which they are placed should have been throroughly 
washed down - in particular the payload area - and be very clean.' 
Microbiological load affects ultimate processing. 
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7. Supply contracts 

There is a further area in raw material procurement 
which is most germane to quality and requires reference - 
it does not apply to the"pea and bean arrangements which 
•re and have to be on a contract basis. 

*• _     Fruit and most vegetables, v?e learn, come almost 
entirely from the Hmall farmers (10 hectare maximum size of 
farm) via their co-operatives. The basis on which this 
arrangement operates is one which provides Vitaminica with 
produce which is surplus to the 'fresh' market - if the 
•fresh' market takes it all then there is none for Vitaminka. 
The non-quality factors of this situation will be dealt with 
elsewhere; in terms if setting and maintaining quality 
standards for raw materials it poses problems which are 
exceedingly difficult of solution. 

••      It really amounts to the totally untenable hypotheses 
that, for producing high quality products, 

- the surplus on a fruit/vegetable market 
will be of top or even average quality, and 

- that an economically sound and technically 
efficient preservation operation (jams, 
compotes, etc) can be programmed and 
carried out based on availabilities of 
surpluses. 

Experience shows that surpluses almost invariably 
•re of basically lower quality and involve greater inspection 
•nd other losses than the material which has been sold for 
consumption fresh on the retail market. This ,s quite apart 
from the additional quality problems introduce by reason oi 
the fact that the pieferred varieties, grown for 'fresh* 
consumption are by no means always the preferred varieties 
for preservation. 
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IO. In the long term,  the only effective way of overcoming 
this situation is for contract production of all non-wild fruit 
•nd vegetables,  such contracts  including provision for varietal 
control and  the supervision and control  of those agronomic 
factors which are controllable  (fertiliser,  irrigation where 
applicable, cultivations',  etc). 

The  foregoing strictures on raw material quality and 
methods of obtaining it apply wholly when the  ultimate aim 
is to produce high quality end products   (jams  ana bottled and 
canned fruit particularly);   in terns of  hygiene they apply 
in all areas,  but as and where lower quality  is acceptable 
(in martnelada,  nectars,  fruit pulps etc)  naturally  it  is 
possible and may only be economic to accept lower quality 
raw material.     In this context,  the softness of  the varieties 
of apricots produced in Yugoslavia in comparison with •• for 
example -  Spanish equivalents makes the possibility of 
production  to high quality textured apricot products 
problematic to say the least. 
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2,6 „Factory hygiene and méthode 

1. General 

Whilst  the principles of factory   (and in fact 
processing also) hygiene are well known and appreciated by 

ÎÏJ;Cî0rK direCt0ra!e' on  the f««*ory «»or these principles 
appear  to be very much more  honoured  in the breach  than in 
observance.     Brief observation of  this situation  indicates 
these   following possibilities. Uates 

2. Factory housekeeping 

The  factory is very untidy and whereas orderly chaos 
is frequent  in canning and jamming factories, disorderly chaos 
is unacceptable.    The impression gained is  that a great deal 
ot training,   first of supervisors and then of workpeople,  will 
be necessary before a better  situation is  reached.   Factory 
staff do not  seem to appreciate  (or are not  encouraged or 
allowed  to appreciate)  that  things are not   as  they should be. 
Such  simple principles as a place  for everything and everything 
in its place  do no»:  appear to be understood,   and aids to better 
efficiency and  orderly flow of materials and work ever, when 
available  (eg  the hand-pack  fill  table and  the Passe-type 
crate  loader  and unload« reportedly in engineering  stoics) 
are not  used.     Waste material   is allowed to buiid  up and  to 
He around without any routine procedure for   its orderly 
removal.    Permanently installed  plant  in use  is,  despite 
all  the rules,   left dirty in many instances which were 
observed -m one very obvious  case over a  12-day period. 
Non-electrically-driven fork-lift  trucks are  allowed in 
the factory,   emitting fumes -  the basic ml*   is electric. 
trucks only  m a food  factory.     The  surface  of   the  floor 
does not  lend   itself  to thorough cleansing   in che canning 
and jamming area - this floor   should be tiled.    Coving should 

So, LT aS *nduWhere neC' SEary t0 '«aitate cleansing. Hosing down is mace hazardous  by the type of  -intricai 
installation.     There appears  to be no provision Cor insect 
control, ' ct 
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3. 

în fact the whole hygiene situation is made 
more difficult by reason of the fact that the basic factory 
design is for the main part that of a general-purpose 
factory - satisfactory for warehousing, or making furniture, 
textiles or electrical goods with little change, but, apart 
from the grid-covered floor channels, unsuitable in very 
many ways for this type of food factory. Even in non- 
refrigerated areas where storage of non-perishable materials 
took place, eg packaging materials, finished goods, etc, the 
storage appeared to be very haphazard and proper rotation 
of inventories would be difficult if not impossible. The 
water used for wash-down and cooling - for which basically 
river water is satisfactory - should at least have been 
filtered and chlorinated; at present it is neither. For 
a thorough and efficient cleansing job on plant and other 
difficult areas, high pressure steam/water lances should 
be regularly used; they are not at present provided. 

4. Operation research 

In other words there should be a thorough overhaul 
of factory house-keeping and hygiene by an operations research 
specialist well acquainted with food plants of this type 
together with a training programme for factory personnel 
integrated with the introduction of the organisation and 
hygiene methods. 

5,      The provision of white coats etc, of cloakrooms and 
lockers and of medical checks is all very laudable but is 
largely nullified by the factory conditions. 
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*• In Western Europe there is a large retailing 
operation with a very sizeable food section which has all 
its products manufactured for it by a variety of specialist 
producers.     It  has established a reputation for quality and 
hygiene second  to none and is jealous of  this reputation. 
It has hygiene  inspectors who go round  its  supplier factories 
to ensure  that  first of all  the factory set-up permits of 
their standard  being established and then that  these standard« 
are maintained.     I have no hesitation in saying that any or 
all of Marks &  Spencers hygiene  inspection staff would need 
to spend no more  than five or ten minutes  in the Vitaminica 
factory before refusing to do business with it.    This situation 
needs to be changed. 

7. Maintenance and preventive maintenance 

Three quite extensive tours around the factory were 
made, and  in the course of these not once was an engineer seen. 
What was seen frequently was maladjusted machines - eg glabs 
jar and can feed scrolls on slow (60/min)  lines tipping and 
jarring filled containers to such an extent  that product  loss 
and a continuing mess on machines,  containers and floor was 
inevitable before capping or seaming.    The engineering foreman 
should have seen,  notedm and rectified such a fault long before 
it had reached  the stage at which it was observed.    Likewise, 
lack of maintenance had led to small  items of ancillary 
equipment most desirable for    efficient operation •• eg photo- 
electric cells - being left un-wired and dangling from a machine. 
Various expensive pieces of plant which should have led to 
labour-saving,   eg case packers and sealers,  were not in use whilst 
cases were being sealed by hand.    It may be true that short runs 
are un-economic  on such machines but  factory organisation should 
besuch that  long enough runs arc the rule  to allow proper plant 
utilisation and minimising of labour - the plant has been bought 
and is just unproductive capital investment if unused. 
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i. 

One of  the principal  evidences of the implementation 
of planned preventive maintenance is that,  after seasonal use 
of a piece of plant,   it  is thoroughly cleaned,  all necessary 
parts  (eg bearings and other wear areas) replaced or built up, 
is lubricated and all bare metal covered with a protective 
coating,  and then  it  is  finally painted.    Of all  these criteria 
the one must easily ohsci'ved and checked is painting,  and on 
the evidence of  what  «vis  seen  it would not appear  that very 
much preventive maintenance actually  took place. 

8« Thi»  is «" area in which more  lengthy probing would 
be necessary than was possible during the time  spent at 
Banja Luka  in order to establish the total   spectrum of facts. 
We vere told that a very complete system of  preventive and 
current maintenance uas  in operation:    of this  system we saw 
no evidence in actual  practice.    It could be  either non- 
iaplementation of a laid-down plan, or very inefficient 
implementation of  the plan, or else wishful  thinking by an 
individual who knew very well what should be happening but 
had no power to cause  it to happen,    The same comment is 
equally applicable  to what was found on the hygiene fromt 
and that which was stated to be the case. 

9. The strong impression gained in this as in several 
other areas of the factory operation was that whilst the theory 
of operations was well known and appreciated there is a failure 
to apply this knowledge down the line. 

\ 
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10. 

One of  the most illuminating pieces of information 
concerning the overall efficiency of a canning and glass- 
packaging factory  is that concerned with losses of  product 
however caused. 

In canning circles the maximum amount of spoilage 
which is at all permissible is 1 in 10,000. Many canreries 
set and maintain a  standard of better than 1  in  100,000. 

The Vitaminka achievement  is by no means  even up 
to the 10,000 standard and this need rectifying. 

When it  comes to incidental and casual   loss by 
breakage or deformation of glass and steel  containers,   loss 
of glass in particular appeared to be excessive - both plain 
cui let and  cullet mixed with product was in piles  on bays and 
floors.    Furthermore  there did not  seem to be very much 
concern that  this was happening - or there was even a lack 
of awareness   that   it was happening.     It  is  suggested  that 
to minimise  losses,   all  causes should be  itemised  and records 
kept of incidence under each cause.    This would provide data 
on which remedial  action could be taken  (eg losses on filling, 
palletisation,  retorting etc etc etc). 

11. Number of product lines 

A relatively brief inspection of the list of products 
made at Vitaminka (we were not provided with a complete list 
•nd therefore a very detailed critique on this point is not 
possible) indicated that the numbet of actual products was 
possibly - or even more than - fifty, and that raw materials 
(fruits and vegetables) alone were more than 20.  When variable 
•i«e of pack is taken into account, the total number of lines 
must be well over 100. The production of some of these lines 
appeared to be very small indeed and the utilisation of some 
of the raw materials also verv small. 
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12. In the interests    of profitability,  of effective 
organisation, of effective maintenance of quality and 
quality control,  and  of  minimising interference with the 
main  'bread-and-butter'   lines of  the  factory  it  is highly 
desirable to rational i se and to reduce  the number of product 
lines  to manageable proportions. 

13» Thn comment  made above  (Factory Hygiene and Methods: 
General)  of unacceptable   'disorderly'chaos may  in fact only 
be convertable  into  the acceptable  'orderly'   chaos if and 
when the number of product lines matches the  capability of 
effectively organising  their production within    the existing 
parameters of factory  size,  equipment  and staffing.. 

14. Additionally,   having too many lines means that 
marketing effort  is excessively dispersed and  not concentrated 
on disposal of the lines which really are profitable to the 
company - and of course  the profitability of  each line roust 
be known or there  is no  sound basis on which rationalisation 
can take place. 

In view of  the number of lines now produced,  and with 
possibilities arising of adding to the  list   (such as are dealt 
with  in this report)   it  is unfortunate  that certain plant choices 
have already been made.     For example  that vacuum pan jam 
manufacture was decided  on and  implemented,  because the main 
reason for its abandonment  in Europe generally was  its  lack of 
flexibility.    This was   obtained  even with very  large  scale jam 
manufacturers in factories producing 30,000 tons of jam a year 
and more.    Also,  and  as  referred to later,  the pasteuriser could 
have been of a multi-entry type able to accept  various sizes and 
types of pack without  belt speed change  and able to handle a 
considerable variety  simultaneously,  giving each   size  and type 
its  appropriate  treatment. 
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2.7 Utilisation of labour 

1. General 

Labour once engaged for work at Vitaminica must be 
employed throughout the year.    This is an excellent principle 
but provides difficulties and a big challenge  to management, 
particularly as a  great deal of work is seasonal /variable 
in nature.    It  is  tantamount to a situation whore  the only way 
of maintaining a reasonable level  of  labour cost   (regarded 
here as a continuing overhead)  is  to be certain  to have those 
machines available  in the necessary quantity which can minimise 
the employment of manual  labour at  times of peak demand, 
ie during harvesting/processing of fresh raw materials. 

2. Planning of production and of  crop intakes  so that 
highly labour-intensive and leas  labour-intensive materials 
come in at the same time is also helpful.    But  broadly  it 
means that if there is a machine    which will  do a job as well 
•8 an employee,  or  if one employee + machine can do a job as 
well as three or  four employees,   then it  is most  unlikely that 
the cost of that machine when amort i .sed over  its   life will be 
greater than the  cost of h unan labour. 

3» It therefore becomes highly desirable  to review labeur 
usage in every department quite frequently and  to  introduce and 
make use of machines particularly when natural  wastage  leads to 
possibilities of  reduction in work-force.    Parallel with this 
could be an up-grading of work-force in  terms of  skills - higher 
competence brings  savings all round both in numbers of  employees, 
in quality of produce,  in reduction of  losses and mistakes, and 
in general  efficiency.    The absence of  an internal  seasonal labour 
availability makes measures of this  sort   doublv   important if costs 
are to be kept competitive.    The  impression gained  during factory 
visits at Vitarainka was that there was a very liberal  use of 
labour,  frequently  employed on manual operations which could better 
have been done by machine.    On the other  hand,  much too  little 
labour utilisation was evident on general cleansing, maintenance, etc. 
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III FACILITIES AND CURRENT PRODUCTION 

3.1 Banja Luka 

!• Banja Luka is "almost  in the centre of the Republic 
of  Bosnia.    The  town itself    straddJes the Vrbas river where 
the blue waters of the rapids  and  soft green tree-covered 
gorges give way to the  fertile  plains of the Sava rivet. 
Throughout the ages Banja Luka has been of considerable 
strategic importance to  invaders  and defenders alike. 

2. Topography 

The topography of the area is quite striking.    To 
the south and west lie some of the most beautifully-wooded 
hills in Europe,  rich in wild fruit trees and wild berries. 
To the north the countryside is very much less striking as 
the plain widens out.    This is  the area for large-scale 
arable farming on the rich alluvial soil. 

3. Climate 

Unfortunately climatological data for the Banja Luka 
•rea    was not available as records have only just  started being 
kept.    Banja Luka has the  invidious reputation of beinp  the 
coldest  town in Yugoslavia with  winter temperatures  in the order 
of -15 to -20°C,ln the town snow falls most yearn and usually 
reaches a depth of about one metre.    During spring there is 
usually a    plentiful  supply of  rain - not big showers but 
little     and often.    June and July arc normally considered 
dry months - 1975 being an exception. 
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earth tremor of 0.9 on the Richter scale.    Generally speaking, 
Inost designs, provino for individual pad foundation* which 

give the necessary flexibility of movement, 
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4, Communications 

Ban ja Luka  is well connected by roads and  is only 
tone  70 km south of  the main Zagreb-Beograd road,   taking 
three and five hours respectively to reach.    To the south 
lies the port of Split  and to  the south east Sarajevo. 

3, Population 

In the last  few years thsre has been a steady growth 
In population which  in 1974  nearly  reached  170,000.     The 
population  is almost equally divided between Muslims,  Serbians 
and Croatians,  and all  races whatever their ethnic origin 
seem to work harmoniously together.    The population  is also 
inflated by a very large student population said to be more 
than 7000 strong.    Social,   sporting and cultural activities 
•re well organised and help  to provide a happy and  contented 
environment  in which to live. 

'• Earthquake 

In October 1969 an earthquake of great  severity 
destroyed much of the town -  shops,   factories and homes alike. 
With the help of a reconstruction fund new buildings have 
sprung up,   and while a great  deal has been accomplished 
the work of  rebuilding still  continues.    However,   the worst 
scars of  the  earthquake have  healed over and  it  becomes 
increasingly  difficult to tell   the difference between 
reconstruction and new buildings as a result  of organic 
growth. 

7. New building regulations 

All new building  is  now carefully controlled to 
ensure  tha    design*, include  safety factors to withstand an 
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hi. Vitaminka 

1. The majority of the new industrial  activity, 
including the Vitaminica food  factory,  has been  located 
to the north of   the  city..    The  industrial  aro*  is divided 
by the Vrbas river.     As a result  of  the  rapid   increase 
in industrialisation  the river h,:is become  ?eriously 
polluted by both   chemical and organic  contamination. 
Expansion in this   industrial area has  been  such that 
land for development   i s  at a  premium.  At  Vitaminica oi'Jy 
limited  expansion  can now take place which precludes 
the possibility of  a major processing development. 

2. Rehuil ding 

Like many other factories  the  1969 earthquake 
totally destroyed  the Vitaminka factory.    However,  a great 
deal of the original  plant was recovered.    The  factory aa 
it atands today   is   therefore new since  1969 and has not 
only replaced  the  original buildings but  provided nev: 
facilities by which  the factory's production has been 
increased. 

3. Investment 

In 1974   the   total value of   the building? r.nd plant 
•tood at  100 million dinars  ($5.9 million).     Working capital 
•tood at  30 ni I lion ùinars   ($1.8 million)   but   this  it,  being 
increased to 40 million dinars   ($2.4 million)   in the  current 
year,    The  investment  is almost  equally  divided  bctvoon plan' 
and machinery on  the one hand and buildings and  facilities on 
the other.    Since   the  first buildings were  erected  in 1970 
building costs have   increased by a  least  four  titties  end  the 
current cor.t of  building inclusive o?  service«   is about 
4000-4500 dinars   ($235-2ó4) per square metre. 
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*. AIPK 

In the future all  further agro-industrial development 
ill the Repulic of Bosnia will  be  co-ordinated  through Agro- 
Industriski i Prometni Kombinat  -  "Bosanska Krajina".     The 
headquarters of this new organisation, whose formation was 
recommended as a result  of  an FAO/Uorld  Bank mission,   is 
situated  in Ban ja Ltika.     It   is  already apparent  that'close 
ties at  all  levels are being  forged between AJPK and 
Vitaminka. 

*• t    AlPK's very function vili  be  to promote agricultural 
production in the area as part  of  the "Government  Green Plan". 
Essentially this will   involve     a   two-pronged attack - first 
to  increase the productivity of   the  Kombinats and  secondly 
through  the farm co-operatives  help to promute greater 
prosperity amongst  the  local   farmers.     In this respect  the 
migration of young people of   farming backgrounds  is causing 
major      concern.    Unless  the  present  trends can be reversed 
many of  the hill villages will   cease  to exist.    AIPK will 
next  year  take over responsibilities  for agricultural 
extension work, working closely with the co-operatives. 

*• AIPK is also  invest igating a number of other major 
developments covering both  livestock and  industrial   areas. 
At  the present time  there are no  meat  processing facilities 
in the  area and a fully  integrated  complex  is under consideration. 
Other projects of   interest   include a soya bean oil   extraction 
plant,  various poultry and duck  enterprises,  a potato  processing 
complex and a barley maltings. 

All this would  indicate  that with so much activity 
going on Vitaminka should  ensure   that  the company's attitudes 
and  future policies are well-known and should do all   it can 
to promote  its own interests,   particularly in regard to 
on-farm production facilities. 
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3.3 Production and output 

1. General 

Vitaminica  is the largest food processing company 
in Yugoslavia and  specialises in the processing of fruit 
and vegetables which are cultivated or picked wild in 

the Banja Luka region. 

2« Sales and  production for the  last  three years 
are set out overleaf   (table 3.1).    1'rom 1972 to 1974 it 
will be seen that  the  actual quantity of processed product 
rose by 41 per cent  to around 14,500 tons.     However, during 
that period  the value of  sales decreased sharply, reflecting 
the problems which have been facing European processors in 
recent years.    It  should be appreciated  that  sales figures 
have not be adjusted  for stocks which rose during 1973 and 
therefore unrepresentative unit values are given for this 
year. 

3. In terms of selling value, vegetables have fallen 
from 49 per cent of  sales to 38 per cent in the period, but 
in quantity they remain the greater.       There are indications 
that fruit will  become more important during the next few 
years. 

4. Vegetable production 

Details of the production of processed vegetables 
•re set out in table 3.2. Jt can be teen that four major 
products account for 82 per cent of the total - namely: 

canned peas 
cucumbers&herkins 
capsicums 
ajvar 
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Ajvar is a paste made out of tomatoes and red 
capsicum.    It  is very popular in Yugoslavia and  iB freely 
exported  to those  countries vhcre  there has  been a 
substantial Yugoslavian immigration.    In the  future we 
understand that  the production of all products will be 
increased,  particularly those mentioned above.    Emphasis 
is also  likely to be placed on  tomatoes and red beet. 

5. Fruit production 

The production of processed fruit products for the 
last  thr..-e years   is  given in tabic 3.3.    Jams and «mar ma lad a» 
(a fruit theese)  which accounted  tor nearly  59 per cent of 
production in 1972 have recently declined  in  importance and 
now account for only 40 per cent.    The reason for this has 
been the  large increase in fruit  juice production together 
With  the  introduction  in 1973 of bulk frozen fruit  for 
reprocessing.    In the future,   it  is hoped that  the production 
of all   the mam products   will be increased. 
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3.4 Product range 

*• I" appendix III details of sixty or so more popular 
product packs have been set out.    In terms of actual products 
numbers arc equally divided between fruit and vegetable 
products. 

2, Overall  the  total number of packs  (determined by 
size/capacity;  material - can/jar/bottle; process  treatment 
and base product)  possibly approaches  100 different   types. 
However, within this  number would be included bulk packs of 
frozen products  suitable for reprocessing, 

3> As can perhaps be anticipated some of the  individual 
product lines represent very small  sales levels.    Unfortunately 
although this data  is  available there was not  sufficient time 
to analyse it.    However,  in 1974  there were nine  frui-t  and four 
vegetable products with less than 500,000 dinars   ($29,000)  selling 
value;  of these only four had been  introduced during  the previ 
two years.    Further investigation showed that  13 fruit products 
and 7 vegetable products had sales below 750,000 dinars  ($44,000); 
again there were only four new introductions during  the previous 
two years. 

4. ^    This brief analysis  immediately raises  the  question of 
the individual profitability of each product.    What   contribution 
does each product make  to profits?    Are some products more 
profitable than others?    We comment on these aspects  in greater 
detail elsewhere but   from our discussions and study of the 
information given to us it would appear that the current systems 
of product  line costings installed  in the factory would not be 
able to give an accurate indication of  individual  product 
profitability,   let alone even groups of products. 
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5. ft must emphasise that: without this essential 
information it becomes difficult if not impossible to make 
rational decisions on such matters as new product development, 
Marketing development and indeed on such organisational 
matters as plant layout and utilisation. 



Ill Plant capacity 

1. The following figures give «n indication of the 
•fcrating capacities with" different productst 

Fea i 
Crean beana 
Cucumbers/gherkins 
Capai cum 
Red beet 
Carrots 

* 1 kg cana 

Fruit   (ikg jar«) 

Strawberry Ja« 
Cherry jam 
Compote of cherry 
Fruit juice 

* bottle 1 litre 

Labeur 
twit 

3« 
H 
M 
se 
I? 
s? 

Tona/8hr* 
•Iti ft 

18 
le 
10 
IO 
• 

11 
11 
al 
11 

i 
i 

2. It ahould be noted that when aulphited fruit ia used 
the cooking process haa to be extended.    There are aorae savings 
in the time taken in preparation but the net reault  i a an 
««tension of the cycle time from I hour to 1| hours. 
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3«      Period of operation 

From 1 June to 15 October (1975) the plant operates 
21 shifts per week and t-en shifts per week for the remainder 
of the year. The company calculates on the basir of 250 • 
Working days in the year.  Eight days are lost  through 
national holidays but there is no extended period of 
factory close-down. Generally there is a long break 
just before the New Year but this coincides with the 
Christmas Holiday. 

*•      Theoretical capacity 

Vitaminka state that with the equipment already 
installed in the plant the theoretical annual output would 
be 25,000 tons of finished product. It is in fact 10-15 
per cent higher, say 28,000 tons. The plant utilisation 
for 1974 and 1975 is as follows: 

Percentage 
Output       utilisation 

1974 14470 50Z 

1975 17500 61* 
(estimated) 

S,      We consider that 70-80 per cent utilisation should 
be aimed for. At the present time the reasons for low 
utilisation are as follows: 

a. insufficient supplies of raw materials 

b. difficulty in finding markets for finished 
products 

\ 
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To these two could be added:    low plant efficiency 
and plant wastage, but these are the responsibility and 
under the direct control of Vitaminka management and can 
theoretically be   resolved given the determination. 

*• l£ *8 therefore of paramount importance that Vitaminka 
carefully appraises the future prospects of increasing raw 
Material supplies and investigates market opportunities for 
both existing and new products. 
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3.6 Marketing and  distribution 

!• Vitaminica has  total responsibility for its own 
marketing effort - ie from point of market identification 
through to product development,  market  planning and  sales. 
While home sales are dealt with internally,  exports have 
to be directed through a national exporting company, 
although the sale     itself most probably would  have been 
ovtained by the company's own sales activity. 

2. Home sales 

While 64 per cent of Vitamirtka's home  sales are 
in Bosnia,  19 per cent  are in Croatia.     Slovenia it also 
of some  importance.    Serbia is of little importance while 
Macedonia  is not only a  lower priced market but  is so 
distant   that transport  costs become excessive.     It is said 
that  there is no restriction of  trade-  between the different 
republics  in Yugoslavia  but at  times the impression is 
given that some republics try to protect home  industries. 
However,   it is unlikely  that this  situation has much 
interrupted Vitaminka's  progress. 

3» Purchasing for  the retail  outlets is undertaken 
by a relatively small  number of wholesalers,   so therefore, 
Vitaminka has very little contact witl.  the retail industry. 
Selection of what products go on the shelf of  a  shop is 
largely dependent on the wholesaler's original choice. 
Few retail  shops for  instance will  stock more  than one brand 
of any given product.     In other words  on the jam shelf there 
may be a number of jam varieties made  perhaps by different 
companies but there will  only be, for example,   one apricot jam. 
In this respect the consumer has little choice. 

J 



4. Distribution 

To overcome this problem and also to improve 
distribution Vitaminka has established warehouses in 
Zagreb and Rijka, where it  is possible for retailers 
to come and buy what they want.     In Zagreb the warehouse, 
together with the employment of  a travelling salesman, 
has  seen turnover increase five-fold  in the area. 

i. Transport 

Vitaminka uses  its own lorries to deliver its 
produce and on average distribution is  said to coat 
0.25 dinars/kg of produce   (ie just over one US cent). 
This charge  is considered   to be highly  competitive 
and   indicates the efficiency of the external  transport 
service.    This  statement,  presupposes that the products 
have been delivered to customers as ordered and  in    the 
correct quantities. 

6. Future prospects for home market 

In view of the high price of jams it is felt that 
sone «tagnation or even decline in the market will occur. 
Vitaminka does not wish to reduce quality so that a lower 
selling price can be achieved.  In the past Yugoslav buyers 
have ihown that they are prepared to pay a 30 per cent 
premium for Yugoslav jams rather than buy from Eastern 
Europe. Fruit juices will continue to show promise while 
the past trends for canned vegetable and fruit products 
are likely to continue. 
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7. 

All export sales are handled by an export agency 
(Jugo Export) but Vitaminica has to be responsible for 
obtaining the order in the first place. However, over 
the last three years exports have started to pick up 
and in 1974 just under $J million worth left the factory 
for overseas destinations - a four-fold increase over 
the two years. The "traditional products" have shown 
little increase while the greatest expansion was for 
bulk frozen fruit, having started production in 1973. 

*•      Amongst the vegetables produced ajvar is popular 
in the UK and Sweden, but overall fruit producir, are of 
much greater importance, particularly fruit for reprocessing. 
The UK and West Germany are the two most important markets. 

'•      A number of years ago jam was a popular export to 
the UK and some of the Arab  countries. However, over the 
year« it has priced itself out of the market. The main 
reason for this is the price of sugar in Yugoslavia which 
is currently 1120 dinars per 100 kg ($65.9), V7hereas the 
equivalent price in the UK is 630 dinars ($37.06). At the 
present time jams from Bulgaria and Romania are on the 
market at half the price, albeit that they are of an inferior 
quality. 
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7. Export 8ale» 

All export sales are handled by an export agency 
(Jugo Export)  but Vitaminica has to be responsible for 
obtaining the order in the first place.    However,  over 
the last three years exports have started  to pick up 
and in 1974 just under $i million worth left  the factory 
for overseas destinations - a four-fold  increase over 
the two years.     The "traditional products" have shown 
little increase while the greatest expansion was for 
bulk froxen fruit, having started production in 1973. 

8. Amongst the vegetables produced ajvar  is popular 
in the UK and Sweden, but overall fruit products are of 
much greater importance, particularly fruit  for reprocessing. 
The UK and West Germany are the two most important markets. 

9. A number of years ago jam was a popular export  to 
the UK and some of the Arab      countries.     However, over  the 
years it  has priced itself out of the market.    The main 
reason for this  is the price of  sugar in Yugoslavia which 
it currently 1120 dinars per  100 kg ($65.9),  whereas the 
equivalent price  in the UK is 630 dinars   ($37.06).    At the 
present  time jams from Bulgaria and    Romania are on the 
market at half the price, albeit that they are of an inferior 
quality. 
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10. Vitaminka is currently trying to develop the 
production of molasses to repl.ice sugar but this is likely 
to take some time before sufficient quantities are 
available.       Unless, therefore, the basic price of sugar 
can be reduced it is difficult to see how its jams can be 
competitive, The domestic price of sugar has been inflated 
to promote a stronger sugar industry in the country. It 
is anticipated that by 1980 the country will be 90 per 
cent self sufficient.  If it is the Yugoslav Government's 
wish to promote the export of jams and other products 
containing sugar, either exports will have to be subsidised 
or some means found to rebate the sugar levy. We consider 
this matter should be referred to Yugo-Conscrve for 
discussion with the appropriate government department. 

11. Having made this point we feel that nevertheless 
there are opportunities for the export of jams of very high 
quality and with a specialist"up market" appeal.  For example, 
apricot jam and almond nuts, cherry and brandy jam or black- 
berry and apple jam. The quantity sold would not be large 
but the gross selling value could be quite high.  Initially 
a premium market should be sought - say small gift pucks 
for Christmas time. 

12. In Volume II details of the various market opportunities 
have been set out together with the background to each tnatket 
situación. The opportunities for juice are considered to be 
negligible but potentially a market could exist for high 
quality concentrated juice. As yet Vitaminka could not 
produce this product as no aroma stripping facilities are 
available. 
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il.     Bulk fronen fruit - cherries, blackberries, plum, 
•te would appear to offer a good export potential. There is 
little doubt that flow f*ree?.ing would greatly improve the 
quality and this alone could well increase market opportunity, 
We understand that it is hoped to install a 2 ton per hour 
flow freezer next year. Cold storage is also to be expanded 
but some of this will be taken up by the requirements of the 
baby food line. 
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3.7 Sit» and Buildings 

1. Site layout 

A plan of the Vitaminica site is given at Figure I, 
fro» which it will be se*.ui that the northern boundary is beside 
the Vrbas river.  While land was available across the service 
road to the east for the office block and canteen, no further 
•pace is available on this side of the road for further building. 

2. Buildings 

There are essentially three main process units! 

Cold Store 
Pruit and vegetable processing 
Fruit juice plant. 

The Cold store is of sufficient area to accommodate 2-ton per 
hour block freezing line.  While the plant room capacity is 
sufficient for the planned expansion of cold storage space to 
2,000 tons, it will be necessary for the block freezer to be 
provided with its own plant. 

3. Construction 

The method of construction varies from building 
to building - the cold store is of reinforced in-situ cast 
concrete, while the main process building is of a steel frame 
construction. 

J 
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*•    *    Floor» 

Work floor« have poorly Bet levels, particularly in 
w»t areas, and as a result too much water ìB left standing around. 
The floor surfaces themselves have been primed with a bituminous ( 

coating which, when combined with water, becomes very slippery \ 
to walk on.  Ideally all floors Bhould be finished in 
Granolithic or tiles in those areas which will have to withstand 
particularly hard conditions. 

5. Electrical installation 

The electrical installation is on the bus-bas 
system in the main process area, which permits a free interchange 
of equipment.  In the juice plant an individual switched fused 
system has been installed.  Unfortunately the fuse boxes and 
control panelB have been badly sited and are not of sufficient 
specification to withstand the working conditions.   A number of 
electrical control panels and fuse boxes had not had their doors 
closed, allowing the ingress of dirt and other extraneous matter. 

A 



3.6 Services 

1» In this section we describe very briefly the 
services which are on site at the present time and then 
go on to outline what  improvement or additions are likely 
to be made  in  the future. 

2. Water 

Water for cooling purposes is drawn direct  from 
the river.    Although it  is passed through a sand filter 
there is no other purification whatsoever.    There  is  a high 
level of chemical   pollution in  the water caused by a 
cellulose plant  upstream.    As a tesult  it becomes necessary 
to hand clean  the cans before  labels are fixed.    We 
suspect  that   there must be a measurable  level   of bacterial 
contamination  in view of  the fact that  some open drains run 
into the river  at  the present:  time.    Also all   fish life 
below the  town  is non-existent.      This  is a most 
unsatisfactory position.      Either the water  should be 
purified or  shell  and tube heat-exchangers  should be  inserted 
into the cooling circuit and recirculated water used  instead. 
The latter  is  possibly the cheaper solution. 

3. ^  Fresh water  is supplied from the nain through 
300 mm pipe at   3 atmospheres pressure.      This would  seem to 
indicate a plentiful supply,  the water itself  is slightly 
chlorinated.    The cose is 2.10 DN  ($0.12)  per cubic metre. 

4. Effluent 

Up to the present time all water has been returned 
to the river,  but nr> from next year stringent new control 
measures ore being introduced.      As a result,  all water being 
returned  should  in future be of a higher quality than that 
taken out.       Vitaminka is currently constructing a new 
sediment/sludge  plant   and all  the unpuriflcd  liquor will 
then be discharged  into the public sewer.      The  local 
authority  is curront'ty constructing a new sewerage plant and 
laying the  ..e^s^ry rapes.      Vitaminka will  then be charged 
an appropri aue^ fee by the local   authority for accepting the 
effluent.       This vili  be based on the  remaining solid  content 
and B.O.D. The  current charge  is 0,010 DN ner cubic metre. 

i 
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5. Steam 

Vitaminka has its own powerhouse which is fitted 
with three boilers of 5,_ 8 and  10  tons/hr nominal evaporative 
capacity.       At  the present  time  the normal  operating 
requirement  is 15 tons/hr, but  this will  rise to  18 tons/hr 
in the future.      Thu EcedwaLtr  is  purifica,  the  plant having 
a capacity of 24  tons/hr.      Factory steam pressure is 11/12 
atmospheres at point of delivery.       The boilers  are fed 
960 sec heavy oil,  500 tons of which is  stored  on site. 
All oil  is delivered by lorry.    The cose  ia Í.35 DN  ($0.078) per kg. 

6. Electricity 

There are two independent  supplies of  electricity 
on aite  (3 phase 380v) each having its own 10,000 volt 
transformer and being connected to the main factory bus-bar. 
There are no area supply problems and the present  installation 
can take a further 30 per cent capacity.    The coat is 0.48 DN 
($0.028)  per KW/hr. 
7• Factory heating 

The main buildings are  heated by steam/hot air 
units.      Few of  the main work areas are  insulated and 
Vitaminka  is aware of the extent of present heat  losues  in 
the winter.      An attempt is being made to concentrate all 
labour into confined areas which can be adequately heated. 
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l. 

Cans 

Packaging 

The following types of packaging materials are used. 

Capacity Diameter 

i kg 
1 kg 
3 kg 
5 kg 

73 mm 
99 mm 

163 mm 
163 mm 

All cans are lacquered and those used for blackberries are 
double-treated.  Normally 8/8 tin plate is used, all of 
which is imported into Yugoslavia.  The cans are purchased 
300 km away and delivered in non-returnable cartons. 

2.      For large runs of cans - mainly vegetable - 
litho printing is used, otherwise paper labels are affixed. 
Costs of cans are as follows: 

Siie 

250 g 
I kg 
I kg 
5 kg 

Unprinted 
Dinars ($) 

1.54  (0.09) 
2.10  (0.12) 
8.67  (0.51) 

(with handle) 

Printed 
DTnars' ($) 

1.27 (0.07) 
1.68 (0.10) 
2.31 (0.H) 
8.61 (0.51) 

It would appear that very large quantities of cans 
are delivered before the start of the season, which 
undoubtedly takes up much valuable manoeuvres space.      Some 
form of contracted delivery would seem preferable. 
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** Class jars 

0nlV two types of glass jar are used - J  kg and 
1 kg nominal   capacity.   , The current design has a heavy 
flared bottom  to provide easy handling characteristics. 
An earlier  type with a tapered base was discontinued 
because of  a  high level of line breakages,  although  in our 
opinion it   is  of better appearance. 

The  jars are moulded, but   it is understood   that 
vacuum mouldinß facilities will be    available in the not 
too distant   future  ;     thus much lighter-looking jars  can 
then be made. 

¿SUL Capacity.        Glass Weight        Contents Weight    Price 
" Din($) 

*  k8 185 8 420 g i.io (0.06) 

'  k» 38° « »50 g 1.23  (0.07) 

1  kg 
0.042(0.0025) 

0.048(0.0028) 

Glati i   litre .  ,n ,n rt,. 
bottle. ,   14 

U2° <°-07> 
1   litre 1.74  (0.10) 

5. Outer fibreboard container» 

A     r ,>    The  cost of fibreboard containers ranged from 
4 - 5 dinars   ($0.24 - 0.29) per case.      The quality of the 
board was adequate but not good.      More attention should be 
given to closure;     in some instances  tape was being used, 
which did not  add to the already untidy abearance. 
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Ub« la 

AU  label* were of a highly distinctive 
appearance and no doubt are suitable for the Yugoslav 
market,  about which we   do not have much experience.    We 
auggest, however,  that a number of new designs should 
be introduced for exported products.       Ideally the 
labels Bhould be designed hy a national of the country 
where the produces will be on sale. 

*• The Vitarainka trade mark is distinctive, and 
we think very good for the purpose intended. 

'à 
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4.1 

PRODUCTION OF BABY FOODS 

General 

l't  A    , u u necessary fo define in bvoad terms the 
Kind of baby foods appropriate to Vitaminka's operations.    These 
are not of the milk, or modified milk, or milk substitute type 
used during the-  first  9 months  (approx)  of the baby's life as 
the regular basic feed to replace breast milk.    The products 
appropriate to Vitaminka are of two kinds: 

(i)       those now very widely used as  a supplement to 
the milk  feed from 3 months of age  to about 9 months, 
and 

(ii)    those  feeds, which at about 9 months, totally 
replace milk, and are transitional to the time  (2 years 
old or so)  when the  child eats with the  family.    These 
latter are usually known as  'junior'  foods and differ 
In character from the first type in that 

- particle size is larger and the texture changes  from 
a fine smooth puree to a less   fine puree base 
frequently with discrete larger pieces in it, and 

- nutritionally the product has to stand largely alone 
aa it is no longer a 'supplement'  to milk. 

2. Consumption 

The extent to which such products aa these are currently 
uaed is exemplified by the fact that in the USA about 600 varietie» 
•re currently available  (a country where around 75% of all babies 
are bottle fed)  and in Sweden about   125 varieties are on tale. 
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The consumption in USA was, in   1968, 600 jar»/baby/year and in 
Sweden was 450 jars/baby/year (jar size not specified but moatly, 
one presumes,  the  around  I25g or 4j  oz jar).    The fastest 
commercial  food filling lines were  for baby foods - up to 
800-1000 jars or can»/minute! 

3. Conceptual  aspects 

Before  coming to technical aspects of baby foods as 
defined above it it necessary also to draw attention to aspect« 
of such foods which  colour and condition the whole  concept of 
producing and marketing them. 

*• Food is emotive.     Its  selection and use  is hedged around 
by taboos  (traditional  religious,  legal etc),  some of which  are 
or were valid,  some not, but which  are disregarded at ones peril. 
This  situation is even more  acute  in  respect of baby  food in a 
situation where the purchaser is not  the  consumer,  the consumer is 
totally dependent    on the purchaser for health, protection etc, 
and the consumer and purchaser normally have  the closest personal 
and emotional  links.     In theae  circumstances, quality  (appearance, 
flavour, etc), performance  criteria  (growth  and health promotion, 
absence of harmful effects)   and hygienic image  (type of pack and 
presentation;   factory image  and reputation)   all have major roles 
to play in effective sales promotion  and achievement.    The purchaser 
must be   'nursed'  all  the  time - and  the largest  producers of baby 
foods  in the world, Heinz and Gerber - rio just this  thing.    Not 
only must  the  foods be sound and effective  all  the time but  they 
must,   from factory visiting and promotions  deriving from the  factory 
unit, be seen  to be  ail the  tilings  claimed by the manufacturer 
and wished for by the purchaser.     This introduces an entirely new, 
and over-ridini? parameter in  the consideration of establishing a 
baby  food manufacturing operation;  it  is normally quite  unnecessary 
for adult  foods vhich are judged on  face value - flavour,  texture, 
appearance etc. 



It is in this overall context that the factory 
operation must be planned and executed. 

5. Composition of baby  food 

So far as composition of these baby  foods, major 
advances have taken place in nutritional requirement évaluation 
over the past two decades  and WHO has provided very  useful 
guidelines.    At the same time  they have ma< e  life more  difficult. 
for the manufacturer in two similar respects which cut  across 
the  traditional mothers evaluation of the  flavour and attractiveness 
of a food for her child. 

*• !t has become known  that two particular ingredients 
in  foodfor infants and children are  undesirable,  certainly in the 
quantities heretofore provided.    The  items are salt,  and sugar, 
(sucrose).    Too much salt has   recently been associated with cot 
deaths  and is liable to predispose  the infant to hypertension in 
later life;  too much sugar is bad in several respects  - dental 
caries,  predisposition to obesity, high blood triglycerides with 
its subsequent  implications  for atheroma, replacement of other 
forms  of carbohydrate such as cereals which provide  additional 
nutrients to pure carbohydrate, etc etc. 

7« Unfortunately mothers,  used to quite high   (1% or more) 
salt  and also high sugar levels  in  food,  arc inclined to reject 
savoury  foods  for infants which  are low in salt  and also to reject 
dessert1   foods which  lack  customarily  sweetness.     Babies   do not 

demand the saltiness and sweetness  demanded by adults;   they are 
very happy to consume  foods which  are almost  tasteless by adult 
standards.    It  is probably necessary to conpromise on  these factors 
initially,  and to use a little  added salt or sugar  *to make the 
food taste right!'.    Later, the  correct low levels can be introduced. 

I 
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•• Packaging 

A further indication of the extreme seriousness with 
which all aspects of infant foods is taken is the fact that where 
sudi products are usually canned - as in England - no longer is 
regular solder being used on  the  side-seams of the  cans.    At very 
considerable extra expense and difficulty, pure tin is 
used for soldering such canB, so avoiding any possible lead 
contamination of the food. 

•• It is therefore very clear that a baby food operation 
Must be approached with the greatest circumspection; it must be 
irreproachable in all aspects and fully up-to- date in the light 
of nutritional and paedriatic knowledge and practice. 

u» 
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I. 

General principles of baby food manufacture 

General 

Raw materials do not enter the baby-food plant until 
they are  fully prepared - either canned  (and in this instance 
pre-cooked),  frozen  (in  this case  fully washed and prepared but 
probably only blanched and therefore  requiring cooking),  or fresh 
but  fully prepared, washed, peeled if necessary,   cored or pitted 
if  fruit requiring such treatment,  trimmed and freed from bone, 
sinew and obvious   fat  if meat.    All  raw materials  are thawed  (if 
necessary)   and are  throughly rinsed in  an aii-jet washer with 
subsequent blower before  further treatment.    Top quality raw 
material is necessary  throughout. 

2. Cooking 

Blanched and uncooked raw materials are sliced if 
necessary, to minimise cooking time, and then cooked either under 
pressure or more  commonly in steam jacketed open pans which are 
conveniently fitted with wire baskets.    The pans have hoods with 
extractors  fitted.     Cooking time is variable and appropriate  to 
the  raw material but  always  remembering that  the materials have 
subsequently to be pureed.    Continuous steam cooking of vegetables 
and fruits  is appropriate if anticipated throughout  justifies 
such cooking but  at  the projected production rate of   I  ton per 
hour would be unlikely to be appropriate but   depending on the 
product mix and the components  (number and quantity)   in each mix. 
However, pan cooking provides greater flexibility and control  and 
avoids clean-down time  and gaps problems,  and baby  food production 
is, except in the  largest plants, basically a batch rather than a 
continuous operation. 

• 



ì. Comminution 

~    Tr"^ «"J vegetables 

The first stage in  comminution  is by passing the 
cooked nutcrial through a pulper or  'passing'  machine 
with a 0.045" screen.    Then grinding or disintegration 
in a suitable mill   is necessary  and this  iß  followed 
by passing, the materi,?l  through  a  fine  screen finisher 
with 0.027 sq.   inch to 0.033 sq.   inch mesh. 

•*    Meat 

4. 

This is passed through a mincer with   1/8th" or 3/ 16th" 
hole«.    After add-back of about  5% of the cooking 
liquor,  the slurry is emulsified or homogenised - 
usually in « suitable colloid mill - and is then, 
after addition of more cooking liqvor if necessary, 
passed through the  finisher as   for fruit and vegetables. 

Mixing 

Lar 

Mixing is a batch process. Ingtfcdients,  all of which 
have previously been  through the  fine screen  finisher with the 
exception onK  of sudi items  as  concentrated orange  juic? and simili 
materials,  are weighed into the elevating tipping hopper which 
discharr.es  into a stainless steel lidded mixer.     When mixing is almost 
completed, viscosity of the batch  is standardised by the addition, 
•s necessary,  of precooked cereal  flour, vegetable  gums etc.    Flavour, 
natural colours and condiments are added as and when necessary, as 
are any necessary vitamin and mineral supplements. 

i 



3. 

4. 

Comminution 

- Fruit and vegetables 

The first stage in comminution is by passing the 
cooked matérial through a pulper or  'passing' machine 
with a 0.045" screen.    Then grinding or disintegration 
in a suitable mill is necessary and this  is  followed 
by passing the material through a finescreen finisher 
with 0.027 sq.  inch to 0.033 sq.  indi mesh. 

- Meat 

This is passed through a mincer with   l/8th" or 3/16th" 
holes.    After add-back of about 5% of the  cooking 
liquor, the slurry is emulsified or homogenised - 
usually in a suitable colloid mill - and is  then, 
after addition of more cooking liquor if necessary, 
passed through the  finisher as for fruit and vegetables, 

Mixing 

Mixing is a batch process. Ingredients,  all of which 
have previously been through the  fine screen finisher with the 
exception only of such items as  concentrated orange  juice  and similar 
materials,   are weighed into the elevating tipping hopper which 
discharges  into a stainless steel lidded mixer.    When mixing is  almost 
completed, viscosity of the batch  is standardised by the  addition, 
as necessary, of precooked cereal flour, vegetable gums etc.    Flavour, 
natural colours and condiments are added as and when necessary, as 
•re any necessary vitamin and mineral supplements. 

• i 
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s. Préparation of Batch for filling 

The batch is pumped from the mixer to a sieve where 
the  final  check takes place on the  absence  of any non-comminuted 
materials.    From the sieve the product goes   to a scraped surface 
heat exchanger (Votator type) where it is heated to  190 -200 F. 

6. Filling and capping 

It is  assumed here  that  filling  is  into conventional 
glass jars - some modifications will be necessary if and when 
filling into small   aluminium foil  laminate  containers  is envisaged 
(see later). 

The glass jars  are  inverted and passed through  a 
washer,  finishing with a very hot rinsing spray.    When almost dry 
but itili very hot  they are inverted and pass  to the filler.    A 
carousel piston filler is used with the product at not less than 
180 F (preferably   190 F)  and pre-steamed  caps  (with sealing 
compound appropriately Boftened)   are affixed immediately with 
•team flow in a suitable capping machine. 

7. Processini 

This must  commence wi thing 20-30 minutes of filling 
and capping.    Process time and temperature  vary with product - 
from atmospheric stecm processing (fruit)   to  the usual water • 
•uperimposed    air pressure retort processing (vegetables and 
meat-containing products). 
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Cooling follows to about IIO°F. 

Water used for processing and cooling must be filtered 
Mid chlorinated to a minimum residual chlorine content of 2-5 ppm. 
This being boosted to up to  20 ppm during clean-down periods. 

•. Labelling and pncking 

Jars must be completely dry before handling and labelling, 
loth labelling and packing are standard operations. 

*       ^ 
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4.3 Equipment schedule 

I. A bowl chopper has not been included in the  following 
schedule of equipment but would be necessary  to provide 
particulate material  (meat, vegetables,  cereal  products)  in   'junior' 
foods.    However,  until  product mix and  formulât,  rfere established 
the slice  (and possibly number)  of bowl  choppers   and associated 
sieves could not be estimated with any degree  of realism. 

2. The budget costs provided are  those   from a consortium 
of Mather & Piatt Ltd.,   and Brierley Collier & Hartley.    Cost« 
have been  requested from both Zacmi & Tito Manzini in  Panna, 
Italy but nothing has yet been received. 

3. It should be noted that to the  f.o.b. prices must 
be added the following in costs: 

- C.l.F.    5% ad Valorem 
- Uport Duties, Taxes. Dock Charges  and transport    30* 
- Installation Cost   I2JZ. 

i 
1 
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4.4 

}. 

Nutritional  requirements In baby foods 

Protein 

The estimated protein nitrogen requirements for growth 
and maintenance in infants ares 

Age 

0-3 nonths 
3-6 months 
6 - 9 months 
9-12 months 

»g/N/Kg/day 
( 

233 
188 
158 
116 

From observation, satisfactory levels of mixed proteins 
art circa 25Z above these values. 

2. Translating the above into   practical   protein requirements 
for infanta based on observed intake for normal growths 

protein g/kg body weight/day 

em. 
0-3 months 
3-6 months 
6-9 months 
9-12 months 

Human milk       Cows milk (humanised to protein 
equivalent to human raí Ik) 

2.6 2.2 
1.9 1.8 
1.5 1.5 

1.25 

-j. * 



-*«  i Röteln efficiencies of other protein« vary, and the 
efficiency of utilisation of course also depend« on the saturation 
level of the  child.    About  35%  of the protein  intake must  consist 
of essential ammo acids in approximately optimal proportions. 

i     •   o   /,ft« Pf 8Landard minimum for protein   content  in baby  foods 
1»  l.Bg/100 Cals,  this being of protein with  a PER of not  less 
than 70% of that of casein. 

3» Energy 

Energy needs of infants lie in the  three  categories: 

(i)        maintenance 

(ii)       growth and 

(iii)    activity, of which 

(iii)  U wry variable and (i)  and (ii) are related to body «eight 
end climatic and other factors. *•*•« 

Observed requirements are« 

K.CalsAg/day 

Age 0 - 3 months        3-6 months       6-9 months       9-12 months 

120 115 no ios 

J 



The foregoing can be reduced for the present purpose 
into protein/Calorie ratios to provide a guideline in elaborating 
satisfactory formulae  for auxiliary and weaning baby foods, and 
for 'junior'  foods. 

4. Minimum ratios recommended arei 

ÒSE. 

0-3 months circa 6.7X of total energy intake as protein 
I year M     5.5JC "       " •» »       •• M 

Analytical values on products  can indicate immediately 
if the above criteria are being met and formulae can be  adjusted to 
meet these criteria if necessary. 

5. Vitamins an'    i ne rais 

The question of vitamin and mineral additions to baby 
foods needs consideration.    So far as Vitamin C is concerned, it 
is almost universal  for supplements to be given (eg rose-hip syrup), 
but not so for other vitamins. 

Vitamin A 

Vitamin D 

Vitamin B 
Riboflavin 
Nicotinic Acid 

considered. 

recommended intake is 1-7 months,  300kg retinol 
(  x 3 if ß  carotene) 

I year 575 kf; retinol 
<  x 3 if ß  carotene) 

0-7 months,   10 kg cholecnltiferol 
minimum 

0.33 mg/100 Tals   in the food 
0.6 - 0.8 mg/kg of body weight 
6 mg at 7 -  12 months 
8 -   10 mg at  1 year upwards 
(Additional amount  if nicotinamide 

used) 
Por other vitamins requirements are too vague to be 

M 

M 

II 

II 

II 

I i 



é. Minerals 

of baby food0"'3' three ffllneral" need t0 be «"»•ifcred i» respect 

W      Sodium cftloride - common salt 

This had already been mentioned.   The US National 
i« ír rc°mme"dation i» that maximum salt addition, 
to baby foods should bes   • 

Age group 3 months 
5 months 
8 months 

0.2% added salt 
0.4% ~-"— 
0.6%      " 

ii 

»^should be reduced as and when public accept««« 

(ii)    Iron 

ïhere is virtually no iron in milk, and babies subsist 

SLEïoTa f
8t0rC8.in the livcr-   B*y food. .¡SS" 

therefore offer an iron supplement at  the earliest 

Macáis.        CUrrent reconnaendatio» ** 6.4mg Fe per 

This can be added iron pyrophosphate or sodium iron 
pyrophosphate which retain their absorbability quite 
well after processing. M»*I.» 

V 

«»—•»—J 



5. The seal  and the.  foil/plastic barrier provided by the 
packs  under consideration are perfectly adequate  for suitable 
pasteurisation and sterilisation procedures  and subsequent   long- 
term (up to a yr:ar or two)   storage  of products.     Furthermore, 
atmospheric steam pasteurisation of product  is no problem, nor is 
steam  + superimposed air pressure  sterilisation of those  products 
requiring such treatment.    The problems mainly arise from: 

(i) the deformability of the packs 

(ii)       the shape of the packs  including particularly 
the projecting seal area 

(lii)     the number or rate of production of the packs 

(iv)       seal formation and seal   integrity 

In respect of (iii)  it has to be remembered that about 
Al of these packs would be producedin lieu of  I  normal k\  oz (I30g) 
glass  container, and that  25,000 -  30,000 per hour might have to be 
dealt with if full  production were packed this way.    Other problems 
•re defined in Appendix II. 

6. There  appear to be two potential ways  of dealing with 
the problem of:    rate of output. 

First  using a wide web with a  cross section of six, 
eight or even  ten cups,  filling,  nnd sealing with  an equally wide 
'backing'  and cutting this web into appropriate  lengths  so  that 
in each length  there were,  say, 60-100 sealed cups or finished 
packs  requiring only  cutting or 'trimming*   into individual   units. 
These  lengths of  filled and sealed  'web'   could be  very conveniently 
passed through  the pasteuriser or,   as necessary,   through  the 
retorting sequence,  each layer in  the latter case being divided by 
a suitable  divider or preferably,  to avoid deformation,  placed in 
a rack of trays of appropriate size fo fit   the available retort or 
steriliser. 



<*ii> Calci ina | 

Calcium, usually as phosphate, is needed in 'Junior' 
baby foods to replace the calcium lost when basic 
«ilk feeding is terminated.    A fortification level of 
about  30mf;/oz.of finished product   (or  Img Ca/gramme) 
is  appropriate. (, 

\ 

7. Other Nutrients 

A« little oiigar should be added to formulae as is 
possible for  reasons previously memtzioned.    It  is  undesirable 
also from the obesity point of view for babies to develop a 
'sweet tooth'. 

8. The formulation of baby foods 

Three major considerations affect  the choice of 
ingredients  and their proportionB  (when present as mixtures)  in 
baby foods for a given market. 

(i)      The raw materials must be readily obtainable 
locally and purchasable economically. 

(ii)    The raw materials  and their combinations must 
be  reasonably well-known and familiar to prospective 
purchasers so as to form an easy transition to normal 
family meals. 

(iil) No very strong or over-powering flavours should 
be present. 

^J 

J. 
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Recipes  for appropriate mixes can be provided as 
and when required (and some typical mixes are  detailed later) 
and these  can be  'topped up' with  a protein addition if and 
when necessary and following theoretical and actual analysis. 
All recipes  require modification  and adjustment  to suit plant 
conditions and facilities: 

9. Processing standards   for baby food 

These vary according  to  formula, pH,  thermophilic 
load etc.    Usually an F^ value of over  12 is  used (frequently 
15 or  16)   to make  quite°sure of   the safety of  the product  in 
use.    Microbiological  checks on  all products on  a scale very 
much greater than that  used for adult  foods is   carried out. 
Mistakes  and product  recall are  unthinkable in   this  context. 
Peas and spinach, widely used as  ingredients  in baby food,  are 
particularly prone  to tarrying high  loads of thermophiles, 
particularly in the case of peas   due to deficiencies  in pea 
blanching and in spinach  due  to  inadequate washing.    Corn,  also 
frequently used in baby  foods  is   another frequent source of 
high thermophil   loads  particularly  if held at  elevated 
temperatures between   100°F and  180°F.    Pea blanching recommend- 
ations are as follows: 

10- The  recommendations made with respect to control of 
blancher contamination in the canning of peas apply also to other 
products that are blanched in a conventional pea blancher such as 
lima beans and green and wax beans. 



li. Blanchere 

Both rotary drum planchers  and tubular Mancher 
•ystems may become contaminated with  thermophilic spoilage 
bacteria.     The  contamination which occurs  during shut-down 
period can be minimized by prompt  cooling of blanchers after 
use, by thorough cleaning, elimination of steam leaks,  and 
flushing of  the blancher system before  its next  use.    However, 
thermophilic contamination may also occur during operation of' 
either type of blancher system. 

,2, In rotary drum blanchers   the contaminâting bacteria 
are able  to  grow on the  inner surfaces,  above  the water line, 
where  temperatures are reduced by cool  air drawn  into the 
blanchers  under loose-fitting doors  and other openings.    Any 
surface  in  the blancher where  the temperature  ranges between 
100 F and  180 F can be  the site of bacterial  growth  from which 
heat-resistant spores will be washed by condensate  intp the 
blanch water,  and there contaminate  the peas. 

*3, Efforts  to prevent  contamination  in rotary drum 
blanchers should be  directed toward elevating inner surface 
temperatures  above   180 F.    Blancher doors should be  closed and 
fastened at   all   times.    Doors which  are bent  or other wise out 
of shape should be repaired in order to exclude  as much cool  air 
as possible.     Vent stacks should be eliminated  from the shell  of 
the blancher.    The coldest sections withir. a drum blancher are 
at the  feed end.    The  use of a spray or steam jet,  inserted at 
the upper edge of the feed end, which  delivers  steam or hot water 
(190 F or higher) over the inside surfaces has been  found useful 
in preventing contamination.    During operation the temperature 
of the blanch water should be as high as practicable (at least   I80°F) 
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and the reels  should be kept in motion continuously while the 
blanche« are being heated or being held at operating temperature. 
A continuous overflow from the bIan cher should be maintained 
during operation. 

14. The blancher water should be  dumped as often as 
practicable since the number of bacterial  spores  in the water 
increases with time and use.    The drain and watt r  supply pipes 
should be of sufficient size  fo permit  rapid draining and 
re-filling. 

15« In tubular blanching systems  a large  percentage of the 
flat sour spore  contamination occurs  in the dc-watering reel into 
wh.ch  the peas  are  discharged from the blanchors.     Thermophilic 
bacteria grow on the mesh of the screen and on the surface of the 
•plash boards  around the reel and the pan  underneath.    Spores 
produced by the bacteria are  added to the peas as  they pass through 
the reel or may be washed into the water and re-circulated in the 
blancher.    This  contamination can be  reduced if sprays are installed 
to wa3h  the surface of the  reel with water which  is preferably, 
but not necessarily,  chlorinated.     The use of cold water  for this 
purpose is desirable  to lower the  temperature of  the peas before 
they enter the  quality grader.    Sprays should also wash down  the 
inner surfaces  of the splash boards  or canopy surrounding  the  reel. 
Tests have indicated that  cold water is effective  in reducing flat 
sour contamination when used in these sprays.    The  foam which 
accumulates on  tanks  supplying recovered water to  tubular b Ian chers 
can be  the growth site  for thermophilic spoilage bacteria.    A large, 
broad overflow should skim the surface of the tank.    Top sprays 
delivering streams  of water at a flat angle will  help prevent  the 
formation of foam    and aid in skimming the tank. 
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'*• II i* important the peas be washed thoroughly after 
blanching. Adequate washing will remove large numbers of spoilage 
bacteria but cannot be depended upon to remove all uf the bacteria 
added by a heavy contamination. Washing with cold water will 
reduce the temperature of the peas and thus help to minimize slime 
growth in subsequent equipment and prevent undesirable temperature 
increases  In the  quality grader brine if used. 

17. 

follows: 

Spinach 

Spinach washing and blanching reconanendations are as 

Waahers    Spinach washers  include "immersion", "spray- 
rotary" and    spray-belt" types.     They arc  used  singly,  in multiple, 
•nd in various  combinations.    Their primary  function is  to remove 
grit and adhering soil and concurrently the soil-borne bacteria 
which are present.    In all  types  of equipment,   the washing efficiency 
is determined,  at  least in part,  by the  amount  of water used. 
Thorough washing is of primary importance and a  large volume of water 
is   required.     Washers should not  be overloaded because  this reduces 
their efficiency.    When both immersion and spray  types  are used in 
the same line, better results  are  achieved if  the immersion washer 
is placed before  the spray washer.     The first washing should always 
be done withhold water.    The use  of warm water  in the  first wash 
may lead to  increase ot bacteria  that  come from  the field with the 
spinach, thus  contaminating the  equipment.    Water should not be 
recirculated where a single washer is used. 
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Blanch crs.    Blanching equipment may be   a 6ource of 
spoilage bacteria,  partir ularly those of the  thermophilic group. 
To minimizo  the hazards of spoilage  from this source,  the washing 
and cooling  treatments previously discussed should be applied. 
Occasionally  rotary  drum pea blanchers have been used, but as 
this  type of equipment  isdi ffiuclt   to clean there   is opportunity 
for the development  of spoilage organisms,   resulting in  continious 
contamination    of  the  spinach.    Spoilage has been   traced to such 
a blancher and its   use is therefore not  recommended.    The blanch 
water should be  renewed at  a reasonably rapid rate. 

18. Bacterial  count 

Blanching has been dealt with at  length because it is 
a most common  and  fertile source of high bacterial   counts  arising 
in baby-food manufacture.    Such counts arc   indésirable  for a 
variety of reasons: 

(i)     the production of metabolites from the foodstuff 
on which  they grow which are  undesirable  from flavour, 
nutritional and toxicity points of view.    Some of these 
Metabolites are not  destroyed or removed in subsequent 
processing and can therefore provide health hazards as 
well  as  making the  food  lc3s  acceptable   to the palate 
and overall  less nutritious. 

(ii)  high  counts mean a requirement  for more  intensive 
processing (higher F    values)   and more   intensive 
processing tends  in itself to lower nutritive values 
(particularly protein and vitamins)  and organoleptic 
quality.     Failing this  degree  of processing, spoilage 
can become very much more frequent and  this just roust 
not happen. 
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it« So at all stages in baby food manufacture, bacterial 
counts must be kept  as low as possible and in practice  this moans 
that the  time during which all materials are kept  at  temperatures 
between  100 F and  175 F must be kept to the minimum.     It also means 
that plant muat be  chosen  and installed in auch  a way  that very 
thorough and very  complete, cleaning is easy and that   it  is obvious 
when it has been done so that no areaB can be breeding  grounds for 
the growth of organisms. 

20. Plant  cleansing schedules, usually involving three stages: 

(i)        a warm chlorinated water rinse to remove the bulk 
of residual material 

(il)       a hot water detergent + germicide wash 

(iii)     a steam and water lance sterilising wash, 

are used, but these are subject to variance according to 
whether in-place cleaning or demount cleaning i« used. 
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4.5 'Allineai'  or similar parking of baby food 

I. General 

The  concept  of packing baby  food in  small   (30m1  appros) 
aluminium packages haa been considered at length  «nnd  discussed with 
•everal manufacturers  of  fonn/fill/soal  equipment  including the 
Bosch group  'Aluseal'   (Cerraan) ,  the Formseal   (Flastimechnnique - 
Prendi),   'Capsulit'  and Cavanna  (Italy),  Industries Roure (Spain), 
Erca 'Prime Pak'   (French),  'Casti'   German),  and Metal Box (IK), 
eight  in all. 

In principle  this  concept  is quite  possible - though 
nobody has yet  implemented it so far as  can be  ascertained, 
certainly not  for baby-food. 

*• The nomenclature of the operation is  that  a thermoformable 
web' or sheet of material - aluminium foil, a foil laminate, or a 

straight  plastic or plaetic laminate, - is  'thetmoformed'  using custom 
dies into  flat bottomed cups,   dishes or other containers with either 
parallel  or tapered sides; normally circular,  oval,  rectangular or 
square  in shape though  all shapes arc possible  including hexagonal, 
pentagonal, octagonal etc etc.     In point  of fact,     'thermo'  forming 
is not necessary  for straight  aluminium foil, but  in  this particular 
context where  subsequent  hermetic sealing is necessary,  it is 
essential  to use  a laminate  (eg foil/polypropylene)  and  'therm' 
forming  immediately becomes essentail because  the plastic clement 
in the  laminate  must be properly heat-softened  (01 plasticisad) 
before  the  cup  can be  formed.     The  'backing' which  is  the cover over 
the cup,   is  likewise of  aluminium foil  laminated to polypropylene 
(but usually much thinner than the  'web') and this polypropylene 
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I (or other appropriate plastic in the laminate which has  appropriate 
temperature/pi as ti city characteristics)   constitutes the basis  for 
seal integrity  during both pasteurisation and, more important, 
sterilisation. 

3. Machines  can >>e obtained which are  form/fill/seal  in 
which reels of  'web'  and'backing'  are  fed in,  the  cups  are  formed, 
filled and sealed and then dealt with  as necessary. 

Alternatively fill/seal machines which accommodate 
pre-fonned cups  can be  used and these have a reel of 'backing'   to 
enable  final  lidding or covering and sealing of product   to  take 
place. 

4. So  far so good, but  at  this  stage we have to  consider 
the problems  involved in pasteurisation or sterilisation  of the 
completed sealed packs,  and this   is the  ai-ea which so  far has been 
neglected because these packs have up to now been principally used 
for packing materials which required no  further treatment   (eg jams). 

The   'dairy'  area is excluded  from this consideration 
because so  far this has been an  aseptic operation which is 
inappropriate  in the baby-food context  at  the present  time.     In the 
future, when baby  foods  can be sterilised by a  'holder'   system 
similar to  that  used for milk pasteurisation some  time  ago,  or by 
the modern HTST system used for  the present-day  sterilisation of 
milk,  aseptic  filling and sealing of baby  foods may be possible. 

I 
I 
I 
I i 
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*• The seal   and the foi J /pi asti, c barrier provided by the 
packs  untier considerai ion arc perfectly adequate  for suitable 
pasteurisation and sterilisation  procedures  and subsequent  long- 
term (up to a year or  two)   storage   of product:;.     Furthermore, 
atmospheric  steam pasteurisâtion  of product   is no problem, nor is 
steam + superimposed  air pressure   sterilisation  of   thusc products 
requiring such treatment.     The problema ir.aiuly arise  from: 

(1) the  de forni ah i lì t y of the packs 

(ii)       the shape  oi   the  packs   including particularly 
the projecting seal   area 

(iii)     the number or  rate of produci ion of the packs 

(iv)       seal formation  and seal   integrity 

In respect of (iii)  it has  to be  remembered that, about 
A{  of these  packs would be produced in  lieu of   !  normal /|J  oz  ( 110t>) 
glass  container,  and  that  25,000 -   30,000 per hour might have  to be 
dealt with if  full production were packed this way.    Other problems 
are  defined in Appendix il. 

6« There  appear to be  two potential ways of  dealing with 
the problem of:     rate  of output. 

First   using a wide web with a  cross  section of six, 
eißlit or even  ten cups,   filling,   and sealing, with  an equally wide 
•backing'  and cutting  this web  into  appropriate   lengths so  that 
in each  Irngth  there were,  say,  60-100 scaled cups  or  finished 
packs  requiring only   cutting or  'trinaing'   into  individual  units. 
These  lengths  of  filled and scaled   'web'   could be  very conveniently 
passed^through  the  pasteuriser or,  as necessary,  through  the 
retorting sequence,  each  layer in   the   latto..-  cuse being divided by 
a suitable  divider or preferably,  to avoid de. format ion, placed in 
a rack of trays of appropriate size  fo fit  the available retort or 
steriliser. 
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(The ideal solution of course would be continuously 
to pasteurise or sterilise  the  continuous web  coming from the 
form/fill/seal machine bur  this  is very definitely in the not 
too distant future.) 

t Following pasteurisation or sterilisation the sheets 
of web    would be  dried and then  cut or  'trimmed'  io provide 
individual  units which would then be  collated and packed in 
cartons and/or cases.    The same principle  could be applied to 
groups of 4, 6 or 8 units and these  could eventually be sold as 
multiples to be   'united'  by the purchaser. 

I' Second,  starting either from a fill/seal  or a form/ 
fill/seal machine producing,   finally,  individual packs,  it would 
be necessary to collate  the parks  and fit  them or place them in 
an appropriate  tray or other tailored receptacle  for convenient 
processing.    They would stay  in  this  receptacle throughout either 
pasteurisation or sterilisation, being finally dried in it before 
any handling took place.    Kvcntually it  is probable that in this 
system it would be necessary for manual filling packs into cartons 
and cases. 

V 

8' With both methods  it would be essential, as always  in 
sealed packs,  for the packs  to be  untouched by hand until they 
were  finally quite  dry and at  ambient  temperature. 

The whole of this  form/fill/seal/pasteurisc/steri lise/ 
pack sequence has  furthermore  to be  considered in the light of 
other technical and financial necessities or desiderata. 
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9. Packaging rapacity would need to be married most 
accurately to production rate.     Failure  to do this very accurately 
and maintain it  accurately wunl d  lead to either wastage of product 
(it mil«t be packed and being processed within  30 minutes of 
emergin?,  from the sr.raped-surface heat exchanger)  or under- 
utilisation of the expensive  form/fill/seal machines(s), of the 
retort   capacity and of labour. 

10. To do this when a variety of  formuale  are being 
produced,  each with somewhat  different  characteristics  and 
demandi up, individual attention  to preparation of various mix 
components would raise sever management,  labour and overall 
control  problems.    Furthermore,   clean-down of a complex line of 
this  type when  changing from one  product  to another would be very 
much more of a problem than with  normal  glass-jar packing. 

11. It is, however, a perfectly possible operation but one 
which would require continuous  highly skilled engineering and 
maintenance services ao well as   the other skills mentioned above. 
To initiate  it would require some  pioneering,  na  this particular 
operation  is not one to which  direct previous practical experience 
can be brought - all, or practically all,  the  component know-how 
is  available, but this particular  concatenation has not before 
been put   together. 

12. It is not possible   at  present to cost a  'hypothetical' 
'Alupak'-style line for comparison with glass jar packaging.    In 
such  a  comparison the known  capital   and running costs of jar filler 
and capper and of packages and of  subsequent operations of retorting/ 
pasteurising and packing have  at  present only the  firmly known cost 
of the   form-fill-seal machine(s)   to set against  the  total picture 
on jars.     Until shape of pack,  materials of pack, processing detail 
etc  are  firmly defined it is not  possible to hazard a guess at 
comparative costs overall. 
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However, one can compare: 

(1)      the  forra/fill/seal  machine capital  com  for 
1 ton/hr with the equivalent glass jar packaging 
machines cost  for  1  ton/hr. 

(ii)    very roughly the  cost in packaging material 
to pack  1  ton of material  in glass jars  and caps, 
or in aluminium foil/polypropylene laminate. 

"• Label  cost must be  added to the jars:   the backing 
foil   for the .iluminium packs   is  of  course  already printed on 
the  reel  and is an integral  part of the  cost. 

It is assumed,   in  the  absence of anything definite 
to the  contrary, that the  same  type of retorts would be  used 
either for the? glass jars or  for the alupacks and that numbers 
of  retorts would be the same.     But,  this is moat unlikely to be 
the  cate because: 

(i)        glass  jars must be  retorted imder water and 
with air overpressure.    Coming up time  is extended 
to avoid thermal  shock  and similarly cooling time 
is extended for  the  same  reason.    Therefore   retort 
capacity needs   to be   considerable because of  the 
extended cycle  time  to achieve  the appropriate  F 
Value  in packs  of  considerable  diameter and dept!) 
(over 5 cm each way).     In  contrast   'Alupaks*   could 
be heated fast  under steam and air,  and  cooled 
equally fast,  so  reducing  coming up and  cooling 
times most significantly.    Besides this, because 
of the small   dimensions of each individual  pack, 
process time would be  a  lot shorter for a given 
F   value so that  total cycle time could easily be 
no acre than half that  for glass jars. 

<v 
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15 A further consideration arises  in connection with 
'Alupak'  Btyle of packaging.     For  'junior'   food, a larger pack 
than  30 g would be neces.snry,  and this would require  change 
part«   (dies,   filler parts  or adjustment,   trimmers,  collating 
mechanism and trays or other containers  for processing etc)   if 
it were  to be produced on.this   line.     This would increase 
down-time  in the plant - or at best,  overtime for engineering 
•taff. 

16. However,  despite  all  these provisos and qualifications 
the two cost  comparisons are: 

(i)      Packing in glass  or  'Alupak'  at   1  ton/hr - 
costs of machines   for (,lass  is  the sum of items 
21,22,  and 21 on  the baby   food schedule;  cost  of 
form/fill/seal  machines  around £360,000. 

(ii)    Package  cost   (ignoring label on glass and 
the carton for the Alupak)  approximates  to: 

Glass  containers  & caps - £)20/ton of product 
Alupaks  or equivalent       - £200/ton of product 

17« In view of the  uncertainties surrounding marketing 
of baby food in this new  format  and also in view of  the high plant 
cost  and on-going maintenance  costs  of  the plant,  it  is suggested 
that   the best way of getting into bahy   food production and sale 
would be  concentrating  first on producing the  time-honoured glass 
jar as  the major volume line but at  the same  time having one 
Aluseal    or similar machine on an experimental basis  able  to 

produce about   100 packs  a minute which  could be dealt with 
relatively simply and on which experience of  all kinds  could be 
gained - manufacturing, maintaining,  costing, selling etc. 
Becuase glass jar equipment  is  relatively so very cheap,  little 
would be lost  if it were  little used after a year or two. 
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If 100 packs per minute is thought to be too low a production 
rate, there are of course other form/fill/seal machines with 
greater individual capacities. 

18. It should further be mentioned that, by analogy 
with the   'sterilisable pnuch'  technology  and practice,  it has 
been  found necessary at the present stage of development, 
always  to protect  the defornable pouch by putting it in a 
carton  to ensure  that  deformation is not such as  to endanger 
the integrity of the seal.    This might well be  found to be 
necessary with baby  food packs,  in which  case  the  30g packs 
would need to be packed in multiples  (piobalby 4, 6 or 8,  all 
of one kind or assorted)  in cartons.    This would be a fairly 
considerable on-cost. 

19. The state of development of the art of possibly 
producing Btcrilised 'Alupak'  or equivalent is exemplified by 
an extract from a letter from Metal Box Ltd. who after referring 
to their successes with heat Bterilisable pouches     (an entirely 
different  concept  in Beale, materials  and overall  cost which  is 
very high per unit)  say in respect of Alupak-style containers: 

"So far as heat retortable  containers are  concerned, 
our developments are not sufficiently  advanced for 
us  to engage,  at  this  time,  in commercial  discussions. 
We will, however, be happy to talk  to you about  this 
in some 6 to  12 months time". 

20. This  reinforces  the previous  remark made that nobody 
has done  this yet  and until  all the necessary de-bugging  and 
general  development work has  taken place  it could not be  recommended. 
Once established,   the provision of ancillary equipment  to make 
the whole operation more efficient  and automatic follows fast and 
the recent  Stork development on sterilisers for the  relatively new 
heat sterilisable pouches refers to this and is described in 
Appendix II. 
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M. Baby    food formulae 

>• Typical formulae of 2 or 3 year« ago for baby foods 
ar« set out below, but some modification may be required in the 
ll§ht of moat recent knowledge.     (All  raw materiale except cereal« 
*nd additives are  cooked weights.) 

Beef t vegetables 

Beef 13 oz 
Potatoes 12 OE 
Carrots \2 OE 
Peas (frozen) 4 oe 
Onions 4 OE 
Celery 2 OB 
Pearl Barley | oc 
Rice Flour I OR 
Belt | os 
Monosodium Glutamate I grama 

Beef atock (or water) to 4 pints 

Yield 80 os filling 18 to  19 standard jars 
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Mixed vegetables 

Potatoes | it 
Carrots 
Peas 
Celery 
Onions 

tice Plour I OB 
Salt 
Sugar 
Monosodiua Glutamate 

Hater to 4 pints 

Yield 80 os 

I Pearl Barley l — \ 
tice Plour 
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APPl*"» * Apricot 

I Appro*. 50 : 50 purees give a satisfactory 
product. 

I 

átPiS* 

1 lb. of prepared (peeled ê cored) apples 
yields 31 - 4 jars of product. 

Apple « Orange 

Using a 4 x orange juice concentrate, the 
I ratio   of apple to orange is 4) os. apple 

puree • J os. orange juice  concentrate. 
Viscosity is adjusted with vegetable gun. 

Rasi s Carrot 

Han 20 - 30X    )    According to strength 
Carrot      70-80%    )    of ham flavour 
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Veal Pure« or Veal Dinner 

Veal tends to be flavourless me .a;  therefore, 
it is not a good tiling to mix it with mixed 
vegetables which "drown" its  flavour.    The 
basis  for the veal formula,  therefore, is veal 
• potato, suitably reinforced with  a little 
onion and M.S.G. 

Veal 45% 
Potato     50% 
Onion 5% 

Liquid needs to be added to the mix (about 
20 - 25%) to correct viscosity. 

fileteen ê HpodleB 

Cooked durum flour can replace the noodles hete. 

Chicken meat (puree) 40% 
Cooked noodles (puree) 55% 
Onion (puree) 5% 

Liquid (about  20%) needs to be added - chicken 
stock or water. 

I 
I 

1. Processing variations 

It should be noted that  though a specific time/ 
temperature in a retort  for a given pack size of a product in 
Vliich convection is not possible to any significant extent can 
•« given to achieve  a desired F   value, such standardised 
conditions cannot be  applied to all products  and each one has 
tobe  considered separately.    For example, whereas  many products 
can be  treated for a shorter time (eg  30 minutes)   up to   121  C 
there  are some  (eg those containing egp and milk,  possibly as 
custard) which deteriorate markedly  if heated at above   105 C, 
and at  this temperature  commercial sterilisation in ¿}  ou 
glass jars may tnke  up  to  I hour. 
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1. Storage of vegetables § fruite for baby food 
production 

He set out below the detail! of the requirements 
for «any raw «ateríala for processing. 

Potatoes    -    about 7 months fresh, 
(5 kg) 

Carrots     -    «bout 5 months fresh, 
**•* -    about  I month fresh,  1 
Onions        -    «bout 6 months  fresh, 

flake, etc) 
Q*l**f       -    about 4 months fresh, 

«•fias       -   about 6-7 months fresh 
suitable)  5-6 months 

•**»§*       -   concentrate keepa well 
apricot     -    atout  IJ monchi fresh, 

5 month» preferably canned 

7 months  frozen 
1 months  frozen 
6 months dried (powder, 

8 months preferably canned 

(according to varieties 
canned puree, 
for up to a year 
I0| months as canned purea 
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I. 

_ Proposed baby food plant layout 

Cenerai 

(i)      The building chosen as most appropriate for the 
operation is chat which is an extension of the factory 
Sanatorium and Office,    it is approx 30m x 18m with 
a  10m x 6m extension into what is  currently the 
laboratory/office end of the block. 

(ii)    It is proposed that this area should be divided 
into five parts; 

(a) Packaging and other dry  'raw materials' area. 
(b) 'Wet'   raw materials preparation and cooking 

area. 
(c) A pressurised filtered air area in which all 

processing and filling/sealing of foods 
'would take place,  and 

(d) A final labelling, case packing and finished 
goods  area. 

(•)    An air filtration and  'blowing' plant. 

(lii) Areas (b)  and  (c) will require the provision of 
appropriately tiled floors with covered drain channels 
in the floors. 

(iv)    Area (c) will require to be clad, wails and 
ceiling, with either white tiles or stainless steel 
•beet - a false ceiling will be necessary. 
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(y)    Entry and exit of goods or personnel  into 
area (c) will be via air-locks with automatic 
Sliding doors operated either by photo-electric 
cell or by pressure pad, which are, of course, 
normally sealed.    Windows  into area  (c) will be 
fitted. 

(vi) Services necessary will be! 

(•> 

(b) 

<c> 
<d) 

<*) 

mains water for raw material  thawing, 
washing,  cooking, jar washing and 
sterilisation etc 

chlorinated filtered river water  for 
retorting and cooling and pasteurising 

steam at   100 p.s.i. 
electrical supplies in waterproof conduit 

and junctions etc 
compressed air. 

2. Baby food production and packaging procesa 

To be read in conjunction with Plant Layout   diagram 
and Key to Equipment on Plant Layout at the end of this  section. 

All  raw materials enter the  plant washed,  trimmed, 
peeled and/or stoned etc and ready  for use.    Raw materials, 
excepting cereals  and supplements enter  at  (1)  in appropriate 
8/S or plastic containers.    Frozen materials too  large   for cooking 
directly are thawed as well as rinsed in  (2).    Rinsing and 
thawing tanks can have manual or automatic control  of steam 
injection:    raw materials should emerge  at 20-25°C except such 
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items as meat which have been pre-tempcred to 25°P to facilitate 
slicing.    Meat,  at 25 F and above, is sliced (4)  as are fresh root 
vegetables after  rinsing.     All raw materials other than canned 
are  then placed  in baskets   (5) elevated on a monorail hoist and 
deposited in the  appropriate cooker,   (7)   for meat,   (8)  for fruit 
or vegetables.    Here rhe necessary amount of cooking takes place 
either in steam or boiling water normally at atmospheric pressure. 
Cereals entering  at the  alternate  (1)  are cooked in  (9) which is 
provided with a permanent  slow stirrer and a demountable high 
•peed disintegrator/stirrer for suspending finely  divided materials, 
and  is  tippable   for contents to be poured into a basket or small 
tank. 

3* Thf foregoing operations all  take place  in normal  food 
factory conditions.    The  cooked ingredients plus  rinsed and fully 
cooked canned ingredients  are now hoisted (6)  in  their stainless 
steel baskets and pasB on monorail  through the  automatic airlock 
doors operated by   (II)  into  the area of  the factory which is 
supplied with filtered air under a small positive pressure, is 
lined with tiles  or stainless steel, and which is  as  aseptic as 
pos s ib 1 e   (outlined  on the  layout  in heavy black ) . 

*• Meat,   plus some  cooking liquor is tipped into the 
mincer hopper (13)   fruit  or vegetable»  go the pulpers  (12). 
Minced meat is  conveyed to  (15),  the colloid mill,  and fruit and 
vegetables to mills  (1A).    All milled products are  'finished' to 
the  required fineness specification on  (16). 

L i J 
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Finished products, plus  cooked cereals  (weighed at 
(40)  )   and any necessary supplements   (the  latter pre-weighed 
into batch  requirements)  are weighed  into a tank/hopper which 
is a part of but  can be separated  from (17)   the weigher.    The 
completed batch mix is elevated automatically and discharged 
into  (18)   the mixer.     Following batch mixing and adjustment 
of consistency (water,   gums etc)  the mix is   (19)  pumped to a 
sieve  and thence further pumped (21)   to the   (23)  heat exchanger 
for rapid heating to  filling temperature and passing to the 
(24)   receiver tank.    The  filler (28)   receives product  from (24) 
and sterilised washed and hot  glass  jars  from (25)   and  (26), 
via (27)   an enclosed warmed conveyor,  the jars are  filled and 
pass  to  (29)  the steam-flow capper which closes them. 

5« All-fruit products are now  conveyed to  (34)  the 
pasteuriser, then elevated (35)  to the dryer  (33) before 
passing out of the pressurised aseptic area to labeller  (37) 
and case-packer (38)  via the helical  conveyor (36).    All 
other products, needing retorting, pass  from the capper (29) 
to the Busse  crater (30) whence  crates  are elevated on  a 
monorail  overhead conveyor  (6) before being lowered into  (31) 
retorts.     (NB Venting of  retorts is  to the open air but visible 
through  a window.)    After retorting and cooling in the  retorts, 
crates  are .'gain hoisted on the monorail  conveyor and 
deposited on  (32)  the  Busse  de-crater placed on the elevated 
platform on which the  dryers  (33)  also stand.    Jar9 pass  from 
here  through  (33)  the  dryer and then,  as  for fruit products, 
to labeller (37)  and to case packer  (38).    The area under the 
elevated platform and between pasteuriser and retorts  gives 
appropriate storage and working space   (39)   for the crates 
and crate bogies. 

J 
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If it i« desired to hold prepared ingredients 
overnight, they must he immediately chilled, after finishing, 
to 4 C approx in (41)  a brine cooled scraped surface heat 
exchanger, and then stored at just above 0°C in  (42). 

í.    t To avoid loss-of filtered air,  (A3) nand »interlocked 
door    airlocks are provided in cold store and for personnel entry. 

Fire or emergency exists are indicated (44). 

fl°te    (')    No specific provision has been made  in 
the  line at present  for  'Alupak'  or similar 
packing by reason of the recommendations 
nade on this subject. 

(2)    An optional small cold store for chilled 
overnight storage of  finished raw materials 
has been outlined but it would additionally 
require a brine-cooled heat exchanger to cool 
hot finished ingredients befoi-e storage. 

7. Staffing of baby food jglant 

Section I 

Raw materials reception, slicing, cooking and 
transfer to filtered air area        

Wet raw materials in 20 x 50 Kilo original 
containers to be handled each hour 

Handling and supervising rinsing and thawing 

I «an 

1 
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Raw »ateríais reception, «liring, cooking and 
transfer to filtered air area    (contd.)  

Slicing and cook-basket filling I aan 

Cooking and transfer of materials to filtered 
air area | «an 

Dry raw materials in, weighing etc I 

Section II 

Filtered air area 

Pulping, milling and finishing and transfer 
to weighing operative 2 awn 

Batch weighing and transfer to mixer I 

Mixing sieving and heat exchange - up to filler 1 

Filling and capping (supervising) 1 voaan 

Pasteuriser and dryer - automatic - requires 
no personnel 

Crating, de-crating and retorting (3 crates 
each I hr or so) 1 nan 

Labelling and case-packing 2 parsons 

Goods out - general I 



I 

19 staff 
(including 2 or 3 women) 

of cleaning down plant in their charge. 

I 
I 
I Filtered air area    (contd.) 

Plant Manager , p„ion 

Deputy Plant Manager I perton 

m Maintenance and adjustment engineers 2 nen 

Quality control , mM 

I 
General cleaning services are extra. 

I all of those on specific duties have the responsibility 
of cleanins down niant  in thai* *t.».-no 
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Key to Numbered Ei|utj)mf>nt on Unby Food l'lnnt Layout 

1, Self-closing heavy rubber doors 

B. Binso/thaw conveyor tanks 

S. Conveyors 

4. Slicer 

t. S/fi Cooking basket (filled) 

•. Overhead conveyor (rail and hoist type) 

T, Cooker for meat 

I, Cooker« for fruit and vegetables 

t. Cooker for cereals etc with normal stirrer and optional high-speed stirrer 

10. Extractor hood over cookers 

II. Automatic door operating mechanisms for airlock doors (fall-safe) 

It, Pulping machines 

IS. Mincer (for meat) 

14. Mills (for fruit and vegetables 

15. Colloid mill (for minced cooked meat) 

If. Finishers 

17. Weigher with 'elevating tank' weighing vessel 

IS. Mixer (ribbon or paddle) 

IS. Low pressure pump 

50. Biave (Rüssel or Apex type) 

51. Pump (to supply pressure needed in S/S heat exchanger) 

SS. Under floor or overhead piping permitting personnel corridor 

SS. Scraped surface heat exchanger (steam heated) 

54. Receiver tank 

SO. Olsss Jar de-palletiser 

St. Jar washer and steriliser 

ST, Heated, enclosed conveyor 

St. Filler with header tank 

St. Capping machine (steam flow) 

50. Busse crater 

51. 3-crate vertical retorts with external venting, fitted for sterilisation 

under water and superimposed air pressure; venting visible through window 

55. Busse de-crater 

SS. Jar dryers 

54. Pasteuriser 

SB. Elevating conveyor 

St. Helical conveyors (down) 

ST. Label1er 

55. Case packer 

St. Elevated staging providing storage/working space for Busse crates below 

40. »eigner station for dry additions to batches or to cookers 

41. Optional scraped surface heat exchanger (brine cooled) 

48. Optional.cold store (4°C) for overnight storage of prepared ingredients 

41. Airlock doors with nand Interlock ('nand' - computer term: both doors 

cannot be open simultaneously) 

44. Fire exits (emergency) 

46, Self-closing rubber doors - exit for empty cooking baskets 
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MEAT 

Trimmed, bone & 
sinew-free, fresh 
or 'tempered' (26° >F)L 

"^VEGETABLES? H 

Fresh,frozen or 
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& washed; blanched 
if necessary. 
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< 
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as necessary 
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**• Financial and economic analysis 

!• Explanation 

^    i,  ,       The ful1 workin8" *nd explanations are set out in 
dttatl in Appendix IV at the end of this report. 

The Baby    Food Line is likely to involve an 
•fenditure of not less than $455 thousand with a further 
f 100 thousand    in the sixth year. 

2* While inflation is bound to continue during the 
period of the investment all workings  are at current values. 
T*e assumption is that increased costs will be offset by increased 
pri ces. 

3» Ex-factory prices 

...   .        ,,.At thf* "°8e it ii very difficult to dettrimine the 
lilttly selling price of the baby foods  and therefore the analysis 
has been worked on ex-factory prices.     Retail price would have to 
include delivery, marketing expenses, wholesalers margin, and 
retail margin - in all adding up to not  leos than 100 per cent of 
•x-factory price. 

Ex factory price is  calculated to be $1400 per ton 
*nd would include production of small   120 grim and large 200 gram 
jars in the ratio 3i2.    This would indicate individual ex-factory 
prices oft ' 

••all jar $0,168 
Urge jar $Q. 28 



With our currant level of knowledge IM coni i der 
thett •rico« to be in order. 

4. Cash flow 

In table 4.1 we «et out the full cash flow for 
a ten year period.    It will be seen that the flow becomes 
positive in the seventh year.    The  greatest deficit occurs 
in the second year.    It should be noted that no provision 
has been made for any increase in working capital which 
In practice will be necessary. 

*• The discounted cash  flow analysis in table 4.2 
gives an Internal rate of return of 14,52% which at this stage 
indicates that the project should be considered acceptable and 
detailed workings planned. 

'• iefore the final analysis in undertaken a test 
Marketing operation with imported baby foods would help - 
amongst other things to determine the likely retail price. 
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THE JAN MAKTNG OPERATION AT VITAMINICA 

S.I General 

1. A diBtinction must be made between the two basic types 
of    jam    produced in Yugoslavia,  jam being loosely defined at  this 
•tage  as a material  containing approx 6% of  fruit solids and approx 
6IX of sucrose or other added sugars.    The two types are    jam 
produced principally  from fresh or suitably preserved whol* or 
nearly whole fruit, and 'marmelada' produced entirely from fruit 
puree whether fresh or preserved  (frozen or S0o)   and/or pre- 
concentrated or not. z 

2. EEC Regulations 

Under tne new EEC regulations it is  proposed to have 
»»ithln the EEC two basic grades of jam - the normal made with a 
»nlmum 30 - 352 fruit and the superior or 'Extra' with a 
«inimum of 45 - 50% fruit.    This  definition will necessarily be 
modified in some  instances where  fruit  is of particularly high 
«olids and/or flavour concentration - eg it is  very difficult  to 
produce a satisfactory jam with more than 25% of blackcurrants. 

3. These two classifications - Yugoslav  and EEC - have 
little  in(common except  that  the  final total solids  content of 
the jams  is  around 6 7 - 68%,  implying a minimum total  sugar 
content   (including fruit sugar)  of around 64 - 657,.    However, 
the.wide variability of jam composition, jam set,  fruit 
concentration etc etc throughout Europe at present means  that 
Yugoslavia is  fundamentally no more out of step with the 
proposed EEC regulations  than many other countries, but  in view 
of these  forthcoming regulations would be well  advised,  for 
export purposes, to adhere to the proposals once they are 
finalised. 
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*. Keeping quality 

There are proposals also for a 60% or less total 
•olids jam which could well have a fresher fruit  flavour, but 
would be of inferior keeping quality and Hable in many 
circumstances to a high level of  spoilage  unless preservatives 
were included.    A commonly used alternative here  is to direct 
that jams be kept refrigerated after opening, but  this is not 
always possible. 

It is likely that in the higher grade EEC jam the 
ut« of fresh or frozen fruit only will be allowed, though 
canned fruit is an alternative used in some instances (eg apricot) 
and aay qualify. 
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5.2 Raw material 

'• Our original brief was  to advise on the sotting up 
Of a jam-making facility at Vitaminica;     in the event we  must 
now review and comment on the relatively newly installed  facility, 
its  relationship to market needs,   and on whether any extra 
facilities  are thought to be necessary. 

2. Market requirements 

In the  first place it must be  said that in Europe the 
market  for low grade jams is declining:     the demand fa  for higher 
quality at   a higher price.    Higher   'quality'  involves as high a 
fruit content as  is necessary to  achieve  the desired flavour, 
colour and  texture which best meets   consumer preference, but 
above  all  it  demands characteristics  in  the  fruit and the way in 
which the  fruit  is  used which over-ride  and are more important 
than any detail  in processing or in the  other jam ingredients. 

Because strawberry and cherry jam were observed being 
nade, and because strawberry is by far the most difficult of the 
two in achieving top quality, it will be dealt with in detail as 
the example. 

3. Fruit quality 

For producing a top quality jam the choice of  cultivar 
(or cultiva«, as mixtures are frequently used)  is all important. 
No added artificial  colour will be  permitted in EEC 'Extra'  jams, 
and therefore the jam colour will basically be a reflection of 
the colour of the  fruit used - likewise  flavour will be 
characteristic of the variety or varieties  used.    But, epitomisinj 
the highest quality,  the factor of  ripeness and freshness  is all- 
important.     If over-ripe or bruised or otherwise damaged,   fruit 
will not  remain  in  large piceos  (or even  as intact berries)  on 
jamming:     if under-ripe it will  lack  colour and flavour. 
Furthermore,  it should be graded  for size  to provide a uniform 
appearance  and for ease in plant  operation.    The amount  of 
handling, washing etc must be quite minimal  and very gentle if 
fruits are to remain substantially  intact.    Blemished fruit must 
be  rigorously excluded on the inspection  tables. 

J 



*• It therefore come« down to the fact that the raw 
naterial for jamming is all-important because without detailed 
*nd accurate control of raw material to ensure its total 
suitability for the purpose intended, no plant or technique 
refinements will be  able to compensate  for any deficiencies  in 
raw materials. 

An additional necessity for the  fruit to be used is 
that  insofar as  it  is possible  it should be  satisfactory for 
freezing and capable on  thawing of producing a jam substantially 
indistinguishable  from that produced  from fresh  fruit - this 
effectively to extend the jamming period for  the particular 
product.    With some fruits  (eg apricots)  this  is not currently 
possible except by canning them. 

*• It  follows  from the foregoing that  it  is virtually 
impossible to produce  really top-quality consistent jams from 
fresh  fruit  grown 400 Kins  away;    such production will not be 
possible  until  detailed control  of much more  local production 
is arranged.    Thi3 principle  applies  throughout  all  fruit and 
vegetable preservation - ¿U_ fresh raw materials should be 
produced if possible within  a very  few kilometres of the plant 
if highest quality standards  are to be achievable.    Only then 
can it be harvested and processed in part or wholly at  the 
point  at which all  characteristics  are optimum for the use to 
which it is to be put. 

6. Quality of Vitaminica products 

It  is obviously an individual and local policy 
decision dependent on  local market  conditions  and other factor« 
a« to whether and when  this  rule is broken but  it  can normally 
be  done only in respect  of product  destined for the  domestic or 
similar market.    The  fact  that  a very  good strawberry jam, 
somewhere midway between normal  and top-class,  is being made at 
Vitaminka must not be  allowed to cloak the  fact  that  it cannot 
at present  compete with  several  of the top-class specialist 
producerr. such as Elaenham and Tiptree whose products  command 
premium prices everywhere. 



î» Fruit harvesting 

The escalation tn coati of hand picking of fruit My 
forca «achine harvesting,, with consequent loss of quality and 
limitation of cultivara suitable for auch harvesting;    insofar 
as hand picking can be retained in Yugoalavia it could be a 
significant advantage. 

•• It should be noted that a prototype machine for 
harveating strawberries has just been  tested for the  first  time 
(June   19 75)  in the UK.     It was promising but not applicable  to 
all cultivare.    Very much leas promising was a de-stalking 
«achine - a modified atriggar - in dealing with strawberries. 



5 .3 Processing at Vitamjnka 

I. Fruit handling 

I 
I 
I 

No comment is'necessary on the fruit reception, 
washing and inspection facilities except  that  it appeared that 
too  little  attention was being paid to the relatively delicate 
nature of the strawberries in general handling.     Cherry stemming 
•nd pitting was  satisfactory.    The impression was gained that 
additional  training for operatives would be necessary to initiate 
and maintain the very high standards necessary  for top quality 
jam production. 

2. Vacuum pans 

The jam-making operation was standard except that 
5 vacuum pans each of 1000 kg capacity and producing 700 kg batches 
of jam were in use  instead of normal boiling pans  and that this 
production was  all pasteurised.    Total batch production or cycle 
time  (excluding pasteurisation),   1 hour.    Assuming an actual 
production of 6 hours per 8 hour shift,  then annual production 
based on 250 days,  single shift,  could be  in excess of 5000 tons 
whilst multi-shift working would given a potential capacity of 
15,000 tons or more. 

3» The wisdom of the use of vacuum pans  for jam 
production was queried in our original proposal and the additional 
expense involved in purchase and operation of this system is still, 
in retrospect regarded as probably unjustified.    The original 
reasons for the use of vacuum euqipment in the jam making context 
were tot 

- make jam of 60% solids so providing a yield increase 
of «round 10% 

- make jam of 'fresher'  flavour than normal 67/68% 
solids jam 

- preserve whole fruit structure more easily than In 
normally boiled jams. 

J 



The pre-requisite for making such jam was very 
clean fruit of excellent quality - in the presence of heavy 
bacterial  and mould contamination 60% solids  jams made at 
low temperature  can have  an  unacreptably high spoilage rate. 
In any  case, keeping quality of such jams  once opened is  very 
low.     Pasteurisation of such jams introduces  another process 
and makes exceedingly difficult  the fruit suspension problem 
- the sooner the jam sets,  the less opportunity there is  for 
fruit  to rise  to the surface or sink to the bottom,  and 
pasteurisation lengthens setting time inordinately. 

*• In the event we  find at Vitamink 
normal solids  concentration are being made 
• o that  there  is no yield bonus;    an additi 
(pasteurisation)   is  found necessary because 
temperature  in the vacuum pans is too low e 
'conine rei ally'  to sterilise  the product,  an 
there  are or can be settling out  or floatJn 
It  is  for the  above  reasons - among others 
jam manufacture  in Western Europe has been 
abandoned after the initial enthusiasm for 
- the extra costs are not commensurate with 
quality there may be. 

a  that  jtHTis of 
in the vacuum pans 
onal process 
'boiling' 

ffectively 
d additionally 
g fruit problems. 
-  that vacuum pan 
almost entirely 
it  a few years  ago 

any gain of 

5. Residual SO, 

One of the  'other'  reasons for the abandonment of 
vacuum pan jam production in Western Europe  is  the major one of 
flexibility in use of raw material:    fresh and frozen fruit is 
suitable  for vacuum jam production but sulphited pulp is not 
unless  a specific de-sulphiting operation is  carried out  first 
(boiling in water for a sufficient time under atmospheric pressure 
before the  fruit goes to the vacuum pan for jamming).    The 
vacuum jam process  leaves  an excessivly high SO« residue  in jam 
unless this  is done,  and the statutoty SO    limit  (100 pptn in 
England but less elsewhere and in course of reduction everywhere) 
may well be exceeded. 

J 
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6. Weill in jaw making 

A possible point in favour of vacuum pan jam making 
is the  fact that a more  consistent quality of product may be made 
by relatively unskilled labour when compared to atmospheric pan 
boiling, but first  class operator skill  is essential  always  to 
produce a first class  product. 

7. The world's   topmost quality jams  are still made, with 
loving care, in open boiling pans, because jam making like most 
of the  commercial   processes which have  derived originally  from the 
kitchen,  is still  just   as much an art  as  a science.    Eventually, 
jam quality is much more a function of the quality of  the  fruit 
used and  the skill  and care used in making the jam than the  actual 
plant  used in the manufacture.    The argument  could be  used that 
where  skills are lacking the more sophisticated process minimises 
the  skills necessary  to  achieve a reasonably satisfactory product. 
But nothing can compensate  for skills  and know-how when  it  comes 
to making top-class  product, and experii-ncc has shown   as  metioned 
above  that in the  long run the open boiling pan is still  the 
best - and the cheapest - way of actually making the  finest jams. 

I, Other utilisation of vacuum pans 

Before  leaving the subject of vacuum pan making of 
jams, however, there  are two ways of utilising such pans to get 
practically all the  advantages of  the vacuum pan without  the 
subsequent necessity  for pasteurisation and the many disadvantages 
which pasteurisation involves - financial  (plant and process  cost), 
product-wise with delayed set of jam etc.    The first of these may 
•Ito assist with the  above-mentioned residual S0„ problem. 
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t» It the boiling is started without vacuum so  that 
initial boiling temperature i* over 100 C, the necessary degrees 
of sterilisation   is  relatively quickly achieved.    Then  full 
vacuum can be employed until the end of  the boiling at which 
tifa the vacuum is   reduced to achieve a minimum temperature of 
72 C at which temperature the jam is  filled and then  cooled. 
Ho pasteurisation   is necessary or desirable-.    This particular 
method is indeed essential in making blackcurrant  jam in vacuum 
Bans to burst the   currants and so prevent subsequent hardening 
and shrivelling of the currant «kins. 

10. Alternatively, the jam can be boiled as at present, 
but reducing vacuum for a Bhort time at  the end of the boll to 
raise the temperature to 78 - 82°C and fill at about  this 
temperature.    Again no pasteurising is either necessary or 
áesirable. 

In both  cases vie ios i ty can be controlled (assuming 
adequate pectin of  correct grade and speed of set has been used) 
by pH adjustment. 

11. Either of these methods could secure, eventually, a 
•ore acceptable jam - particularly in respect of fruit  distribution 
- than the present method of operation, at the same time eliminating 
the need for pasteurisation and economising on production costs. 

J 
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S.4 Proposed development 

1 • Objectives 

Before making any further recommendations on the jam 
front It ia necessary to consider the three current  'jam1 objectives 
of Vitaroinkat 

- to produce  'diabetic' jams 

- to produce jama of the very highest class in 
which the    price constraints of normal jams do not 
apply, so overcoming the transport coat and high 
local sugar price barriers which otherwise would 
make them un-competi ti ve. 

- to produce low-calorie, low-sugar jas». 

I.                  'Diabetic'   jams 

Jams for the use of sufferea from diabetes are identical 
with ordinary jams except that in most cases sucrose is replaced 
*y sorbitol.    Total solids are normally still 67 - 68% and total 
'sugars', by refractomater,  are of the order of 64.5 - 65%.    If 
•uch jams  are  felt to be not  sweet enough  (sorbitol has only about 
(0% of the sweetness of sucrose)  then it  is nowadays  considered to 
be permissible to add a proportion of fructose which has around 
140% or more of the sweetness of sucrose, w/w.    Alternatively, 
'low sugar'  jams made with fructose and similar to other low-sugar, 
low-calorie jams are sometimes offered to diabetica. 



'• Mo »ucrose, glucose or invert sugar should be  used 
in diabetic jams.    Because normally in any one family there is 
only one diabetic, the unit pack size is frequently  )2Sg -   )30g 
and only relatively rarely more than ?50g.    This is  for three 
good reasons: 

(i)        the cost of sorbitol makes the product mudi 
more expensive than ordinary jam 

(ii)      spoilage  takes place after a time as with 
normal jams and is to be avoided both from cost  and 
quality angles,  and 

(iii)    the scale of production is so small  that unit 
aise needs to be small to achieve appropriate 
distribution. 

We are also due to consider the use of 30g unit pad» 
in the diabetic jam context. 

4. Frequency of diabetes 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

The incidence of diagnosed diabetes is around J - IX 
of the population and therefore the maximum potential market in 
Yugoslavia is provided by only approximately  200,000 persons. 
This market will demand a variety of kinds of jam.     It is  therefore 
regarded as  inappropriate  to manufacture  diabetic jams  in  the 
large  vacuum pans  in batches  of 700 kilos  finished weight  at   I 
batch per hour;    the small open pan method  for the relatively much 
smaller requirement is very much more appropriate.    In fact even 
if diabetic jams are consumed to the same extent in Yugoslavia as 
in England, the potential tonnage required in Yugoslavia will be 
only  180 - 190 tons p.a. 

• 



5« I« any case,  the diabetic jam line should be a 
•eparate entity from the current normal jam line, requiring as 
it does a completely separate and distinct  filling and packing 
line.    At  the same time  it would be  convenient   if it were  adjacent 
to the existing line because it  could draw fruit supplies  from 
those which are being received,  inspected, washed etc for the 
•anufacture of normal jam.    The line will therefore require  a 
sorbitol syrup tank with metering pump,  leading to the batching 
tank in which batches are prepared;     a blow over tank feeding 
the jam boiling pan or pans;    a jam reception  tank  (agitated), 
a swash plate  tank  fitted with a slow speed agitor, and appropriate 
feed from this tank  to the header tanks on the  glass-jar filler 
and capper and/or to the Aluseal   (or similar)   single portion 
filler and sealer.     It will also be necessary to have a feed from 
the pectin make-up tank on the main  jam line to the batching tank 
or to have a separate pectin tank. 

(NH The proposal to use  a blow-over tank at this stage 
in  lieu of an open tank  and pump  is  to avoid fruit damage 
particularly in view of the potential  alternate  use of this line 
for very high quality jams.) 

b. Potential  consumption 

The nominated diabetic jam production is   1,000 tons p.a. 
(or A tons/diem on an 8 hr shift per 250 working days), equivalent 
to 5 kg of the jam being bought and consumed per annum by every 
diabetic person in Yugoslavia.    This is nearly  1 kg per month or 
one  125 gram pot per week, which we would regard as a very optimistic 
potential rate of consumption. ' 

J 
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7. Line utilization 

However, this proposed 4 ton/day rate of production 
(250 working days)   could.easily be accomplished by the  following 
arrangement on one-shift working.    This  plant when not  in use 
for making diabetic jam would be ideal   for the manufacture of 
the highest clasB jams,  and in fact has been designed to be 
dual-purpose. 

i. Plant  required 

The proposed additional  line would comprise the following: 

Sugar and sorbitol (and possibly fructose) make-up 
and atorage tanks; pectin make-up tank. 

Weighing station - a 0 -   100 kg platform scale with 
weighing tank, a circa  160 litre batching tank; a blow-over 
veasel  c.   150 litres;   3 slow-loiling pans each of c.   180 litre 
brim capacity; canopy  for boiling pans with exhaust system; 
• ingle batch jam receiving tank with agitator; one  4/5 boilings 
•wash plate  tank;  steel work staging to  carry boiling pans and 
receiving tank to provide  gravity  flow,  pans •# receiving tank •* 
•wash plate tank; one  large bore pump to convey jam to header tanks 
on filierst 

The calculations supporting this recommendation are: 

Finished capacity of one boiling pan 
Number of boilings required per day 
Time required per boiling 
Time required per daily production • 
Add additional 20% for down-time, 

charging etc 

Total boiling time required 

50 x 20 
60 

«  100 kg + 
- 50 
• 20 minutes 
• 16.7 hour« 

•4.3 hours 

- 21 houra 

J 



f. Three pans will therefore produce 5 toni of jam per 
day In 7 hours boiling time.    This gives a margin over the basic 
requirement of 4 tons/day but with only two pans there would be 
significant under-capacity. 

10. 
are! 

The reasons for special detail of this recommendation 

(i)        elevation of pans and jam reception tank to 
minimise punip damage  to finished product whilst 
specially vulnerable; blow over tank to accomplish 
the same to fresh or preserved fruit component(s) of 
the boiling mix. 

(ii)      stirred jam receiving tank to permit  (a) blending 
of 70% sorbitol,  fructose, or sugar syrup for  cooling 
the jam,  and (b)  the blending in of fresh or frozen 
fruit puree and other ingredients if required  for extra 
flavour and quality,   and (c)  adjustment of pH  and 
incidentally of setting characteristics. 

(iii)    swash plate tank holding A or 5 boilings with 
water  (hot or cold)  jacket to gently keep the  jam mixed 
and to stop fruit separation prior to filling,  to act  as 
a buffer tank between boiling and filling,  and to maintain 
and control accurately the temperature of the jam close 
to the ideal filling temperature even if there  is a 
breakdown in the filling line. 



li. Jam fiutiti 

5000 kg of jaro   -    «0,000 unita @   125 g 

Therefore filling speed required for 5.6 hours filling 
(le  7 hours less  20% down-time)   is   120  units of   125g/minute  and 
this would denumd,  for example,  a 4 or preferably 6 station 
Pfaudler  carousel or rotary filler.    The same  filler could, with 
change parts,  readily  cope with,   for example,   a  250g or a 375g fill 
of very high quality jams.    For  'Aluseal' packs,  the maximum rate 
of  fill pet machine is   120/min of  30 -  33g units.    Allowing  for 
down-time  etc it. would be necessary to have at  least 6 Aluseal 
machines   to cope with the planned production rate, because these 
machines  should not be  run at maximum rate and  there should 
always be  a margin of over-capacity. 

•2» The  desirable   thing in Vitaminka's  circumstances would 
appear to be to pack most of the  jam on a normal  line  and have 
one or two Aluseal or similar machines  in order  to explore market 
potential   for 1  oz  (28 gm)  unit packs of jams  and to become 
accustomed to operational techniques etc. 

13. Jam closure - jars 

Steam flow closure followed by cooling, drying, labelling 
and coding would be necessary; no pasteurisation.    The type of 
closing machine needed  for this would be either omnia or white  cap: 
for both expensive diabetic and extra high quality jams it is 
recommended that  the extra cost of white cap or white  cap style 
closures  is justifiable.    The cooler would be of the standard water 
apray type using potable water. 



14 Jam closure -  'Alupak' or similar 

HjO    sterilisation of the packs before  filling is not 
used and is not necessary;    likewise no pasteurisation is necessary, 
Filling is  carried out in as aseptic a manner as possible, and 
filled packs  are inverted immediately after sealing to ensure 
sterility.     Under these  circumstances, whether a plastic or 
aluminium container is  used with an aluminium lid and what shape  it 
takes  depends principally on cost  and marketing factors, but where 
intact  fruit  are present  in the jam,  sufficient  depth of  container 
must be  available.     Cooling under these  circumstances  can be 
atmospheric. 

15. Alupak or Aluseai packing is particularly appropriate 
for low sugar,  low calorie jams, because of total unit use once 
opened;    keeping quality until opened is satisfactory. 

16. Typical  recipe 

A typical jam-boiling charge for a  180 litre boiling 
pan and for a medium grade jam follows.    For top quality jam, 
except for blackcurrants, raspberries, orange and a few other 
berries where  the fruit  content must be  lower,  an  additional 
10 -  15 kg of fruit may be used in the  charge with appropriate 
reductions  (based on solids content)  of sugar and possibly pectin. 
Also for top quality jams  the glucose syrup is replace by sucrose • 
for diabetic jams the sucrose + glucose is replaced by sorbitol 
syrup with or without fructose: 

J 



Ingredient 

Pitted Apricots 
fresh or frozen 
and/or Apricot 
pulp 

Sugar syrup 
(70% soluble 
solids) 

Pectin blend 

Weight into boiling 
Composition 

A1J. whole or halved pitted 
fruit or sulphited pulp 
including stones.    Stones 41 kg 
removed by bar sieving 
during jam manufacturing. 

80   Brix A3 DE glucose syrup 22%    ) 
52.51)73 kg 
25.5%) 

Crystalline sucrose 
Water 

Powdered pectin       6.25% 
Sucrose 31.25% 
««er 62.50% 

10.4 kg 

Sugar syrup 
(70% soluble solids) As above 

weight into jam 
receiving tank 

10 kg 

The blend of fruit/syrup/pectin is boiled to a 
soluble solid» level of 64.5% (refractometer).    The addition 
of the  10 kg syrup is to cool the jam to approx 85°C and bring 
the soluble solids content to 65%.    Fruit  acids may be added 
(or sodium bicarbonate)  to adjust the pH to the desired 
standard value between 3 and 3.5 on behalf of both flavour and 
viscosity. 

! 



If. lucróte. Syrqp 

It should be noted that tt is essential to have the 
•iteróte in syrup form,     tf sucrose  I» used in  crystalline  for» 
then hatch time in the boiling pans may well be  30 instead of 
10 minuten  and the boiling pans will  require  power-driven stirrers. 
Syrup make-up and syrup storage tanks are therefore essentia* 
items in the jam-making plant and three storage tanks are needed! 

(i)      for the sucrose  • glucose or invert syryp for 
cheaper jams and marma lads 

(ii)    for pure sucrose syrup for making top quality 
jam, and 

(ill) for sorbitol or sorbitol + fructose syrup for 
¿tabetic jams. 

The first of these three tanks may be omitted if the 
•lane will never be used for staking the relatively low quality j 

I 



s.s Procès» control on the proposed new jam-making 

I. 

facility 

Operation 

It  is estimated that the  jam boiling operation, 
Manually controlled, would require three operatives: 

^        Skilled jam boiler - to supervise  the 
quality and sequence of the boiling by 
temperature  and refrar.tometer solids,  and by 
adding pectin dispersions  and fruit  acid,  and 
to add the  cooling syrup  to discharged batches. 
He would also actuate  the blow-over operation 
for fresh batches. 

(**)      Semi-skilled ingredients supervisor - to 
be responsible  for ensuring the correct weights 
of each ingredient are ready in the batching tank 
for discharge  into the blow-over tank.    Also to 
supervise discharge into blow-over tank and jam 
feed from swash plate  tank  to header tank on 
filling machine.    Also  to prepare pectin 
dispersion and syrups.    Also  to carry out  inspection 
of pulp. 

Unskilled assistant  to ingredients weigher - 
Lng ingredients, eg fruit, puree, sugar sacks, 

(iii) 
to brir 
•yrup etc,  to weighing station.    To provide  jam 
boiler with minor ingredients.    To assist with  fruit 
and puree inspection,  dumping of ingredients etc. 
To remove empty containers etc. 

It would be  feasible for the operation to be  carried 
out by these threee operatives by completely manually operated 
valvas. 

J 



2. Automatic controls 

Alternatively, it would be possible to install on 
the plant  the following control  systems  to minimise  the risk of 
faults or mishaps and to help to achieve a consistent quality. 
It is not  regarded as possible  to reduce  the number of operatives 
with a full control  system, but  if expansion of the plant was 
contemplated or increase of capacity, eg by using one or more 
extra or rapid boiling pans, was  considered,  some degree of 
automation would be  required if the number of operatives was 
to stay the same. 

3. Automatic control schedule 

Plant Level Controls 

Filler header tank Extra low 
Low 
High 

Swash plate tank Extra low 
water jacketed with 
temperature control 
to maintain jam at Low 
i3°C. High 

Jan receiving tank Low 

Msdi in 

Nigh 

Action 

Stop filler (with over-ride) 
Call from swash plate tank 
Stop from swash plate tank 

Prevents flow to filler (with 
over-ride) 
Calls from jam receiving tank 
Calls from jam receiving tank 
Prevents discharge from jam 
receiving tank 

Closes outlet valve from jam 
receiving tank.    Calls for jam 
batch.    Prevents  call from swash 
plate tank. 
Demands metered amount of syrup 
from syrup holding tank.    Preveías 
call from swash plate tank. 
Allows call  from swash plate tark, 

Ï 
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Automatic control schedule (contd.) 

Level controls 

3 slow boiling 
pans - bottom 
•nptying 

Temperature controls 
(possibly pressure 
coapensated) 

Low 

•low-over vessel 

latching tank 

High 

Low 

High 

I 

Action 

Closes outlet valve. Calls   batch 
from blow-over vessel.    Opens pan 
inlet valve and closes inlet 
valves on other pans. 

Cuts heat supply and signals to 
jam boiler who may (after 
checking temperature and 
refractóme ter solids) either 
satisfy call from jam receiving 
tank or renew heat supply to pan 
manually 

Closes inlet valve.    Indicates 
"batch ready".    Accepts call  from 
boiling pan. 
Closes outlet valve.    Signals  to 
ingredients supervisor and jam 
boiler that further batch is 
required. 

Indicates "batch ready",    Prevents 
discharge of incomplete batch to 
blow-over vessel.    Supervisor 
(after ingredient check)  dischart't. 
to blow-over vessel manually. 



I 

*• It is clear that the degree to which the plant should 
be automated (if at all) would need detailed examination vith 
Vitaninka in the light of the following factors: 

(i)       The additional cost of automatic process control 

(ii)     The availability of suitably skilled service 
engineers 

(iii)    The quality and skill of the operatives 
likely to be employed on the plant 

(iv)      Likely future expansion requirements 

(v)       The pattern of production - complete days on 
one jam variety only or mixed production. 

•*m-*—~-l 



S.4 Low  calorie   (low sugar - low total   «nH dg)   jam 

'* Sl,ch 3an* normally range  from about   50  - 6055 of 
total solids, with  fruit.contributing the normal   amount  - about 
M. but even  lower total  solids   content   iams have  been produced 
and sold.     Such jams are not of particularly high quality and 
It   is suggested  that  they be made  on the existing vacuum pan 
and pasteurisation plant.     Such  jams must be herircn rally 
•caled and  commercially  sterile  if they  are to have  an acceptable 

•11  I after  mani,fai:ture-     Keeping quality   after opening 
Will be very poor  indeed unless   a preservative  or a combination 
of preservatives   (eg anti-yeast   and anti-mould such  as benzoic 
acid and sorbic acid or their Na or K salts is  used),  or they aie 
affectively  refrigerated.    Whether legislation is   likely  to deter 
permit (i)  such products  to be called  'jams'  and  (2)  the  use of 
preservatives in  them in the  future  is  a very moot point. 

2. Use of pasteuriser 

One  very significant  criticism, however, arises here 
concerning the pasteuriser/exhauster at present being utilised in 
the plant.     This  is  a single entry, single exit plant with a dwell 
time dependent on  its length  (fixed)  and on the  belt speed.    It 
was observed being used to process  canned fruit  in syrup  and 
simultaneously,  glass jars  of jam. ' 

3;     4J 
lt ig not conceivable  that in all the circumstances 

the  ideal processing time  for both of these packs was identical. 
Therefore, to achieve minimum satisfactory process  in one it 
follows that ovar-processing was occurring in the other. 

i 
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ili..i  /       i^?f"r» conditioi« the une of a multi-entry 
f!lf   /!r*     ÎÎ\r),8tmo8pheric P»t«««i»êr would have been 
indicated in which length of processing is governed by the 
•ntry point into the machine ana in which aiimiltaneoue 

chi      d treatment of different tizeá pack« is readily 
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STERILE, HOT 
GLASS JARS SWASH PLAT 

(WATER JA< ; 

i SECTIIN   1J FLOW  SHEET   FOR MANUFACTURE  OF   HIGH  GUADE  JAM  A- 



PKCTIN MAKK-UP 
VESSEL —Cxi— 

VALVE 

e 
BUCKET OR 

OTHER HYGIENIC 
VESSEL 

•TmH 

HIGH SHEAR 
MIXER 

«A, 
AGITATOR 

Compressed Air 

_^     STERILE, HOT 
GLASS JARS        SWASH PLATE TANK 

(WATER JACKETED) 

HE, or HIGH GRApfi JAM AND PIAflETIC JAM 

All boiling pens are supplied with canopies and 
exhaust system. 
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FRUIT 
IN 

1 
DUMPING 
HOPPER 

(OR AS 
APPROPRIATE) 

INSPECTION 
BELT 

PEARS 
APRICOT8 
PEACHES 

—ITT" 
PEELER 

OR BRINE 
PEELER 

/ 

PEAR 
DECORER 

SLICER 

PEACH 
APRICOT 
STONER 
SLICER 

£MML 

WASHING 
TANK 

WASHING 

DRYING 

INSPECTION 
BELT 

zm 

Z>\ \    PLUMS 

APPLES 

APRICOTS 

DICING 
MACHINE 

WATER APPLES 

SPRAYS 

APPLE 
PEELING 
MACHINE 

(OR SECOND 
LYE PEELER) 

BLOWER    C*1ERWEB 

CHERBV 
STRIGGING 

WA8HING 
MACHINE 

STRAWBERRIES 

X. BLACKCURRANT8 

»AfflMMBf 

BLUEBERRJE1 

STRIGGING 
MACHINE 

STRIGGING 
MACHINE 

STRIGGING 
MACHINE 

APPLE 
DECORER 

(SEGMENTER] 

CHERRY 
PITTING 

MACHINE 

so2 
GAS 
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FUTURE IMMEDIATE 

JAM 
MARMALADE 
PRODUCTION 

TO iULPHITED 
PULP STORAGE 

CANNED 
FRUIT IN 
8VRUP 

PRODUCTION! 

JMME&láX£ 

MOBILE 
BIN 

TOCAN 
PILLINO 
LINE 

FRESH 
FRUIT 
JAM 

PRODUCTION 

: 

r~-7 
WHOLE 

PREPARED FRUIT 

I 
TO JAM 
BOILING 
PLANT 
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VI PlUIT JUICES 

ill General 

1. Fruit juices,  like jams,  canned fruit etc, are in 
quality ultimately dependent on the quality and characteristics 
of the raw materials  from which they are produced,    The cultivar« 
used  (in  the areas of  specific farmed crops)  are  important 
particularly when apple juice is  being considered where great 
variety  in acidity,   sweetness,  aroma eU occur.    These factors 
also vary with the ripeness of the  fruit and  its length of 
storage.     Off-flavours  in juices  can be caused by pest,  fungal 
and other infections of the fruit  and can arise from the 
ensymic changes which are the ultimate consequence either 
of infection or of physical damage. 

2. Fruit quality 

Initial quality of fruit has therefore a major influence 
on the potential quality of juice produced,  and both purchasing 
and insepction techniques are of paramount importance in determining 
eventual quality. 

3. Juice processing 

Initial processing (following washing,  inspection, 
trimminß,  etc) of the fruit for juice production takes two principal 
formst 

i     milling,  followed by high pressure removal 
of the juice (principally usnd  for applet.) or 

ii    'breaking' the fruit   (either hot or cold with 
pert irta ve largely destroyed in the first case 
and unaffected in the f.eeond)    and removal of 
juice from the slurry so prciuc«d, or else 
using the slurry after refining and addition 
of sugar for nectar  production 

J 
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4. Vitaminica are very well equipped  indeed for the 
production of 8Ìngle-str.ength apple juice  - an    appropriate 
apple mill   in which damage to seeds is avoided, a Bucher-Guyer 
press  (the  ideal choice)  which gives up  to an 802 yield of 
juice,  pasteurising equipment,  a variety of  screening and 
filtration  equipment all  allied with both  pulp and juice 
depeçtinising tanks   (pectinase treatment   to reduce viscosity 
and improve  filtration characteristics of   first the pulp 
and then  the juices) de-aeration equipment   etc.    There  is 
only one  problem therefore  in the production of bright- 
filtered  single-strength juice which can be  bottled, 
pasteurised  and sold in this form or alternatively 
concentrates as dealt with below.    This  problem consists 
in the fact  that for final  stability in the juice, whether 
or not reconstituted,  tannins and other polyphenols present 
imiit be precipiatated by the addition of  protein -  usually 
gelatin - and  the precipitation removed by ultra-filtration 
in a very high speed  'decanter'  centrifuge.    Such a machine 
is not currently available. 

S. Juice concentrât ions 

Additionally, when fruit juices must be concentrated 
for the ultimate production of very high quality concentrated 
fruit syrups or (and very much more important in terms of 
export potential)  for the production of concentrates tor  low 
cost and ease of storage,   low transport cost etc prior to 
reconstitution, there is one major limitation imposed by the 
evaporation plant in use - it has no facility for aroma stripping, 
and therefore the reconstituted product  is markedly inferior to 
the starting material and is not up to the present standards 
of flavour demanded by the regular European consumer. 

J 
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6« It should  be mentioned here that the storage and 
transport handling of  fruit juices has progressed  during 
the past 25 years or   so through the  stages of pasteurised 
•ingle  strength juice  in high pressure tanks, chilled and 
under  CO25  partial   concentration of  pasteurised juice in 
lower  pressure  (and   licnce cheaper)   tanks,  chilled  and 
under  low pressure CO2! to high concentration of  pasteurised 
juice which requires   no CO2 but  is  better  for being  kept 
chilled.    This is an   over-simpl if ication,  but will   serve. 
This  advance has been made possible by advanres  in  evaporation 
technique by which change in  flavour of juices has  been pro- 
gressively reduced  until now  with    the most modern methods 
it is  impossible for   the average person to detect  a difference 
between fresh juice  and the same juice reconstituted from a 
concentrate. 

7« This situation depende,  however,  for many juices 
not only on the concentration method used but on having 
initially 'stripped*   or removed by fractional distillation 
at atmospheric pressure the very volatile top notes  of the 
juice  flavour and aroma (mainly esters) which would  otherwise 
be lost during concentration,  having kept this material 
separately in concentrated form,  and having added   it back 
when the juice is reconstituted from the 5 to 7 x concentrate. 
The Al fa-La val method  of stripping and concentration using 
'Centri-Therm' equipment is an excellent example of   the complete 
technique, an had been observed  to  score very nearly 100% in a 
•fresh* versus 'reconstituted*  test on a large panel of tasters. 
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*• ït has to be  remembered that,  according to Fenaroli 
(Handbook of Flavour Ingredients pp 654 and  655) whilst over 
60 different  ingredients contribute to apple  flavour,   the very 
major ones are esters based on amy I alcohol,   in particular 
the acetate,  butyrate and valerate.    Also ethyl  acetate and 
geranyl  acetate art prominent.    All of these  have a considerable 
measure of volatility   (very  low BP) and unless  carefully 
preserved  in a closed container, volatilise rapidly.     It  is 
no wonder then that a  large proportion of apple flavour -  like 
that of many other fruits  including blackcurrants -  tends  to 
be evaporated and removed in the steam jet ejector or wet vacuum 
pumps used on fruit juice concentration evaporators. 

*• There is currently no particular reason to doubt  the 
efficiency of  the vacuum evaporators at present used by Vitaminka 
or that  the product they make  is other than satisfactory as  far 
at it goes - this is a matter which could not  be assessed other 
than by  inference from products tasted etc during the relatively 
•hort time available on this particular topic  at the  factory. 
But for Vitaminka concentrated juice products  to get  into  the 
top league of  fruit juices in Europe demands  stripping and add- 
back of aroma,  and until  the necessary plant  is secured proapects 
in this  area are not promising.    This applies  particularly  to 
apple juice - which is after all  the principal  bottled,  pasteurised, 
straight  fruit juice consumed  in Europe - but  is also  important 
for other juices. 

10. Aroma stripping is dealt with in detail  in the article 
which constitutes Appendix I.     The evaporative  capacity of  the 
present  fruit juice concentrators is apj rorimately 1500 kilos 
of water/hour.    This means  that roughly 1750 kilos of  fruit 
juice can ve handles per hour based on a high degree of concentration 
and that  the amount of  concentrate produced per hour  can be  from 
about 220 to 350 kilos or more according to final concentration and 
initial  tctal  solids of  the juice being concentrated.     For  fruit 
syrups, of course, very much more than 1750 kilos of juice can 
be handled. 

I i 
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».2 Production of nectars 

I. Production ot nectars has not yet started at Vitaminica 
but such products  are frequently not appropriate for concentration, 
and  if any export were contemplated  it might well  have  to be in 
a form ready tor dilution by up to an equal volume of water. 
This would not,  however,   involve any concentration of  the fruit 
juice, as nectars  are customarily 50Z or more of  fruit  juice 
with the top limit  perhaps 75!?,   the rest, bein;; added water and 
sugar.    Fruit pulp and  the  'finishing*  suspension  thereof and 
the control of pectin content are all  important factors  in the 
production of first-class nectars,  and are affected by  evaporation, 
freezing, heating etc  in various ways.    This situation has been 
studied in depth  in connection with tomato  'juico'  which is really 
• tomato \iectar',  but  to a very much less extent with other fruits, 
so that  initially at any rate, most   'concentrated'  nectars would 
be somewhat experimental.    An exception might be for  apricots 
and peaches normally produced in concentrated form on tomato 
paste plant with minor modifications,  hut not normally reconstituted 
into bottled nectars.    The current  limitations on distribution and 
sale of nectarB however do not encourage the concept of export on 
any significant  scale. 

2« In the fruit juice area,  therefore,  it would  appear that 
one basic necessity  to produce an internationally saleable apple 
juice concentrate  is an arome stripper to be added  to  the evaporation 
plant,  and such an addition could prove very helpful  indeed in 
respect of producing other  fruit juice  concentrates  for whatever 
purpose they are ultimately intended. 

J 
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W»«r* nomai or relatively low quality fruit syrups 
arc being prepared it is current practice not to include 'stripped' 
aros« - ie if stripping has actually taken place - and this aroma 
concentrate is a valuable by-product very much needed and welcomed 
by flavour and essence manufacturers.    This is a further reason 
tor the acquisition of an appropriate stripping facility. 

The other item of equipment which would assist  in 
production most  significantly would be an ultra-centrifuge 
(eg Sharpies Super D-canter or equivalent) to be used for the 
purpose previously described and also for other difficult clarifyina 
operations, '   ^ 



VII THE PROCUREMENT OF RAW SUPPLIES 

?.'}.  •   •      ^ne Present  situation - fruit 

It General 

For the current year  (1975)  it is estimated that 
raw material  intake will  total  more than 14,COO tons of 
produce,   the vast majority of which is grown within a 
50 km    radius of the factory.    Details of  the  individual 
requirement for each crop arc  set out  in table 8.1 from 
which it will be seen that fruit  accounts for  about 
56 per cent of  the total  intake. 

2t The area surrounding Banja Luka is  renowned for 
its production of high quality fruit;  cherries both wild 
and cultivated together with blackberries are of particularly 
good quality.    However,  one major limitation exists and that 
is the availability of hand  labour for picking. 

3. In view of the fact  that Vitaminka plans a 14-15 
per cent  annual expansion rate  through to 1980 bringing 
output up to nearly 35,000 tons,  it    is  essential that 
labour problems  in harvesting should be resolved as soon 
as possible.    The programme of  expansion is also planned on 
the basis  that  fruits will  expand 16 per cent  per annum and 
vegetables by 13 per cent oer  annum. 

*• It must be emphasised that by 1980 nearly 25,000 
tons of  fresh or ready-to-process produce will have to be 
taken to the factory. 
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3. Fruit production 
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4.      ii.   ,A11,aPricots and bilberries are bought in and it 
il unlikely that production of these  two crops win  ever 
be seriously contemplated-in this aren.     To date,  howver, 

TlÀ «î Ri   itVWïerrics havc been stained from tl^other 
side of Belgrade but  this year a local   co-operative 

íi^f1? °ne millÌOn plants flmon«st  its »«nberS. 
Intitoli ? reTn Why  tbC faCt0ry Bhould  •>t tecon 

travelling time between farm and factory. 

Li.í- A 
Pcac¡»?8!  "PP1" and Plums are available in virtually 

unlimited quantities and  it  is understood  that there  aíe no 
problems in organising deliveries of  any quantit es  reíuiíed 
Vitaminica is  the sole buyer of rose hipî in îugo Lv[a  and 

i iL Ld8TPlf-\fr0m a11 °Ver the •«***-    S«    loility i« limited by pickers at harvest time. 

iS" "'í,"tr'.In,tt a,,d ^ 8°« -• *' '»«:.? •" *«'" "ade 

ffîLiïîS ""„V"-1 l!,,c T"ln« "•••'lit'°f î""«t' 
„„!    'il      :    ,    to" ls lh<' <!<•'" ty of blackball«, which 

m grow cultivated blackberries. 

J. Finally a larCe number of wild  trees produce Compii 

o
ne;¿Ch T! I' madC  int0 a J• of excell.: 1ï vour        ' 

Also,   there could be  some potential  for juice.    Around  R•i, 

:mXaÄa;prMId ""«»°"¿° «£ °""o"::;• 
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9. Co-operative marketing 

All  the local  fruit is picked within a radius of 
20-50 kms by  local farmers who deal  with Vitamínica through 
their own farming co-operative.    There are ten independent 
co-operatives  in the area.     The most  important one  is at 
Pmjavor which supplies  some 30 per  cent of  the factory's 
requirements;  Laktasi  supplies 15 por cent,  Prijedor 7 
per cent and  the remainder  supply 5 per cent or  less. 

10. Although each farmer is permitted  to farm up 
to 10 hectares he and his  family arc  also encouraged to pick 
wild fruit in the woods.    Other than  family labour, no 
other organised fruit picking takes  place. 

11. ^  The  role of  the co-operative is one of co-ordination. 
In principle  it negotiates a contract on behalf of its  farmers 
with Vitaminka.    Primarily the contract mainly concerns 
quantities ie  that over  the season a  given quantity of fruit 
will be made available  to the factory.    The co-operative 
is also  in a position to  stimulate  farmers'   interests in 
growing new or better crops.    Thus  the co-operative acts 
as a trader,  as an adviser and also as a banker in making 
short  term credit available.    Although the co-operatives 
have also been  integrated with the AIPK organisation,  the 
current contractual negotiations will continue. 

12. Collecting centres 

Each co-operative has a number of collecting centres 
ranging from 10 (Pmjavor) down to 2(Priiedor) in number, into 
which farmers deliver their fruit in 3-6 kg returnable plastic 
trays.  The co-operative checks the produce for weight and 
quality and then arranges for the factory to collect, in the 
larger centres there is a representative of the factory. 
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13. Tiranaportnt: ion 

The Vitaminka lorries visit each collecting centre 
once a day and more frequently if the fruit, is available. 
The driver of the lorry miking the collection in  responsible 
for the quality inspection of the fruit and has powers to 
reject any tray where he considers the quality is too low. 
The fruit is loaded onto canvas covered six ton fixed bed 
lorries which arc also able to tow a four-wheeled covered 
trailer. All this work is done by hand; pallets are not 
used until arrival at the factory. 

14,     Although the lorries and trailers are Gheeted, 
air bleeds are left through which cooling air can enter 
during the haul. In the more remote areas there is 
considerable dust on the road and as a result most of 
the fruit appeared to be contaminated on arrival. 

15. Identification 

By the time the fruit arrives at the factory it 
has lost its identity as regards both the farmer who delivered 
it and possibly the collecting centre from where it ««as taken. 
The factory has therefore been unable to assemble data which 
would indicate those areas/farmers from/which the best fruit 
ÍB picked. 

16. Unloading and storage 

At Vitaminka the fruit is unloaded by hand onto 
120 x 80 cm four-way entry pallets and either left out under 
an open shed ready for immediate processing or put into a 
cool store. Thereafter prepared fruit may be sulphited or 
froren in trays in a freezing room. AU movements within the 
factory premises are carried out by fork li.r». trucks. 
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17. II5Z1 

Although it vat understood that the retunable plastic 
fruit trays were usually subjected to a thorough cleaning regime 
by dipping    in an solution containing 15 - 20 ppm of free chlorine, 
•11 were very dirty and this  could well have contributed to the 
visible  fungal deterioration which was taking place.    It is 
understood that a new powered-washer will be installed next year. 
He consider this item to be of the utmost importance in maintaining 
quality. 



7»2     Evaluation and recommended improvement - fruit 

It      General 

It is significant that the greater part of Vitaminka's 
future expansion is based on the assumption that there are 
sufficient supplies of raw materials to keep the factory 
fully supplied. During the on-site examination wc were 
unable to obtain any statistical data on the agricultural 
Structure of the area nor any indication of its potential.. 
We were, however, informed that some information was 
available at AIPK and that FAO had also prepared a report 
on the area. 

2,      However, from what we have seen and heard there 
is little doubt that while the true potential productive capacity 
of the area is as yet largely untapped, the real PXob'li!IILf ISJJiS. 
Vitaminka is whether sufficient quantities of the right 
quality of produce can be del ivered~*tö~The'i*r facToTy at 
the right time in tho right condition co that the propostd 
production programme can be maintained. 

3«      We consider that the real key to the problem is the 
availability and willingness of local farmers to meet this 
challenge. In turn, Vitaminka must itself see that those 
farmers co-operating with the company should be well rewarded 
for their efforts. 

*•      We feel that this examination is best split into two 
parts. The first part is to see what long-term action Bhould 
be taken by Vitaminka and the second part, what action could 
be put into effect almost immediately, We feel it should be 
emphasised that unless Vitaminka takes a lead in this matter 
all impetus will be lost as no other organisation or body has 
the knowledge of the problems or indeed incentive. At the 
same time, however, we urge Vitaminka to always take the 
broader view of farming rather than solely an interest in 
those crops it wishes to procure. 
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5.      We see Vitaminica playing a vital role as the means 
of helping the individual farmer in the area to maintain 
acceptable living standards. The link between the two - 
the co-operatives - is already established; what is now 
requires is a development of this bridgehead. 

6. Long-term development 

Here the essential need  is to maintain if not  to 
increase the rural  population to ensure  that sufficient 
hands are available to pick the crops.    This is essentially 
a matter of  economics as has been suggested above.    Not only 
is it necessary to  increase the actual quantity of fruit 
picked per person but to reduce the costs of the operation. 

7. Mechanical harvesting of fruit 

In the immediate future - the next five years - we 
do not see mechanisation playing any part in achieving either 
of these two objectives. Machinery for the picking of 
raspberries and blackcurrants shows very considerable promise 
but as far as we are aware these two crops have not been 
grown on a 1 arj-e enough scale in the area to attempt mechanical 
harvesting.  We think replicated agricultural trials should 
be established to determine the most suitable varieties to 
grow for this purpose. We feel the only other crop which 
lends itself to mechancial harvesting are cherries, using a 
tree-shaking technique, but extensive field trials and 
experiments have yet to be undertaken. 

8.      When mechanisation comes it will have to be undertaken 
on a sufficiently large scale to make it economic. One question 
to be resolved is whether an individual farmer with his 10 
hectares will be able to put aside a sufficiently large area 
of land in one block. One solution might be to persuade 3 or 
4 neighbouring farmers to join together in a syndicate of their 
own and share costs and proceeds. 
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9. Another possibility is that Vitaminica should take 
an active role in planting new cherry orchards, even by 
making available the finance to meet the initial capital 
expenditure of plants. We understand that some interest 
has been shown in such a development. While one would 
prefer to see larger commercial plants such an investment 
scheme might prove to be highly attractive to individuals 
or groups of farmers, preferably the latter. The method 
of financing could be on an equal share basis: 

one-third Vitatninka 

one-third co-operative 

cne-third individual or group of farmers 

While labour for harvesting remains such an important 
factor, the participation of individual farmers seems critical. 
In order to encourage new plantings perhaps consideration 
could be given to any group of farmers showing an interest 
by making available land over and above that which they already 
farm in order to increase theor individual farm areas. If 
experience of other countries is to be drawn upon, the problem 
of the small size farms in Yugoslavia will have to be faced 
sooner or later and the above suggestion seems highly 
practicable under the circumstances. 

10. In the meantime we also consider that, every 
encouragement should be given to farmers to establish berry 
fruit plantations - particularly blackberries, as ultimately 
the cost of picking wild fruit will become prohibitive. 
We even think experiments should be carried out in the hills 
to improve the access of the pickers to wild blackberries. 
In the densely populated parts of southern England there is 
quite a large area of common land upon which wild blackberries 
thrive. Over the years thousand.«, of pickers have trodden clown 
tracks through the thickets to increase the accessible surface. 
We think that "artificial tracks" could be made by mechanical 
slashers. It is not impossible that by paying further attention 
to controlling surface water run-off and perhaps some small- 
scale fertilisation as well, increased yeilds of better quality 
fruit could also be .luhievcd. 
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11.     Increased yields plus faster picking rates (the 
pickers would not have to walk so far per kg of fruit picked) 
would help to attract a wider spectrum of potential harvesters. 

12. Wild tree fruits 

The outlook for wild cherries and Cornel berries must 
be assesfïd pessimistically.     H owe vor,  to .some  extent Vitaminica 
»ay have already moved towards an expedient  solution.    We 
understand that  the school holidays start at  the peak of the 
wild cherry season, but as yet no tiadition of children organised 
into large picking teams has  yet been established.    We are  told 
that 100 children can pick up to 5 tons per day.    We feel  that 
this approach  is the only one which is likely to yield positive 
results and should not be too difficult to maintain once the 
tradition has been accepted.     One advantage of the large-scale 
approach is that over the years a wide knowledge of the better 
yielding areas can be recorded subsequently saving valuable 
child time looking for  likely places.    Ultimately,  access to 
these areas could be improved reducing the costs of extracting 
the picked fruit. 

13. Experimentation 

We have already referred to the need for field trials 
and experimentation. It is essential to determine which varieties 
give the highest yields of processing quality fruit and what 
cultural practices should be adopted. It is essential that 
trials are replicated on a number of sites to determine regional 
variations. We think these sites should be jointly operated 
by the local co-operative and Vitaminka working in unison. 

14. Extension 

At the latar stages we see no reason why development 
trials should not be carried out on the farms of the better 
growers in au area. Example is possibly the best teacher of 
all and we feel that the staff of both the co-operative and 
of Vitaminka should be involved. It is essential for the 
farmers to have confidence in the Vitaminka field staff, 
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15. Farmers often feel that processors are too remote 
from the real  problems of farming.    We feel   that much good 
could come from a direct farming involvement by Vitaminka. 
We suggest  that   two 10 hectare farms  should he  secured. 
The first  should  be a "model farm" which should  set out 
to show what  can be achieved if finance,  expeitise, 
availability of market  and general managerial  ability 
are not restrained. 

The  second farm should be what the "average 
fellow" has to put up both by way of  land and buildings. 
Finance should  be  limited to the maximum available through 
normal channels.     However, the essential factor would be 
the above-average ability of the individual  running the 
farm. 

16, Vitaminka would be in a position to show farmers 
exactly what  can be achieved.    This would mean that  all 
accounts would  have to be made available.    They could  in 
fact be used as  the basis of a farming newsletter which 
could be circulated through the co-operatives. 

17. Farmer advisory groups 

We feel  it is essential that  Vitaminka  should build 
up a closer understanding of farmers'  attituJeò and  thinking. 
He also feel  that  farmers should be given the opportunity of 
discussing with Vitaminka their day-to-day problems and long- 
term aspirations.    We appreciate that  formal   liaison exists 
between Vitaminka and  the co-operatives,  but    we would  like 
to sec also a means of  'grass-root'  contact. 

We recommend that Vitaminka  shoulr' form a "Farmers 
Advisory or Consultative Group".    The Group vould  consist of 
no more than 8-10 fanners, preferably drawn from different 
parts of the area  surrounding the factory,    v.'e suggest  that 
Vitamnika should   first  identify those  farmers  who à 'e 
generally considered  to be the most advanced and go-ahead 
and then select   the group from this list. 
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We think the Group would give Vitaminica a two-way 
Means of communication - first,  a sounding-board   for future 
Vitaminica policy  and secondly as a means of getting 
information on agricultural develpoments back to   the 
farmers.    The Group would  therefore be technically 
orientated,  whereas contact with  the co-operative« is 
bound to be more commercial. 

18. Short-term improvements 

We consider the two main short-term improvements 
rotate around  the  quality of the  incoming fruit   and the 
•fficiency by which it is handled.    The first essential 
it to identify the actual  farmers who pick quality fruit 
•nd then secondly ensure  that they are rewarded.     This 
indicates that Vitaminka must be more closely associated 
with the individual co-operatives. 

19. Quality premium 

There are any number of payment schemes but they 
must be seen by the farmer to be  fair.    However,   before they 
can be introduced   it is necessary  that quality  standards 
are prepared.    One  system would be to make the contract 
price the middle  point -  ie the crop in accordance with 
the defined  standard.    Should certain faults exceed a 
pre-determined tolerance then the price would be  reduced 
by say 10 per cent.    On the other hand,  if fruit  of 
exceptional  size   or quality was brought  in   10 per  cent would be 
added to the price. 

20, In order to promote a sense of competition, 
a quality league could be established amonest the co-operatives 
and possibly amongst the individual farmers «3 well. 



21. Handling 

We appreciate that during our visit to Vitaminica 
the weather conditions could not have been worse,  but even 
subject to this qualification we consider some of  the fruit 
arriving at  the  factory had  lost considerable quality since 
picking. 

22. We understand that  some farmers may pick  fruit and 
leave  it standing around the   farm until   a sufficient  quantity  is 
available  to  make   it worth  their while   takinp, it   to  the   collecting 
centre.    Two  problems  arise,   in that  some   fruit may   3-4 days old 
before it reaches  the collecting centre, and it also becomes 
very difficult  for both Vitaminka and the Co-operative to 
know how much fruit may arrive  in any one day.      The whole 
problem is compounded by the  fact  that  in any one consignment 
there is a very wide range of quality. 

23. Without  statistical data on the number of  farmers, 
the intensity of production and the rate of picking of each 
individual crop,   it  is difficult  to arrive at any precise 
answer.      We  feel  that two broad  solutions may exist,  and it 
is even possible that they could work alongside one another 
in parallel.       The basic objective 

24. Collection by farmers 

This would be a viable proposition if a number of 
farmers would  come  together and agree a roti as  to who. 
•hould collect  from the other  farms and take to the    Collective 
centre.      Distance and problems of  identification would  limit 
the size of  the operation,  particularly as horse-drawn 
transport  is  the only means available.      At  the same  time, 
crop contamination by dust on rural  roads would still  remain 
a problem. 
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25. Collection by vehicles 

There would appear to be a valid case for suggesting 
that closed insulated vans of lj - 2 tons nominal  rapacity 
should visit a point near each farm at a fixed time each day. 
The driver would be responsible for quality inspection and 
for check-weighing - being assisted by a representative of 
the Co-operative.      A number of vans would then serve  a 
larger vehicle which would  take the produce back to the 
factory.      If necessary these lorries could leave trailers at 
certain points down the road. 

26. Cooling 

As such, we feel that the present collecting 
centres could be dispensed with - in any case those currently 
being used do not have any proper cooling facilities.  We 
suggest that the present road vehicles used for this job 
should be fitted with insulated container bodies.  These 
could be pre-cooled each time the vehicle returned to the 
factory.  If during transport the internal temperature rose 
above the external ambience, filtered air would be circulated 
by means of small fans. 

27. Numbers of vehicles involved 

There is no reason why the teams should not be kept 
on the road 24 hours a day.  At the peak of the season, 
assuming full operation, the system would have to cope with 
8-10 tons per hour.  With a cycle time of 4 hours for each 
load, between 5 and 6 sets of vehicles and trailers would be 
required.  Each of these units would be served by two of 
the smaller vans with a capacity of 1J - 2 tons. 
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7.3 The present situation - Vegetable« 

It General 

The total  requirement of vegetables is estimated  to 
be in the region of 6250 tons in 1975.        Details of the 
individual  tonnages are set out in Table 8.1. 

2. There are very obvious differences  in the approach 
to vegetable production as opposed  to fruit  production.      The 
reason for this  is  that pea,  bean and potentially tomato 
production is essentially a  large-scale operation - completely 
beyond the capacity of a farmer with only 10 hectares.      The 
production of  these crops  is therefore left  to the Kombinats, 
who can provide  land of not only high productive capacity but 
also of sufficient  area.      Availability of   finance for the 
heavy investment  in mechanisation would in any case preclude 
the participation of  the small farmers even co-operatively 
organised. 

3. However,  as ran be seen from the  production 
programme,  there are a number of labour-intensive crops which 
«re well within  the capabilities of farmers on the better 
»oil  types,  namelyt     Cucumbers/Gherkins, Capsicums, Aubergines. 
As a result  the production of these crops  is currently being 
co-ordinated by the  local Co-operatives. 

4. Vegetable produc t i on 

The production of vegetables is concentrated within 
a 40-Km radius of  the  factory  (really a half-circle).     At  the 
present time Vitan.Lnka works with two Kombinats and three 
Co-operatives  in the area. 

5. Peas 

Two Kombinats have contracted to  grow peas, namely 
Romanovci which  is about  30 Km away and grows  500 ha, and  Srbac, 
Which is further  (about 40 Km) and which grew 150 ha this year. 
At Romanovci  there  is a .stationary viner,  otherwise the majority 
of the crop is harvested  by mobile equipment,  there being two 
machines on one Kombinat and  five on the other. 
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6. The tenderometer reading for peas  in the field is 
acceptable between 100 and 160,  the lower  level being aimed 
for.      In most years yields of A tona per hectare and over are 
expected.      In the  current year harvesting was delayed by rain, 
which was followed by very hot spells,  and  the crop appeared 
to be maturing very fast.       It is understood  that at the end of 
June hail damage  subsequently caused severe   losses. 

7. The harvesting operation was beinj; delayed by very 
heavy weed infestations  indicating that not  only are 
improvements  in cultural practice required,   but spray chemicals 
«ay also be in short  supply.      We also consider that the 
practice of cutting the vines so far ahead  of the viner is 
detrimental to the quality and in future much tighter control 
•hould be kept of this operation. 

8. Green beans are grown on the same  Kombinatg as the 
peas.      At the time  inspected the crop appeared healthy, 
although the initial germination might have been a little 
uncertain.      All harvesting is undertaken mechanically. 

9. Carrots were also grown on one Kombinat,  the area 
not being very large.      The drills were about  40 cm apart 
and germination had not been good.      It was  felt  that the 
plant population per  square meter of land would not give the 
intensity to ensure an even size of  carrots.       One possibility 
would be to grow five rows planted 30 cm apart or closer on a 
raited  'bed'  of soil;    we think such a layout would greatly 
increase the proportion of carrots suitable for processing. 
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13t The price formula for peas providea for a 10-year 
guaranteed price indexed to the July 21st exchange price for 
Wheat  in Novosad,  plus a premium of  30 per cent.      This formula 
appeared  to be working quite well,   taking into account the 
maturity and yield expected from the crop.      However,  there 
were  indications that  'freezers' were prepared to pay a higher 
price,  and as a result the  impression was created that the 
Kombinat concerned was giving priorities of supplies to the 
freezer,  although in all only a fraction of the total was 
involved. 

14. No chilling plant had been  installed at the Kombinat 
supplying the  'freezer'  in question,   in spite of the distance 
involved.       The general  impression created was that neither 
the field nor yard organisation was able to withstand the 
continued high pressure of a full-scale freezing programme, 
where every second counts. 

15. 

The harvested peas were transported in open tipping 
lorries containing 2-3 tons.      These vehicles were open to 
the air and  therefore considerable dust contamination could 
be expected.      The total cycle time for each vehicle was in 
the order of 3 - 4 hours. 
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7,4 Evaluation and Recommended Improvement« - Vegetables 

*• General 

We think that the problems which Vitaminica will face 
in the future with increased demands for vegetables for 
processing will be much less  than its problems of fruit 
supplies.        The Kombinats have already shown that  large 
quantities of peas and beans of  good quality can be produced 
•conomically.      There  is now also every sign that 
individual farmers,  given the right  encouragement, will 
increase their production of  labour-intensive crops. 

2« 1" view of  the  fact  that  in the near futur« Vitaminica 
intends to flow-freeze peas, we feel attention must be drawn to 
a number of aspects which unless attended to could cause low 
quality of the final  product.       We must  first emphasise that  in 
particular pea-freezing is critical as regards the maturity of 
the crop.      Two factors are  involved:     first the need  to 
establish a programme cf plantings which will ensure as  far as 
possible that a sequence of crops  are available for  processing, 
and second the need  to harvest,   transport and process  the crop 
•s soon as its optinum processing maturity is reached. 

3. Agronomic problems 

We feel   that the present small-scale field trials 
could be very considerably expanded to provide a sufficient 
ltvel of statistical replication.      We feel Bpecial  attention 
should be paid to variety testing - particularly tl.-ï  testing 
of the seed of one variety procured from different sources. 
For example,  in the United Kingdom,  seed from America  is 
sometimes found to be  5 - 6 days earlier than home-grown seed 
of the same variety.       Such time-saving could be of critical 
importance in a difficult harvesting season. 
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*• A» regards the present high level of weed 
contamination in the crops,  we  feel that rotation cultivation 
and the judicious use of spray chemicals would soon reduce 
the level of  infestation to acceptable levels.      Certainly 
this year's harvest was bein^ made very difficult for this 
reason.      Perhaps specific attention should be. drawn to the 
fact  that many of the "weeds" were  in fact germinated grain 
left by poor combine settings  during the previous harvest. 

5. Organisational problems 

We have already referred 
of field organisation and control   - 
differ greatly between the  two  cent 
harvested.       With the exception of 
appeared  to be well maintained  and 
very good, with virtually nil   losse 
the limited period of time availabl 
insufficient viner capacity - never 
work were not  fully stretched. 

to the indeterminate  level 
which in fact appeared to 

res where peas were being 
two machines, all  the viners 
threshing performance was 
s.      We suspect   that with 
e for harvesting  there was 
theless the viners  seen at 

'• The °nly communication between field and processing 
plant was by telephone - and  this  some distance away from 
the centre of operations.      We consider that it is  essential 
that a radio-telephone network be  established.      Better 
communi cat ions will do much to  shorten the gap between 
harvesting and processing.      The programme co-ordinator,  by 
knowing the actual harvesting rota - the position of every 
transport vehicle - can then give directions to obtain 
optimum performance. 
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7. Further training 

We fully appreciate that Vitaminica is trying to 
build up its own traditions and experience in this very 
difficult  subject.      We consider that  some further training 
of  the Kombinat managers and senior procurement staff of 
Vitaminica  is called for,  and accordingly recommend that a 
2-3 week study tour to examine commercial   freezing 
operations  in other countries  should be undertaken next year. 
We suggest  that visits to Holland  the UK would provide a very 
comprehensive background to current organisation and technical 
development.      The Yugoslav harvest  is earlier than those  in 
both the UK and Holland,  and  therefore the potential clash of 
interests  should be overcome  satisfactorily. 

S. 

9. 

The study tour should include the following aspects! 

Current agronomic practice 
Agronomic research and development 

- Co-operative organisation of production 
and harvesting 

- Commercial organisation of procurement and 
harvesting. 

Relationship with Kombinats 

In future we feel that it is essential that any one 
Kowbinat should only make contract with one processor for any 
given crop - unless prior agreement is obtained from all 
concerned. 

10. Transportation 

At the present time we think that the transport 
requirement is being satisfied.  At present we do not think 
washing and cooling plant should be installed at each 
Kombinat, but if for any reason the time between harvesting 
and processing cannot be reduced through better organisation, 
such an investment may have to be made. 
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11. Hew product! 

Production of a number of new crops for processing 
were discussed during our visit. 

Green Runner Beans - this  is a highly labour- 
intensive crop and  therefore suitable for  small farmers. 
The beans have to be grown on wireworK to give sufficient 
height and no mechanisation is possible.       It  is a very 
popular vegetable  in the UK,  fresh or  frozen - but because 
of labour costs  is slowly pricing itself out of the market. 

Calabrese - especially in the  frozen form is very 
popular in most frozen food markets of  significance. 
Calabrese of very good quality is grown  in Italy, and we 
•ee little reason why production should not take place in 
Yugoslavia. 

Maize - The market for the canned product seems to 
be expanding,  but because of brand dominance  in western 
markets  (Green Giant) direct competition  should be avoided. 
Vitaminka could perhaps offer and contract  to pack on behalf 
of a major company.      Currently the Dutch seem to dominate 
the frozen market. 

Mushrooms - We understand that  there is no large- 
scale production of  this crop in Yugoslavia.      All other 
things being equal,  we can see the obvious advantage of 
having available a crop which could be processed in the winter. 
The processed market  for this product has  in recent years been 
very well developed,  and we therefore consider that the 
investment  study  should  include study of  the market 
situation,  particularly if an export programme is to be 
undertpI en. 
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7.3 Reception, Handling and  Storage of Intake Produce 

1. General 

All produce arriving in trays is off-loaded by hand 
onto pallets which thereafter arc moved by forklift trucks. 
Although   Box   pallets are available, we understand that  these 
are only used for produce after deep-freezing or for applies 
in the environmental   store. 

2. We think attention should be given to sending the 
road vehicle out with pallets,   so that  the  pallets are loaded 
with the  trays of produce while in the  lorry.      This would 
enable a fork-lift to be used for off-loading at the factory, 
thus increasing the rate of vehicle turn-round   and lessening 
labour requirements. 

3« In the case of closed vehicles,  as  recommended for 
handling fruit,  a roller-conveyor floor can be fitted. 

A. Movement of produce 

We think that  it is essential to keep incoming 
produce out of the sun,  even at the expense of slightly 
increasing the cost of handling. 

5. Storage facilities - intake 

Space in the reception area for  incoming produce 
is at a premium.      Dry goods now stored  in the open will be 
taken into a new building under construction which will help 
to increase  the parking area.       It  is our view that  if  the 
incoming produce is  'graded'   into pallet  loads  in the 
production area,  the speed of unloading the vehicle and  the 
allocation of produce for  immediate usage and  storage will 
enable much faster  turnarounds.      At  the present stage, 
therefore,  we do not  see  any need to  increase  the existing 
area of shedding. 
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i. Cold Storage 

Vitaminica has plans  to increase the capacity of 
cold  storage by 1,000 tons, making 2,000 tons   in all. 
We understand that  the existing capacity is under great 
pressure at present.      When the  Baby-food line  is in full 
production up to   500  Lons of prepared raw material well be 
required to be  stored*    this will  effectively  utilise half 
of   the   capacity   now Wing contemplated.     Oui   view is 
that  all   'finished'  products,   e.g.  frozen berry  fruit for 
export,  should be  stored for only a Fhort time  on the 
Vitaminica site. 

7. In view of the high cost of new cold  stores, it 
would be desirable to hire capacity in,  say,  Zagreb, for 
finished products,  rather than create new facilities.      In 
five years'  time  the current plans should have  been brought 
to fruition, and   it will be easier to determine  any shortfall 
in capacity.      Our view is that   the cold storage facilities 
at Vitaminica should be utilised  for new intake,   and that 
finished products  should be stored, and if necessary 
repacked,  near the main centres  of distribution or export, 

• • The proposals whiijh we put forward  for  the 
re-organisation of  the jam production permit   the continued 
use of temporarily preserved pulp with SO2.       This in Itself 
will  help to reduce the need to  keep large stocks of frozen 
fruit for re-processing into jam in the stores.      This aRain 
emphasises the advantage of  the open-pan method of producing 
jam,  as opposed  to  the vacuum process.      In view of these 
factors, we confirm that it would be unwise to commit a 
very substantial   financial allocation to construct new froten 
capacity until a much more definite need can be shown. 

! 
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Vili General Organisation and Administration 

8.1 General 

!• We were invited  to report on and make  recommendations 
on the organisation of Vitavninka.    We have interpreted this 
in its widest meaning as we feel  that the management of 
Vitaminka would not only wish to have a free expression of 
view but  would also wish to have some means of  interpreting 
and evaluating our opinions. 

2» First, we must  emphasise that with  the  time 
available  in the project  area  it would be impossible to 
give a full financial and management appreciation.    We 
also suggest that the criteria upon which our comments are 
based may not take into account  the fact that  those Vitaminka 
would have chosen in the same circumstances may be very 
different. 

3» Our approach has been to undertake a management audit 
which examines eacli function performed by the  company and to 
award points depending on the degree of success or otherwise 
achieved.     Each main business  function is separately evaluated 
and  is given a weighting on  its   relative  importance.    The audit 
•elected has been based on a method of evaluation developed 
by the American Institute of Management as a comparative guide. 

4. Management Audit Ratine Table 

Optimum Minimum rating 
Rating for excellence 

Economic function 400 300 
Corporate  structure 500 375 
Health of earnings 600 450 
Service to stockowners 700 525 
Research and development 700 525 
Directorate analysis 900 675 
Fiscal  policies 1100 825 
Production efficiency 1300 975 
Sales vigor 1400 1050 
Executive evaluation 2400 1800 

Total 10,000 7,500 

i 



It will be seen that each function is given a 
relativity to the next.    However, all points are scored 
on an entirely subjective basis.    Each of the above items 
•re given a main heading'as follows! 

S.2 Economic function 

"What  is the evidence that Vitamínica renders an 
essential  service well  and has dealt  fairly well 
with all  its public    over the  Inst ten years or 
»ore?" 

1. The company was founded after  the last war,   to 
process  locally produced  fruit and vegetables for both home 
and export markets.    Following the earthquake in  1569 the 
company suffered an immediate set-back.    However, with 
emergency  finance  the premises were reconstructed and 
production continued and expanded. 

2. Throughout its history, with the above exception, 
the company has shown a  steady growth by developing its 
range of  products  to meet apparant home and export demand. 

3. The company would appear to have been soundly 
managed  since its  inception and any changes that may have 
taken place have been as a result of natural  expansion and 
the need  to redefine job responsibilities. 

4. Vitaminka is by far the largest food processing 
company in Yugoslavia with strong market domination in Bosnia 
and the north of the country.    The company's products would 
appear to be competitively priced and sell well provided that 
a place on the shop shelf can be secured. 

1 
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*«      In 1972 total «ale« reached $8 million! these fell 
to $5.5 million in 1973 but recovered to $7.5 million in 
1974. At an employer Vitaminka is one of the largest in 
the area. However, much of the employment is ¿eaeonal and 
a« yet out-of-season employment has been slow to develop. 
The management is very conscious of this need and are doing 
their best to make the necessary adj ustment. 

Vitaminica therefore plays a significant part in 
keeping the nation fed, but recently foreign exchange earnings 
have been very small indeed and are unlikely to show any great 
growth over the next five years. 



1.3 Corporate structure 

"What is the evidence that the company has good 
lines of communicstion and that every executive 
clearly knows his responsibilities and authority?" 

1. Vitaminka is currently undergoing a period of 
reorganisation at management  level.    Our comments are therefore 
directed towards the new situation rather than the past. 

2. ^    The new organisation chart  is set out in overleaf 
from which it will  be seen that  the company is divided into 
"production" and  "service".    However,  all division report 
directly to the General Director,  and each is headed by 
a divisional director.    The only variation is that  the 
Production Director is responsible for both warm and cold 
processing but delegates responsibility for cold processing 
to his deputy.    Elsewhere we have recoim:iended that  the Baby 
Pood processing unit should be  completely self contained,  and 
therefore a new  division should he  created. 

3« Details of the functions undertaken within each 
division are set out  in tabic 8.1.    We have noted  that in 
the new organisation provision has been made lor a Development 
Division.    Had  such a move not been made we would have 
recommended it  in this report.    We consider that  the  formation 
of this division is essential  to the future health of  the company. 
We would, however,  like to see one additional function included 
in the division - namely Operations Research.     It would appear 
tp us that the highly trained'staff  in this department  should 
offer a "consultant" service to the other division.     We do not 
understand why this division should be classified as production 
when its function is purely service.    This, however,   is an 
internal matter. 

¡m     «m      I 
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A      PRODUCTION DIVISION 

Department 

1. Development 

2. Warm Processing 

3. Cold Processing 

4. Maintenance and Energy 

5. Transport 

B        ADMINISTRATION DIVISION 

1. Commercial Section 

2. Financial 

?. Staff and Legal 

4. Planning and Analysis 

5. Raw Material 

Main functions 

Market development and research 
Product research and development 
Agricultural research and development 
Economic and financial programming 

Technical service 
Production 
Quality control 
Operations planning and records 

Production and storage 
Machine service and maintenance 
Technology and calculation 

Maintenance and servicing 
Energy service, steam and power 
Operations planning and records 

Internal transport 
External transport 
Operations planning and records 

(a) Salest field sales services; 
storage and despatch; book-keeping 
and sales analysis 

(b) Purchasing: supply offices; 
storage service 

Financial operation and control 
Book-keeping 

Legal and general services 
Personnel 
Restaurant/canteen 

Statistics and information 
Plan and analysis 
Wages and calculation of income 

Purchasing 
Storage service 
Book-keeping and calculation 

J 



*. The direction of the company cannot be directly 
compared with that found in say a capitalist company in 
the USA;     the difference being that  the workers  in Vitaminka 
substitute  by right of  law the shareholders of  the company, 
although they have no  shares as such.    They can vote en all 
matters of major policy and imlecd  upon the appointment of 
directors.     All decision of the board are taken under 
sufferance  of the workers. 

5. In essence  the board of directors agree a plan 
annually which defines  their work parameters.    The General 
Director acts as chairman of the board at meetings and is 
the official  representative of the company at outside 
meetings. / 

6. Production isyflivided into warm and cold processing 
but otherwise it  is considered that  the profitability or  not 
of each product line  is not immediately apparent to those 
responsible  for its  sv/pervision or  to the company's directors. 
The reason for this  i$  that the individual  product costings do 
not charge  specific procesB costs  to each product but spread 
all overhead and operating costs over the total production. 

The above comment may create the  impression that 
Vitaminka  is lax in planning and financial  control.    This  is 
not  the case.    The planning and overall control  functions  are 
excellently executed  and  at all  times all executives are  aware 
not only of  the performance o? their own division but of  the 
company as  a whole.    Nevertheless we feel that  we must draw 
attention  to  this significant area of individual product 
profitability. 

J 
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1.4 Health of earnings 

1. 

"What  is the evidence that  the company has shown 
real health of earnings in the last  ten years 
in terms of its potential within the industry?" 

Capital share 

In 1974  the company was valued at  about  100 million 
dinars  ($5.9  million).    Investment was split almost equally 
between fixed plant  and equipment  and buildings.    As at  1975 
Vitaminka had been financed as follows: 

Long-term bank loan 70J! 
Own capital 30% 

After the 1969 earthquake when the factory was 
destroyed the whole operation was  totally refinanced.    Therefore 
the above position is after five years of loan repayments. 

2. Working capital was raised to 30 million dinars 
($1,8 million)  in 1974.    This was due to inflation and alao 
to the fact  that major customers were extending the period 
normally taken for settling accounts - a situation which 
has not been resolved - and a further application has been 
nade for a loan to increase working capital  to 40 million 
dinars  ($2.35 million). 

3. Long-term financing is usually through the Federal 
Authority for Keserve together with the participation of a 
local bank usually in the ratio    60i40.    However,  after the 
earthquake Vitaminka was able to draw upotn a special reserve 
fund for the reconstruction of Banja Luka. 

Í 



é. Interest rates 

Because of the* problem» after the earthquake Vitaminica 
vai given a longer period to repay long-term loan and was 
allowed 12 years instead of 8-10 years.    Interest rates vary 
from 3%  to 8Z,  the short-term loans being charged at a higher 
rate.    The interest rates charges against each amount of 
capital are as follows: 

Capital value 

60X 
202 
20% 

Interest rate 

JX 
5.5Z 
8Z 

It is anticipated that new project borrowings  will 
b« charged at 5 per cent  in the future. 

5. Future investment 

Over the next  five years 100 million dinars ($5.88 
million)   is to be set aside for new investment  in processing. 
Of this total some 60 per cent will be spent on machinery 
and equipment. 

6. Return on investment 

Total  income over the next five years will rise to 
360 million dinars ($21.2 million) and an 8-10 per cent net 
profit is anticipated.     In 1974 when turnover was 180 million 
dinars ($10.6 million)  profit was 5.6 per cent on turnover - 
ie 10.1 million dinars  ($600,000).    This was lower than planned 
but 1974  proved  to be a difficult year.    Also,   following the 
tarthquake,  profitability has taken time to bvild up, mainly 
due to the  high level of   loan repayments.    Net  profit on total 
capital employed is therefore 7.8 per cent, 

Notet    Vitaminka released copies of  the accounts which are 
forwarded under separate cover.    An undertaking that all 
financial  documents would be treated as confidential was 
given. 

«•—«••»—I 
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lié.    ti.  Ì\Ì9  n0t P°8giblefor us to compare the performance of 
Vttatnlka with other food, processors in Yugoslavia. Every 
•onth Vitaminka sends to the Institute of Economic Expertise 
in Beograd a report of its financial results. In return 
the Institute prepares a quarterly bulletin comparing the 
performance of each company - this data ie coded so that 
theoretically individual companies cannot be compared. 

8. The final assessment must be that Vitaminka has 
achieved the financial objectives it has set itself. The 
company would appear to have no problem in increaaing its 
Borrowings. 
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i 
lt>    Icrvict to stock owners 

"What is the evidence that the company has 
gained its stockowners co-operation and 
support by keeping then well rewarded and 
well informed?" 

1*     In view of the structure of the company this part 
ef the audit was almost impossible to complete in this form. 
As was said earlier, the established shareholders of the 
company are in effect those who actually are employed. 

2.      In Yugoslavia each company agrees how profits 
should be distributed, having first paid off loans, interest 
payments, local and federal taxes and above all a provision 
1er future investment. Having agreed a level of base salary, 
should the company make a loss the base salary is reduced 
by up to 20 per cent. On the other.hand, there is a wide 
range of incentive and bonus payments. A bonus is paid 
to permanent and casual staff if the target has been 
exceeded either by using less staff or through increased 
output. 

At the end of the year bonus payments and share 
of profits should amount to 25 per cent of th? total 
remuneration. Therefore, unless a profit is wade salaries 
•re likely to be reduced by up to 40 per cent of the usual 
take home pay. 
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I. TIM permanent labour fere« is as fellowst 

Worker s In direct production tit 
«¿Ministration SS 
Others M 

Total 957 

Large numbers of casual workers are also employée 
particularly during June, July and August when the factory 
ia at ita peak production.   At these times more thsn 300 
casuals stay he employed sulking a total labour force in 
excess of «00. 

4» Vitaminica has been able te pay «11 workers the 
previously agreed level of profit share, and at no tie» 
has the company experienced any difficulty in recruiting 
either production or service labour. 
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j»t Research and development 

What is the evidence that the company has done 
everything possible towards research in 
Management, production methods, marketing 
and diver ait icaiion?" 

l. The only true research activities have been in 
the field of new product development, basically recipe 
formulation.    The new Development Division currently 
Wing forms would in most respects seem to anticipate 
the major criticisms we would make in this specific 
•roa.    He consider the separation of product formulation 
from routine quality control highly desirable as the 
two functions are vory different.    Problems arising 
from production quality control would otherwise be 
mushing the longer-term development of new products 
Into second place. 

!• §> management research we mean the study of work 
amd the necessary evaluations to promote greater efficiency. 
Elsewhere, we have referred to this function as operations 
research.    In our opinion the greatest outstanding need at 
•Itaminka at the present time is an on-site detached 
evaluation of each activity, to determine whether it is 
SMcsssary in the first placel    if the present approach 
can be improved    either by changes in the process or the 
•édition of further investment;    and finally a measurement 
•f the optimum performance that should be achieved. 

  We emphasiae that this activity should be take« into 
•wery division of the company.  Consideration should be given 
to »••king outside technical assistance as regards the training 
•f the Operation« Restare* Officer.    In the short term ve 
tmeomswnJ that îi.N.I. D.O. should be consulted as regards the 
temporary appointment of a Production Adviser with wfde 
e «per iene« of th*> food inudatry to help in the reorganisation 
recommended in thin  report. 

i 
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*»^ again no merket er economic research has been 
undertaken and ve consider the company's performance hai 
Mff«red «a a result.    We emphasise    that market research 
it essentially a dynamic subject and in consumer markets 
Met be supported by sufficient funds so that the necessary 
field work can be undertaken.   We also move that there is 
tittle information in Yugoslavia on consummers shopping 
habits.    Continuous audit information provided by such 
companies as Nielsen in the West enables a close monitor 
to be maintained on own and competitors sales, stock, 
position etc.    We suggest Vitaminka takes the necessary 
action to promote this activity. '1 
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Iti Directorate analysis { 
"What it th« evidence that the company hat 
•elected a proper a iced board of capable men 
of integrity - with outsiders on the board 
passing on auch matters *t salaries, bonuses 
and pensions?" 

1* Again we appreciate that this definition nay be 
•ore appropriate to a capitalist organisation.   Nevertheless 
M feci sea» useful comparisons cas be auwle. 

1. As was stated earlier the board of the company 
comprises the directors of the production and service divisions, 
There is no external director associated with the company.    On 
the other hand we assume that with the formation of AlPK where the 
••«•ral Director will be representing the company thus creating 
s valuable two-way exchange of information. 

S. During our discussions in the project area we had the 
opportunity of meeting most of the key director*. Without 
exception we were impressed by their keenness, knowledge of 
their specific discipline and above all a determined loyalty 
te ensure that Viuminka succeeds. 

*• *• identified one area where we feel there are 
same shortcomings.     Vitaminka has a broad or lateral management 
structure and therefore much has to be left to the individual 
initiative of each director.    We felt that where Bhort-comingf 
ware apparent in one director's division, the other directors 
were unwilling to recognise and comrn*nt on.    We think it is 
a matter of importance  that directors shoui.1 develop a more 
critical approach to their everyday work and contact with 
their colleagues as a deficiency in any one division affects 
sll the others. 

5. There would arpear to he a reasonable spread tn ages 
scross the board and therefor« it would seem that continuity 
for the future is assured. 

** *^-^&mi'mm*i^á*t*mi* 
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til .firm* rHrt- 
"Hfcat it the evidence chat the company handlet 
iti capital «Mil in all artaa under «11 
clreuajatancesf" 

1* Mi have insufficient information to produce hittorical 
t*«kground but even if available recent performance waa 
greatly upaat by the lttt earthquake. 

I* Ma con«ider the level of busineaa planning and 
budgeting control to be of a very high order.   Detail» of 
tin performance of each shift are analysed not only ai a 
•MM of financial control but to calculate the bonuses 
•to to the workers. 

S. lefore the start of every week a detailed production 
flagri*»* is circulated tatting out the work programme« «nd 
•Mjnireawnta of in-put a - ie raw »ateríale, cans, jara, etc. 

Ivery day a production lusnary of the »revioui day'i 
«arm ii prepared and circulated.   Thie doc unen t recordé the 
lévela of efficiency obtained at each ahift and for each product, 

finally, a monthly itiramary of actual performance against 
the lévela of efficiency obtained at each ahift and for each product. 

If during the analyaii of the senth's statistici it 
is found that there have been increaaca in planned coita aa 
tnaéiat« enquiry ii held to detemine the reason. 

{ 
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*. »tony of the individual directors hold informi 
••etingi with their staff each morning to discuss general 
day-to-day natters.    Every »onth there is a formal 
«Meting to discuss the overall management and performance 
•f the company.    However, there is usually an unofficial 
meeting of directors every week. 

*• Within the overall concept of the company's 
financial structure adequate provision is being made to 
create sufficient reserves to cover the increased 
replacement costs of plant facilities over and above the 
dépréciation charge against earnings.    Inflation accounting 
as such is not undertaken but those responsible are aware 
•f the problem, 

•• lt *• anticipated that future expansion will be 
financed by own reserves and from the Federal Authority 
for leserves, together with supporting loans from local 
bonks.    He draw attention to one small problem area. 
A large proportion of the Vitamlnka equipment is 
purchased from abroad with hard currency.    Also no 
tin »late is manufactured in Yugoslavia and again this 
requires an annual allocation of hard currency.   To 
offset this demand,  it will be necessary for Vitaminka 
to increase foreign exchange earnings.    Unless this 
cam be done the company could find itaelf having to 
unit for its currency allocation. 

V 
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M Production efficient 

ll~*u       We *?* "? romPar«tive d»t» for the productivity 
growth per worker, but compared to plants operating in 
¡T^w °P

T, 
there ^H1* *»•" to *• v«>' high levels of manning.    These art, however, offset by the fact that 

Ijoour is much cheaper.    For example,  the cost to the factory 
of labour per hour is as follows! 

forean 35 dinar/hr ($2.06) 
group leader    21 dinar/hr ($1.24) 
skilled worker 19-20 dinar/hr ($1.12-1,18) 
unskilled "      13 dinar/hr ($0.76) 

J. In the future the coapany plans a 10 per cent 
Crease in overall employaient.   This will be 4 per cent 
Ü"J       th! ll,crtase in production for the sane period. 
Ite understand that this future projection is based on 
past trends. 

3. The factory has established quality control 
•roeodures both for the fresh and processed products 
•wring our visit it was apparent that intake quality 
control examinations had to take into account the overall 
ÌZLTttl   * °í th? produce becau8e of the poor weather 
condition..    Consignments were being accepted which in 
our opinion would otherwise have been rejected in a noraal 
year, 

k-iM A 
A! Znu,d* the finí*heá products, ail tests wore 

«ali¿ÏÏZ Î" 'í* faCt0ry eXCept 'ormicro-bioiogicai 
ÍITír i. r «on,il8naent c«ild leave the factory until 
the resulti. o£ this test were known. 

f Ti 

J* 
3 
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*. The company hat not been subjected to labour 
dUputes of any Magnitude and in view of the participation 
U tha company by all workers why ahould there have been? 

** * fairly flexible approach to production schedules 
has to be kept because of the high degree of seasonality of 
the produce.    However, on the long-term basis we feel that 
the presence of a market research executive soon to be 
appointed will enable a tighter liaison between sales 
forecasts and production schedules to be maintained. 

•. We have already drawn attention to the fact that 
the individual profitability of each product is not readily 
apparent because of the method of analysis chosen.    This 
is a serious short-coming particularly as we feel some 
rationalisation of products and/or pack types and sise 
must take place if the factory is to become more efficient. 

'• we *«•! that the existing procedures for job 
•valuation and merit rating are not sufficiently definitive 
and must be improved upon.   During own investigation we were 
unable to obtain details of job specifications and as a result 
we are of the opinion that much greater attention must 
be given to the service side of the enterprise in the 
futura. 

I. We consider that the productive efficiency was 
•sing affected by poor quality maintenance.   There appeared 
te be no formal planned maintenance routine and on occasions 
•achinas in line service were obviously out of tune for lack 
of vital attention. 
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I.     Me have alto been highly critical of the poor 
hygenic standard throughout the factory, Although routine 
washing down procedures vera theoretically in existence 
they were not being adhered to. We regard this aa the 
•oat aerioua area of critici»« we have had to make. The 
fact mutt be stated that as long as the current standards 
el hygiene are in existence products fron the factory will 
be totally unacceptable to a number of leading retailers 
in Western Europe* 
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!»tO Beles vfoor 

"What it the evidence that the company handlet / 
its sales problems aggresively, ethically and \ 
effectively?" \ 

1.      Because of the system of distribution in Yugoslavia 
whereby the wholesalers buy and distribute only to their 
own shops the company only has to deal with a relatively 
few customers. All export sales have to be negotiated 
through a central export agency. 

I.     Overall, some 64 per cent of Vitaminka sales are 
« Bosnia but good markets also exist in Croatia and Slovenia. 
Because of the increasing costs of transport, markets further 
•field become too unprofitable. 

It  *j   Th" COBPanv 4oeu not regularly rely on market research 
«eld work as a means of estimating demand for its products. 
However, a number of macro/economic commodity reports have 
been prepared in the past. 

4.     Market price is first theoretically calculated and 
then a price is fixed in relación to other products- in jams 
for instance Vitaminka aims for the premium end of the market. 
However, the wholesalers are in a very strong position and 
would often appear to take the initiative. This is a position 
which is of much concern in the company. 

3,     To date advertising has been limited to trade journals 
only, but it could be that a consumer advertising programme 
might help to break through the "wholesale barrier". Vitaminka 
have opened warehouses in Zagreb and Rijaka where retailers can 
themselves collect their deliveries on a cash and carry basis, 
which is helping to greatly expand turnover in each area. 
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t, I« ©rear to achitva a hí§aer l«v«l of saUa 
VitMinfca vili have to hecoma «ere confetitivo and agraaaive 
It tfcoM aarkata it CM »ait aarva,    la this «dynamic programma 
a* awrkat raaaarch «111 at th« anantlal aracuraor. { 
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t ill Executive evaluation 

(*) "What it the evidence that the company now has a good 
executive staff at first, second and third leve 1B?" 

<b) "What is the evidence that the company locates men of 
I Integrity, ability, and industry and then utilizes 

*      m «very sound means of recruiting,  training, developing 
• and advancing these men as well  as separating those who 
• do not measure up to their jobs," 

• (c) "What is the evidence that the company has built a strong 
unity of command that will undotd»te<l1v mm {mm h«vnmi 
-nnv ••  un tuwiiw  inai  me company nas nunc  a stri 

unity of command that will undoubtedly continue beyond 
the tens of the incumbent president?" 

It all executive appointments arc filled by mans of open 
oeapetition.    First the appointment is advertised and a short list 
•f suitable candidates prepared.    These candidates may be asked to 
prepare in writing a detailed programme as to how they would approach 
tbe job.    Finally each senior candidate is  interviewed by the Board, 
end an appointment is offered.    The successful candidate will then 
be confirmed in his appointment by the Collegium of all workers. 

2. we noted that there were no executive training programmes 
in existence, a shortcoming which we feel might be rectified in the 
near future.    Likewise at top management  level no arrangements had 
been made for this activity to be pursued.    However, in this case 
we feet that the more iintediate requirement  is to increase individual 
experience through study tours, preferably out of Yugoslavia. 

1. Because of the level of management structure of Vitaminka 
end tbe defined methods of control which are in existence, the 
problem of executive surcession is possibly not so important as 
with a more pyramidal structure.    We have  gained the impression 
that s a-»tor appointments would in most cecee be made from outside. 
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jyju—ftayifiy. 
i. Ha eat out bel?* our nutricai evaluation. 

I «moni c Punct Ion 
Corporata Structure 
Naalth of Earnings 
t«rvice to Stockownera 
leeearch and Development 
Directorate Analysis 
Fiscal Policiea 
Production Efficiency 
••lea Vigor 
kaecutive Evaluât i eai 

Total 

»0 
m 
m 
500 
310 
100 
700 
WO 

1500 

• MO 

I. I« undertaking this e M reise we have tried to give a 
genuine appreciation of our views and have awarded high scorea 
ff* what we consider to be good, just as we have had to deduct 
•oints for those aspect« we feel should he iaproved. 

1. la several years time we would expect Vitaminica to 
score at leaat the minimum rating for excellence, which we 
think should be the basic criterion of any anbitious and go-ahead 
organlaation. 
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i. lut bo low our numeri en] 

E nono 
Corpora 
Health of 
Bervi co to 
Research «a 
Di rectorat e 
Fiscal Policies 
Production F.ffis-f 
Sales Vigor 
Executive F.V.- 

Total 

notion 
ructure 

IIRR 

owners 
lop;; 

300 
350 
400 
50n 
350 
600 
700 
600 
800 

1500 

6100 

1» In un'V 
genuine appro; 
for what we 
points   for 

Ig this cxercise^^Äwe tried to give a 
of our viewK and bl^Äwar<Jeti high  scores 

Fr  to be-  i.ood, just  as^^Bkve had to  deduct 
îpcctfl we   feol should be^^kûwrl. 

3. 
•cor<* 
thinl 
on 

tern!  year«  time XK> would ox^eci 
lite minimum rutin?,  for c/.colluuJ 

be  the bnsic criterion of any  oirMt^ 
ion. 

iir.lnkn to 
l) di we 

lud go-ahead 

( 
\ 
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I ñOTsi Liases;?/ nzû n^ai^zn in üpü 
¡ Foods íüpoiriíío Cr. ^ntrsîïon airad Drying 
- Pari 1 Fracáseos 
•  Chaim H. Mannheim PM> and Nohama Passy MSC 

fev.ewa the process of preservino or maintaining the typical aromatic bouquet      WatW ^"^ •* P,pW 

[ IN Hi» procès» of concentrating or dry- 
ing of foods, such as fruit and vege- 
table juices, milk ami coffee, many 
I »piatile componenti are removed with 
»he water vapours (tig, 1). These 
volatiles, which art present at very 
low    concentration    (ie   pprn    or   ppb 

I range), constitute the specific aroma 
•f the food which is the characteristic 
quality that distinguishes one food 
from another and often deformine« ils 

I quality and consumer acceptability. 
The aroma compounds consist of 
esters, aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, 
mercaptans, amine« etc and they vary 
Hi their solubilities, boiling points and 

I   molecular   structure. 
During concentration and drying, be- 

side aroma losses, chamjes may occur 
which   affect   the   "aroma"  quality ef 

I (he product. The appearance of a 
"cooked" flavour or an oxidised 
flavour arti examples (or detrimental 
Changes. On the other hand me 
davelopment   of  dimethyl  tullido  dur 
Iirtg tornito juice concentration is con- 

sidered  to  IM a desirable chango1. 

Tha principal processes enisling to- 
Itfey in trie food industry lor preserv- 

ing or maintaining the typical aroma 
bouquet are: 
1 Uncover y of the aroma by removing 

It from «he food before or during 
j the evaporation process and con- 

centrating it into an essence. The 
ossone« has to be reincorporated 
Into   the   final  product  in the   right 

I proportion, so that the product Will 
bo acceptable and in such a fashion 
that tosses during storage will be 
minimized.   Examples  of  such  oro- 

I     costos,    which   will   bo   mentioned 
hero  are:   evaporation, gas stripping 
attraction und adsorption. 

1. detaining] the aroma in the product, 
or a portion of it, during the water 

I removal process. Freere concentra- 
tion, reverse osmosis and eentri- 
fuoal separation are examples for 
such   processes. 

I IDr Man:ii,,m ¡, jjri<i>'sor 0I food 
Technology ,„ |he u.-parlmfnt of 
l-ood tr:,,. „•erinfl and fimuchnjlogy 
it the TLChnion -Isrjul liibtuut« of 
Tfcchi,i,U)3ï   m   Haila,   lsr,i.:l, 

CIMrs Pasty ii workir.j ,i5 research 
tnj.nter in the Food Immunes Ha- 
»«arch and Oeveloprm.m Station at 
Ihr. Techmon Hetean h and Develop 
inpnt   Foundation.   Mjila,  l mm. 

•restii •••<.r,«mlim>. Mey Ills 

?.. Fortification of tha final product 
with natural or synthetic er.r.oncos 
in stabilized form. 

»Varna recovery preeoeaoa during eon- 
aentratâMi 
In the conventional «ystems for re- 
covorinej volatile flavours, Ihe feed 
material, which is an aqueous solution 

containing volatiles, i« cuhjected to 
heat to vapori»« part of it. The result- 
ing vapour fraction, containing water 
vapour, volatile flavour component« 
and non condensatile gases, is separa- 
ted from the lesidue (the stripped 
¿Mlcel and condensed (Tig. J|. The 
vapour fraction is then passed lo a 
Kystom for concentration of the volatilo 

ff*M»t>fe iutci 

COLUMN •OUOMt 

lib? 
A HOW A tOtUTiO* 

fc~f~fr~u ¿ ñ A as A «S ,oH^H/1i ,r 
TIME   IN  MINUTI» 

fig.  t. **W«a»c« g« tHtu.4 chrmxHogfrn ef m»ng» ¡uic» s*««*,« eVfof con 
cabrata»*). * 
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fig. 

STRIPPED LIQUIO 
2. Schematic diagtëm oí moma i «covery process, 

AROMA- 

CONCENTRATION  j  

BOTTOMS (WASTE) 

cone  aroma 

(ESSENCE) 

flavours to an esser.co, so that it may 
be added to thu  final product. 

Fractional distillation, stripping or 
•«traction are forms of aromo concen- 
tration. Usually, tha aroma is con- 
centratati 100-150 fold, I.e. ¡n • 
volume corresponding to 1/100-1/160 
Of its initial volume 

The choice of the evopoialion pro- 
cess depends on the natura of the 
food and the «ionia. If the aroma is 
generated by heat (as in cooklnji of 
poultry, meats, vendables, soups, etc.), 
and the products are not heat sensi- 
tive, «tmospheric evaporators or 
vacuum pans m;iy be used. It the 
product and the aroma are licit sensi- 
tivi», euch as in citrus and tomato 
Juices, coffee, milk, etc., evaporator» 
with short residence time and low 
temperature - aro used. Viscous pro- 
ducts which tend to foul «io heat 
transfer area need specially designed 
evaporators, such as wiped film. 
agitated film or scraped surface 
evaporatori, the subject of choosing 
•n appropriate evaporator for various 
foods it reviewer! by Thljssen' and by 
Mannheim end Pesay.' 

Theeretlcet background 
bi «ny aroma recovery process the 

aroma is transferred from the liquid 
food to another phase. This second 
phase may be a cas (evaporation, gat 
«ripping), a liquid (liquid extraction) 
or a »olid (adsorption). 1 ho dilute 
•roma must be concentrated so it can 
be Incorporated back into the food. 

The separation of an aroma com- 
ponent can to achieved only If Its 
distribution in tho two phases (the 
food phase and the aroma containing 
phisel is different. This difference is 
expressed thermodynnmlcally by th» 
Mleetivfty factor - ß,, 

P\»~— 

wh«re y and x. are the vapour-phsi» 
tnole fraction and liquid mole fraction 
of component f respectively, and y. 
•nd s tor component j. When this 
Vilue is lar¡io. almost complete separa- 
tion of the component is possible in 
* «innla stane, otherwise many stages 
«re necessary to separate tho different 
components. 

fot vtpour-liciuiel systems the selec- 
tivity i» designated by its relative 
volatility. This parameter for an aroma 
compound which is Infinitely dilute 
las compared to water), et a ylvon 
•-"'PeraUire. is proportional to the 
product of Its orti'.ity cor-fficicnt and 
vapour pressine  of   the con,pound. 

Multicomponcrit   solutions   ot  a,i))na 

are very complex to describe therino 
dynamically. However, due to tho »act 
that aroma occurs in food In very low 
concentration, tha talcu ition of the 
relative volatility is simple and possible 
provided that activity coefficients of 
the components and their vapour pres- 
sure aro known, and their total con- 
centration do not exceed 10~' mole 
fraction.' 

It was found that in dilute aqueous 
systems,   high-boiling   compounds   are 
more    volatile   than   low-boiling   com- 
pounds. This arises from the fact that 
within a homologous series the relative 
volatility   increases  with  tho  lengthen- 
ing   of    the   hydrocarbon   chain.   The 
doeroaso  in vapour pressure  is  more 
than   compensated   by an  increase  In 
activity  coefficient. The activity coeffi- 
cioni depends on the nature of mole- 
cular   interaction   in the  liquid  phase. 
I.e.  It  is a  function of the pressure. 
tomper.iture,  and  composition  of  the 
mixturo,   f-or  small   pressure  changes, 
tho variation in activity coefficient is 
negligible.   Temperature  ha» a  signifi- 
cant effect, but for small temperature 
changes   »imple   conditions   may  bo 
applied.   In casus  where aroma  solu- 
tions are very dilute, changes due to 
concentration are neglected.  Howevor, 
due   to   tho  existence  of   solutes  tho 
equilibrium  is altered because of the 
Changes    In   the   activity   coefficient». 

The  relative volatility of an aroma 
compound  in wator ran be estimated 
from available conelations and models 
In the litoiature. When those methods 
fail,   the   relativo   volatility   must   be 
determined experimentally.*.1 

The situation gits more complex 
when dealing with systems that have 
»n essential oil and lipid (triglyceride) 
phase (citrus Juices), sine» tho»« 
phases alter the vapour-liquid equili- 
brium, and thus the relative volatili- 
tks. The calculation and uso of tha 
relati'/a volatilities of arom» solutions 
Is a lector of prime Importance In the 
dciifeii "f the arom.i recovery process, 
at it gives the distribution of the vola- 
tile eroma compounrti in the various 
»tuges  of ttu rectification process. 

In Iwuid-liquitJ equilibrium (liquid 
extraction) th« a, oma compounds 
distribute between tv\n liquid phases, 
name ly an aqueous phase, called the 
raffinai,., end a silvern phase, called 
the   extract    The   selectivity   I»   then: 

V/Xi 

v./«. 
p.l"l   l.i—.l 

j. (*"'.» 

where   y    and   s    denote   concentra 

lions of component i in the solvent 
phase and in the aqueous phasu res- 
pectively, y. end x, are the water con- 
centration in the solvent arid aqueous 
phase» and j, the proper activity 
coefficients. The activity coefficients for 
the solvent can be calculated from 
solubility data, and those of tha 
aqueous phase from calculations and 
measurements,   as   mentioned   before. 

Evaporation 

Milleviie and Eskew demonstrated 
methods for tho recovery of concen- 
trated essences from apple and othar 
non-heat sensitivo fruit juices making 
it possible to manufacture continuously 
juito concentrates which contain most 
of the original  aroma. 

Tho basic stages of this process for 
apples ere: suporhoating the juice; 
flash-vaporualion of 10ïi to 20% of 
tho Juice at atmospheric pressura; 
separating vapour» from tho tin- 
vaporized Juice, (tho vapour» are now 
concentrated about ten fold) and are 
then freetlorated at atmospheric pres- 
sure to obtain a concentrated essence. 

Thi» process was successfully 
adapted to other frutta, and may be 
used with most non heat sensitive 
fruits, such as apples, grapes, cherries, 
and berries.*. » 

Tha potential heat damage to the 
stripped iuice during or immediately 
following tho strippine is of vital im 
portance. Consequently, essence re- 
covery must to designed to romain 
within tho boat tolerance limits of the 
particular product boiny »tripped." 
Juices which are too heat sensitivo to 
bo concentrated at atmospheric pros- 
euro and high temperatures, such at 
citrus juices, coffee, milk, etc., mutt 
be handled at subatmosphorlo pre». 
»urot. In this case, the liquid fcod I» 
concentrated under vacuum, and th« 
volatile flavours in th« vapour phase 
are letovered by condensation at low 
temperature». 

The »romj .emoval from liquid 
foods ia further complicated by the 
rresence of dissolved solids, in 
solublo substances, emulsions, or hioh 
concentration ot alcohol. Pectin or 
suspended pulp may absorb aroma 
components and influenco «rom» parti- 
tion between a fruit luice and its 
vapour.' Aroma molecules distribute 
between the nquiou» phase and the 
Oil phase, alteiing significantly the 
vapour liquid oquilibrlum." In orange 
jtllee, for rxnmple, d-limoneno which 
accounts for iKl-g^o of orange oil. is 
part Of the wator insoluble fraction of 
the «roms. Ma»snidi and Kinn'- found 
that this   subitanee   actually  dissolvei 

•»MM* HlnrtininUirv   M.„  ion. 



in Ihren liquid phases; the aqueous 
phase, tho lipid (triglyceride) and Ih« 
cssnnlt.il oil  phaso. 

Another difficulty  is tho removal of 
. li ami nnn-condensablo gaset In tho 
aretini   recovery    systom,   sinco   most 
fioit  juices   contain   air   which   Is   re- 
leased with  the vapours. Spucial pre 
caution.;  hive  to   be   tcken to prevent 
fosses  ot   valuable   volatiles   with   the 
vent  on ses.   These   eases  are   passed 
through  a   scrubber   wherein  they  are 
brought into contact with an absorbing 
liquid such   as  w.itnr.   for nbsorbanco 
of   tho  flavouring   components.   While 
these scrubbing systems work well in 
cases   in   which   volatiles  are   water- 
soluble  they   were   found   to   be   In 
effectlvo   in   cases   of   nonpolar   vola- 
tiles.  In addition   to   the  problem  of 
high losses of volatiles with the veni 
gates in the vacuum  system, there It 
the  problem   of   modification   of   the 
apparatus   as   regards    its   sire.   The 
system    (fractionation     column     and 
some  other   vapour    handling   parts), 
must he enlarged to accommodate tho 
much larger volume of vapour existing 
under  vacuum   conditions.   Also,   the 
loss  o( volatiles   In   tho   vent  gas   It 
roughly  In   Inverse   proportion  to   the 
absolu!« pressure at which tho system 
It operated. 

The major advantage of reduced 
premito distillation Is the diminished 
danget of an artifact flavour forma- 
tion. Consequently, essences recovered 
from vacuum systems are much richer 
in materials of low volatility, and 
poorer In materials of high volatility, 
and thus may not closely resemble 
the flavour of the original food. 

A patent by Mojonnler Bros" com- 
bined  the   aroma   recovery  of   grape 
Juice    with    concentration    performed 
under   atmospheric    pressure   In    the 
essence  tocovcry   stage,   followed   by 
vacuum   evaporation    to    tho   desired 
concentration.   In this  process 00% of 
the stoma of  grape   Juice  Is removed 
by   evaporating    30?i     of    the   water 
atmosoheticaily followed by concentra- 
ting the aroma 160 fold In a fractional 
distillMion   column.    This   process    is 
not suitable for citrus, since in the con- 
centralen staqe the Juice Is sub|ncted 
to   atmospheric   pressure.   Bombón   ef 
»I." described a new method based on* 
low temperature   evaporation,  using   a 
liquid sealed   vacuum   pump which   at 
the same time  served   as a compres- 
sor and absorber of the volatiles from 
the   noncondenslble   gas   stream.   This 
process   was   nettled    WURVAC.   The 
same basic Idea was patented by Brent 
tf al.". Another method  of aroma re- 
covery under   vacuum   was  developed 
by   Woiford   et   al.".   This   method   Is 
particularly    applicable     to    the    low- 
tamperalure      evaporators,      and     the 
essence Is  recovered   bi-fore the  juico 
is  fed to tho  ovaporators.  About  15"i 
of   the   juice   Is   evaporated   and   the 
volatiles are  concentrated   In a  series 
of    condensers    until    the    volume    it 
about 1/100 of the original juice 
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Gas stripping 
The  transport   oi   vapours  can   bo 

also achieved by sweeping the boiling 
mass of a liquid food in the ovaporator 
with  an  Inert  gas   such  at nitrogen 
Smith and Conwoll" used a system in 
which   the    volatilo    flavour   materials 
were  removed   in a  nitrorjort stripping 
column.   In   this   process,   the   honied 
feed   material    was    directly   brought 
into  contact   with  tho   inert gas  In  a 
stripping column while at atmospheric 
pressure, and  this  gas  containing the 
volatiles was  ruturned  into the cooled 
concentrate     Tho    WURVAC   ptoness 
was  modified   by  Bombón  er a/."   by 
tho introduction ol a stream of nitrogen 
at the bottom of tho stripping column, 
and   collecting   all   tho   aroma   in   the 
vacuum  pump   soalant.   In  this  way, 
the   aroma   can   bo   collected   In   any 
food grado solvent used In the pump 
It   is  best  achieved   by   applying   low 
temperatures    in   the   condonser,   and 
low gas velocities   The  low gas velo- 
city   reduces   entrapment   and   losses 
with   the   vent    gases    which   might 
occur.   Another    modification   of   the 
WURVAC was   described  by Bomben 
of    »/."   making   aroma    concéntrales 
suitable   for   dohydratod   products.   In 
this   modification   a    nitrogen   stream 
was Introduced at the rebollor, passed 
through the  distillation   column carry- 
Inn over all the eroma  from tho con- 
donser to a  diaphragm  vacuum pump 
(Decora),   and   to   traps   cooled   with 
dry   Ice and   acetone   at   atmospheric 
pretture whore the volatiles wem con- 
densed. The authors claimed lhat they 
obtained   1.000 2.600   fold   essences 
from orange, apple and tomato Juices. 

Another method of aroma stripping 
is by steam distillation.   Many of the 
essential    oils     presently    usad    are 
obtained    by    steam    distillation    of 
flowois.   leaves,    kernels,    bark,   etc. 
Even   today    tho   practice   of   steam 
distillation In   the  cosmotlc and food 
Industry remains more an art than a 
science because the essential oils are 
usually  mixtures   of   complex  organic 
comnounds. A recent review on steam 
distillation basics is given by Ellerbe." 
Steam dlttlllation is also used In the 
coder, Industry to remove aroma from 
roasted   and   around   coffee   prior   to 
¿xtrartlon."   Tho   coffee   particles   are 
first welled by means of tho condens- 
ing steam, and then steam stripped at 
varying   temperatures   and    pressures. 
Steam stripping  can also  be used to 
concentrata watery aroma solutions in 
a  stripping column. 

I Iquld extraction 
In e liquid extraction process, a 

solvent It mixed with a food matertjl 
or aroma solution allowing sufficient 
contact time for iho aroma to achieve 
fCtiilibrKm distribution between the 
two phases, separating the two phases 
and recovering tho solvent. The proper 
solvent should h.avo a high selectivity 
P so that Its amount will bo 
minimal and also so that the distribu- 
tion of aroma favours the solvent. 
Other requirements ate that the solvent 
should   fas   non-flammable,    non-toxic 

chemically non reactivo, have a dif- 
ferent density than tho aqueous phase, 
recoverable and be relatively in- 
expensive. Such a ptocoss, usino 
liquid carbon dioxide under pressure 
for tho incovery of aromatic com- 
pound! from fruii juice s, was sug- 
gested by Sentili and Ran• ¡.-»II.•' Liquid 
carbon fioxirlo is a selectiva solvent 
for the aroma constituents of fruits, 
such r.s esters, aldehydes ketnnos and' 
alcohols. Sugar, acids, salts, amino- 
acids, oils and water arc in^olublo In 
it. Hinhly roncentratod aroma con- 
centrates, in the order of 100,000 
fold were .achieved. 

Carbon dióxido as a liquid can exlot 
at a temperature range of —60 to 
+ 3VC. at corresponding saturation 
pressures of 5.1 and 73 atmosphères. 
Solubility favours operation at the 
higher temperature and pressure range. 

Adsorption 

In adsorption, some solid surfaces 
have tho properly of binding 
selectively various compounds from a 
mixture. The adsorption may be 
physical where the bonding between 
tho adsorbinq solid and the adsorbed 
compounds Is reversible. I.e. by 
raising tho temperature reducing gas 
pressure or extracting with a solvent, 
the adr.orbod compounds may be re- 
movod from tho adsorbent In an un- 
changed form, or it may be choinicsl 
and irreversible adsorption. 

The selective ability of charcoal to 
adsorb aromatic substances was used 
by Orots and Rabal'' and by Rabat." 
Charcoal has the great advantage of 
having low .affinity for water. It pro- 
vides a largu surface area for ad- 
sorption and a great capacity for the 
adsorption of organic compounds. 
Even traces of such compounds are 
picked up from aqueous vapours and 
liquids. The efficiency of adsorption 
is not diminished by dilution, but it 
Is likely that artifacts are formed, 
mainly depending on clwcoal quality. 
Thtt aromatic compounds are back- 
extraeted by a suitable solvent, with 
no tendency to form ajootropes, and 
with low surface tension. However, 
reparation of aroma from solvent! 
without losses, poses a problem. This 
process is not used commercially for 
aroma  recovery. 

Arom*   retention  during  concentration 
In conce, trat ion processes whore the 

aroma ij retained In tho product, water 
is tflt-civcly removed from the liquid 
fooi by one of several ways. Freezing 
and crvstalllratlon of ice crystals and 
their se<vra;ior. from the concentrated 
liquid, i o. freoie concentration, is one 
way. Permeation of water th'nuqh a 
«elective r-cmbrane by applying a 
driving fores for water transport, i.e. 
reverso osmosis or ultrafiltration, Is 
another way. Still another way Is tho 
centrifugal separation of pulp from 
serum (in juices), concentrating the 
serum and combining with the pulp 
which contains alt the aromatic sub- 
stances 

I ^—^m-J 
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Aroma retention procès»«« during con 
ceniratton 
free/c concentration 

In freeze concentration water is re- 
moved from a solution by fronting 
and separation of puro Ice crystals. 
While Ireeting juices, water forms an 
eutectic mixture (of ice and hydrate) 
with other components present in the 
juice. The ice crystals formed are of 
rather high degree of purity, and the 
remaining material is left in a more 
concentrated form  (Fig. 3). 

Concentration by this method offers 
a product with exceptionally pood 
qualities as compared to evaporation." 
The volatiles are not lost at these low 
temperature», thermal degradation is 
prevented and modification of flavour 
«fcio to chemical reactions and changes 
of colour are minimized. 

The extent of concentration is in- 
fluenced by the product characteristics 
and the rate of freezing. The selec- 
tivity of the dowatcrlng is completely 
controlled by the efficiency of the 
•©paratici, of Ice from the concen- 
trated liquid.' This efficiency is deter- 
mined by the specific area of the ice 
crystals; the smaller the area the 
lower is the amount of mother liquor 
occluded within or between the ico 
crystals, which is tho msin source of 
losses In this method of concentra- 
tion. Crystallizers therefore must be 
dcslynad toward the formation of lar tie 
ice crystals. Equipment for such freez- 
ing systems employs crystallizers with 
dirent or indirect heat removal. In 
direct heat removal the solution Is cir- 
culated In a vacuum chamber, part of 
the water evaporates removing heat 
from the solution, and theso vapours 
•re compressed and condensed. In in- 
direct heat removal the coolant la 
•oparated from the liquid by a metal 
wall. 

Tho ice-liquid separation may be 
performed in a centrifugo, a press, a 
washcolumn or a combination of these 
devices. Il a centrifugo is usod core 
must be taken to avoid flavour losses 
i!ue  to gas stripping  In the  centrifuge. 

Undoubtedly fioeze concentration is 
a superior method from the quality 
aspect, however it has found only very 
limited application in industry. Initial 
Investment costs are five to ten timos 
those needed for evaporation and 
operating costs arc also considerably 
hl.ihcr despite tho fact that only 81 
kcal''Kg are required for freezing as 
compared to 5-10 kcal/kg needed f.., 
evaporation at atmospheric pre. ;ur«. 
Furthermore, other method« of flavour 

recovery  or   retainment   achieve  good 
results  at much   lower   costs and by 
using   simpler   systems. 
Reverse osinogli and ultrafiltration 

The uso of selectivo, semipermeable 
membranes for removing water from 
liquid foods, Is attractive due to tho 
fact that membranes can be operated 
at ambient temperatures without heat 
damage to the product and without 
change  of phase.   •"',  •", ''. 

Membranes are now available in a 
wide rango of porosities from "open" 
ones for ultrafiltration, to "tight" ones 
suitable for roverse osmosis. A major 
difficulty in membrane transport tech- 
niques is the "concentration polarisa- 
tion" phenomenon. This inc-i oases tho 
osmotic pressure near tho membrane 
thus reducing the flux through it sig- 
nificantly. Additional difficulties are 
the masking of the membranes with 
oils from tho food and formation of 
gels, onforcing a frequent change of 
membranes, making tho process un- 
economical. 

Merson and Morgan '' have used a 
modified collulose acetato membrane 
for tho concentration of apple and 
orange juices. Tight mcmbianos wore 
required to retain the wa tor soluble 
aroma compounds found in apple 
juice. However, oil soluble aroma 
substances of orange juice, were com- 
pletely rotained even with "open" 
membranes. This indicated that, In 
order to retain all the water-soluble 
aroma constituents, permeation rates 
had to be reduced to about 36 l/m' 
per day. Another disadvantage of this 
method h the concentratfen limit of 
36 to 45' Bx and difficulties caused 
by the presence of pulp. So far, the 
advantages In power savings have not 
been compensated by above rilsadvaii 
tagos and membrane technique» are 
not used commercially in the fruit 
juhe  industry. 

Centrifugal separation 
A difiera« approach to assure a 

"f'.ish" |ulce laste in the final product 
is that involving removal of a portion 
of the juice prior to concentration or 
lhr> ti^e of some fresh juice and its 
combination with the concentrate. The 
pan to be removed should contain 
most of the typical aromatic com- 
ponents of the spécifie juice. In the 
case of citrus, the frash bouquet of 
the juice is mainly attributable to the 
essential oils, but it has bren shown 
that Ihn water soluhia components 
also play an Important rolo    (Fig 41 

Methods applying the retention prin- 

ciple include the addition of fretti 
juico to concentrates with or without 
added peel-oil called "cutback ", using 
an oil-juice emulsion obtained by the 
centrifugation of fresh juice, followed 
by concentration, ur cenlrifuiir.l separa- 
tion of pulp prior to conccn'riiiion. 
Mein/cr • described a method of con- 
inntrating citrus juices by separating 
pulp and scrum from the juice by 
centrifugation, free?o-concentratint) the 
¡.erutti, and recombining tho concen- 
trated liquid with the pulpy material 
containing all the aromatic suivan- 
tes. Lund ; separated the P'llp from 
tho juice of select oranges, hea.ed ih» 
wet puip to deactivate enzymes, and 
reeombinod it with the serum. This 
po'lion was usod to fortify concen- 
trate made from low quality finit. 

Several patents involving tho cen- 
trifugal separation of juices in tho 
production of citrus concentrates have 
been Issued". '. The difficulty in this 
process concerns the heat tieatmopt 
necessary for cloud stabilisation, 
which mev alter the flavour of the 
product. 

Peleg and Mannheim Investigated 
sjch a process, and found it practi- 
cable to obtain » high quality and 
stable froren orango concentrate by 
separating juice into serum and pulp. 
concentrating the sorum alone, and 
recimbining It with chilled pulp 
IKig 5). As compared with other 
similar processes, the pulp was not 
subjected to any neat treatment, and 
therefore all the aromatic compounds 
in it were retained undamagod. The 
concentrate was stable, despite the 
presence of ¡tctive enzyme«, since the 
final product was at about S5'Bx, at 
which concentration onzym.itic ectivily 
ft luw temperatures is negligible. Great 
ca-r. rrt'jst b'¡i taken to keep the scu- 
mmed pulp chilled or frozen until 
reincorporation into the concent.ato. 
f.nd the final product must also be 
preserved   In   the  frozen  state 

Aiiptiim advantage of concentrating 
the low viscosity serum separately is 
thi' achievement of better heat trans- 
fer coefficienti:, facilitating concentra- 
ticin. enabling the attainment of 
higher concentrations, and rcducinq 
hrowning-damano to a miniímim. 
Bolm and Salunke compared fiavour 
losses occurring in juices during con- 
centration processes, and found that 
freero-concentration resultali in th" 
least losses. wi:h slir'litly hiçjhrr lors> ' 
in the diffusion membrane concenti,! 
tion method. Concentration bv reverso 
osmosis   of   apple,   peach   and   cherry 

Piecul Blochsmlitry, May  t07S «•—«••—J 
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noticeable   ftcvsui 

le retention thwlng eVytn« 
rocesses 
Owing     to    their     higher     relative 

volatility,     most    aroma     components 
ml to escapo more rapidly than water 

luring  drying  operations.   Tho  loss of 
ironia   during  drying   is  controlled  by 

convectivo  and  molecular transport  in 

In« ttetimen. 
There   »dill   fen 

rctmttlan   during 
aroma  rrmttwules  in 
evaporatine   surface 

a   slonlflc<wt  atoms 
drying   only   If   the 

Ihalr way to  the 
are   leas   moblla 

than the water molecules. ' This can 
bo dono by lowering the water con- 
centration at the evaporating surface 
v«ry quickly, forming a thin Isyer 
which is permeable to water only and 
which is retaining the aroma com- 
pounds présent In the sample (Fig. 61. 

•mess  Biochümittr», Ma»  197& 

I 

Ruch a  rapid  dncrear.n of Ihn surface 
Water   concent• liuti   «an   be   obiainod 
in  spray  drying and in  frcnio tirying. 

Foods «re divided into two groups 
in regard to heat and mass transport. 
Mruclurod foods which become porous 
during drying  (potatoes, carrots, etc.), 
and   liquid   foods   (codeo,   milk,   fruit 
Juices,    etc.).   Thijssnn"'   summarised 
optimum process conditions for obtain- 
ing maximum retention ol aroma dur- 
ing   dehydration as  follows: 
la)  High   initial  dissolved solids con- 

centration; 
lb» In air-drying—high liquid tempera- 

lures;  in IreoM-drylng—low drying 
temperatures; 

le) High  molecular weight of dissol- 
ved solids; 

Id) High molecular weight of aroma»; 
(•)  High   mass  transfer   coefficient   in 

the phase surrounding the drying 
sample and low moisture content 
of that phase' 

|f|   Absence of circulation currents -in 
drying liquids; 

Iff) largo dimensions of drying sam- 
ples. 

These favourable conditions can be 
obtained during spray drying, frceie- 
«frytng and slab-drying. This subject 
«was extensively reviewed by King'', 
Bomben ef a/.4 and Punting er e/."' 

Sever drying 
Spray drying Is one of the moat 

widely used techniques for drying 
liquid foods', such as milk, eggs, 
coffee and tea extracts. Spray drying 
consists of dispersing the liquid food 
Into a strnam of hot air in tiny drop- 
tot», drying tho droplets almost in- 
stantaneously and separating the dried 
product  from   the air stream. 

When   the   liquid  is   sprayed  from 
tho atomiser disc or the no/ile in the 
form of droplets, the hot of evapora- 
tion   I»  transferred by convection and 
conduction   from   the   hot  air  to   the 
droplet  surface,  and vapour it trans- 
ferred   by    diffusion   and   convection 
back   to  the   gas stream.   Due to the 
high   mass   transfer coefficient  in  the 
pas   phase,   the  droplets   foim a  "dry 
•kin"   on   their   surface   permeable   to 
water only, thus inhibiting aroma losses 
from   the   surface   and   retaining   the 
aroma    »till    present   in   the   droplet. 
When      the      vapour      leaves     the 
droplet,     from    Its    wet    center,    a 
balloon-like   expansion of  the droplet 
occurs,    and   the   droplet   now   loses 
volatiles from the Inside of the balloon 
wall     Rulkens    and    Thijssen."   Tha 
usual  form of the dried particles Is a 
hollow,   thin-shelled  sphere. 

•rocess conditions resulting In re- 
duction in eroma ICSSJS were found 
to bo ¿i combination of hlnh feed con- 
centration and a leed temperature just 
high enough to enable good atomis- 
ation. In spray drying of coffee ex- 
tract, Sivetr and Foots' report reten- 
tion of volatiles up tn 100";, when tho 
dissolved solids concentration was in- 
creased. A similar e«ect was reported 
by Thijssen and Rulkens ' for the 
retention of modo) aroma components 
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In eoffct extract. A novel develop- 
ment, to called "dual-drying" teems 
very promirino. In this method the 
droplsis ore first partially drier« in a 
spray-drier and then transferred to a 
bed-drier where they are completely 
dried. This combination of two different 
drying techniques has the adveníaos 
Of a rapid dry-skin formation to ensure 
high volatiles retention followed by en 
additional drying at low temperatura, 
which prevents balloon-like expansion 
and thermal degradation thu» retain- 
ing more of the aroma as compared 
to normal spray-drying." 

Freoiedrying 
In freere-drylng there is a simultan- 

eous removal of ice by sublimation 
from a Iroj-en product, and removal of 
water by evaporation from the coneon- 
tr.it.od liquid between the Ice crystals. 
Tho wator leaves the froien material 
by sublimation, and thoreforo tho 
solids are held In thoir original position 
and can neither mix nor react with 
each other. The structuro of the freeze 
dried particles is thus a lacy network 
Of   sulid   strands,   among   which   are 

spaces left by vaporisation of water." 
The low evaporation temperature pre- 
vents thermal degradation, gives the 
product o structural rigidity, and 
aroma losses are relatively small. The 
subject was reviewed extensively by 
King." 

If the liquid food is frozen slowly, 
the ice crystals are almost pure, and 
the votatilo aruma eonponunts are 
concentrated in the liquid phase which 
Hs a iiurous honeycomb-like struc- 
tura. Duo to the low temperatura of 
tie concentrated liquid near the sub- 
limation front, generally bt,tow — 20*0., 
and the corresponding low water con- 
centration, generally below 35 vvt%, 
the diffusion coefficient cf tho volatilo 
molecules in tho liquid is much smaller 
than that of wator. Thpreforc, tho 
aroma escapes from the tin-id slower 
than the water. The aroma molecules 
may escape from the liquid layer at 
and above tho ice front into tha gas 
pores; the ice crystals themselves are 
impermeable. Due to the water vapour 
pressure gradient in the porous layer 
and the low temperature, the water 
concentration  at  the   gas-liquid   Inter- 
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Fig. 6. tliect of dryiny rate, treating 
alcohol retention in a freeze dried slab 
of malto dextrin. Initinl malto dentrin 
tête end ice front temperature on 
concentration  t9%. (IMjssen,   1972L'- 

iota decreases rapidly until it reaches 
a critical value, «nd the Interface be- 
comes completely Impermeable to 
aroma and the remaining, volatiles are 
completely retained In tho liquid." 

The final retention of volatile aroma 
components in the product is depen- 
dent on many proems variables such 
at dissolved solid concentration, 
freting and drying ratos, tumoeraturo 
of ice front, absolute pressure in the 
drying ch.iml.-er, as well as other vari- 
ables depending on the liquid food 
properties such as: si/o of aroma mole- 
cules, ihn presence of oil emulsion 
and colloidal matter and the slie of 
the nil droplets.4' 

At prcrent, tht relatively small ad- 
vantago of tho higher quality of tho 
product, at well úS limitations arlslnn 
from heat and mass transfer problems, 
and the necessity for expensive pack- 
aging necessary to prevent changes 
during storage make frcoto drying cf 
fruit and vegetabie juices not a very 
predio!  solution. 

Drum i'rying 
In tiiis widely used method for dry- 

ing relatively non-heat sensitive foods, 
heat Is supplied by a heated «tirfica 
such as a drum. Th's process la 
easily controlled, drying timo Ir 
relatively short end thn use of host Is 
economic, however, «roma retention is 
very low. Thljsson and Rulkens" re- 
ported no aroma retention for cof'eo 
extract dried on an Intern.illy heated 
drum. Higher retention might ho 
obtained by using drying aids to in- 
crease tho viscosity. Good results t-n 
bo obtained for dried tomato paste 
end   similar  produrla." 

Slush evaporation 
A new promising concentration f .. •. 

cess as regards »roma retention v s3 

reported by Lowo and   Kii'o '  namely, 
Circle 4 vn itttjuir>  arti      ,.v 
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"slushevaporation" or "slush drying" 
Its mam features ,,re thai the leed 
juice is in ,i pjrtly ¡.uiui, ,,,lM|v i„|ui(| 
State, ami thiit the drying mechanism 
i» * combination of vaporisation arid 
sublimatimi M has a beneficial effect 
on aroma retention dun to the low 
temperatili o. As compared to freo/e 
drying the drying rate-; .ire higher, i.e. 
mass transfer driving turn's are larger 
because of the much higher vapour 
pressine of w.iter. This combined with 
lower lefrigoralion cost, m.iko the pro- 
cess more economical limn freejc 
drying. Lowe and King report that 
after concentrating apple juice to 70% 
dissolved solids the rétention of 
aroma components was belter than 
40%. 

Thorn are several other drying 
methods proposed to remove water 
from fruit juices and other liquid foods 
Which    include    puff-drying loam- 
mat drying .   dispersion   drying ,   sol- 
vent   drying    and    turbulent    film   dry 
ing.        During   most  of   these  procès 
ses aroma  losses  are  rather  high and 
If   used   they   require   aroma   reincor- 
poration  into   the  final   product 

Flavour fortification 
Thero  are   several   ways   to   restore 

tho  original   flavour   lost   during  water 
removal. One way used for citrus and 
other   juices   is   the  addition   of   fresh 
"cut back" juice to a concentrate and 
adjust   the  final   concentration  to   45 
Bri«.    In    order    to    assure    optimum 
llavmii.   cold    pressed   peel    oil   must 
also be added to bring the recoverable 
oil value tu about 0.02b%  on a recon 
stituted basis     Another way is to "add 
back" high density concentrate having 
a   good  colour   and   flavour   to   a   low 
colour   and   high   acidity   juice   before 
or after evapo.ation of  the   latter   An- 
other   way   of   restoring   tho   character- 
istic  aroma  of   the  processed   food   is 
to enhance it with essences.  This has 
been a common practice  in  the apple, 
grape and pear juice industry for many 
years.   The   addition   of   essences   to 
citrus  concentrates   has  also   been   in- 
troduced several years ago. It replaces, 
to some evlent,  the need   for addition 
ol   "cut  back"   juice.   Bomben   er  al. 
showed that aroma  solutions  could be 
used,  instead  of   "cut  luck"   juice,   to 
make a   single-strength  chilled  orange 
juice   ttahln   for   one   month   at   0 C. 
Comparing the enhanceit juice with the 
conventional    cut    back    rhilied    juice 
showed     no      difference       Recovered 
essence  should  be  used  together will« 
cold   pressed   pet-1 oil   to   obtain   a   full 
fresh   flavour   bouquet   in   frozen   con- 
centrates 

There is an optimum level of 
essence thai can be added to juice 
and other products lo obtain a good 
flavour. Increased levels may result ,n 
a lowered quality. Also, the flavour 
cement of essences rliffo-j. considerably 
from one snuice to the other. 

Many  spray  or   ber/e  dried  powders 
•ne   almost  completely   devi.i.l   ol   their 

'•••'.il     imi»!     comp.iunrls.      Instant 
coffre    >:,   a   good    example    fur    such 
products   lo order  to restore the arorna 

to the final product it must he en- 
hanced will, essences prior to final 
concentration or after it. Aroma hear- 
tni| stabilised coffee oil, or '.team dis- 
tillate or combinations of them may be 
fidded to hiiih'y concentrateci extracts 
prior lo spray o, (ree/e dlyiiig or 
applied dui mg agglomerai ion In some 
cases finely ground "colloidal' colite 
particles aie used to enhance or stab- 
ilise coffee aruma. 

"LocfcasJ-in" flavours 

Cold pressed citrus oll or  recovered 
volatile materials or essences  of   100- 
IbOfold concentration »re suitable for 
adding  to juice  concentrates  and pro- 
ducts  made  from  them,   such   as bev- 
erages, juices or ¡elfios. However, these 
products   cannot   be   added   directly   to 
dehydrated   juice   powders    since   this 
would    increase   the   moisture   content 
above   the   value   required   for   storage 
stability.  Also,  the  flavour   compounds 
In   the   concentrated   aqueous   solution 
are susceptible to oxidation,  hydrolysis 
and    other    undesirable    reactions     In 
such   cases  the  oils  or   essences   are 
dispersed Into a solid carrier  such as: 
natural    gums,    gelatin,    glycerol,    sor- 
bitol,   sugars   or   corn   syrup    solids. 
The   carrior   system   is   a   "locked in" 
dispersion   of   fine   droplets   of   oil   in 
the  mixture  of  sugars  arid   stabilisers. 
The  process consists  of  incorporating 
llavouiing materials into a carrier under 
such conditions thai prevent  excessive 
loss    of    volatiles    , .     A    solid 
carrier for flavouring oils must be 
edible, rapidly water-soluble and oil- 
soluble, flavourless and odourless and 
impervious to air If it moots 'these 
conditions, the flavouring oil will be 
protected against oxidation and volati- 
lisation dui ing storage, but will dis- 
solve rapidly in water when recon- 
stituted. 

Spice oils and nleoresins have been 
spray-dried afltr blending with dex- 
trose and sal! and dispersing In a 
colloidal solution of vegetable gum 
However, tho loss of oil during spray 
drying is considerably highei. and 
oxidative reversion more likely, for 
this type of product then for oils 
locked in amorphous cabohydrale 
mixtures. 

Synthetic flavours 

Over the yecrs many ailemnt.s have 
been made to analyse the flavour con- 
taining notes in natural flavouring 
materials and substitute them with 
synthetic préparions made from pure 
organic expounds Sometimes 
natural flavours are merely reinforced 
with synthetic organic substances to 
obtain a more (0'ic<>ntraled flavouring 
material. These flavutiring materials 
exist as water er oil soluble liquids or 
powders and often contain stabilisers 
or rloudyiymg agents depend, ret on 
the end use Such propalatine; are 

vidcly used in the beverage trade hut 
•ne prohibited for uso in pure natuial 
products  such as  juice and  coffee 
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fifoma ¿¿acovoary a¡¡üd Reíontíon in Lipo'd 
fes ñ-mn nmmmxcmm arad Diryir- 
Pati 2 Aramo EvEtainei] and MK'ì 
SteÄay 
Chaim H. Mannheim « and Nehama Passy MSC 

ONË of the greatest difficulties In aroma 
research is the evaluation of quality and 
concentration. 

The  aromatic  qualitv  of  a  food  is 
determined by the bouquet and strength 
of    a    complu«    mixture    of    volatile 
odorous compounds. In the correct pro- 
portions,  these  volatiles  constitute Ihr 
characteristic aroma  of   thn   food.  The 
•roma of coffee is a mixtum of about 
600 different components present at ex- 
tremely dilute concentration;,  (ppm and 
PPb range).   The aroma of  fruits con- 
tains hundreds of volatilo compounds. 

Detecting and  identifying  these low 
concentration   compounds   was   almost 
Impossible until the availability of gas- 
liquid     Chromatography.     Since    then 
hundreds   of   aroma   compounds   have 
been identified in foods, but only in a 
few cases has it been possible to deter- 
mine which compounds actually consti- 
tute the specific aroma of tho product. 

The   flavour   industry   has   produced 
many  imitation food aromas,  but only 
In  very   few  foods   the   natural  aroma 
could be precisely copied. Usually, it is 
too   complex   to   be   artificially   repro 
dueed by merely combining the identi- 
fied   compounds.' 

The human nose can detect odori- 
ferous compounds at very low concen- 
tration. However, it should be em- 
phasized that the human sensory recep- 
tors evaluate the effect of the entire 
range of compounds present, as com- 
pared with analytical methods which 
evaluate single constituents, functional 
fj.oups or groups of components only. 
Several researchers have therefore com- 
bined oas liquid chromatoçi'.aphy .-nd 
olfac.orv analysis by means of the nose 
to evaHnle the separated compounds 
iMvlig tiic RLC column by splitting tho 

! i 1   Dr   M;, >• • .-mi   i,   Hr -ft'-.s ar   cf   Fooil 
ft n.n.,1 ',   1"   the   D.M ..rifinii    ,,f   rood 
tPflii,..- .i j-'rt  Bu :, '"  'I.Hjv.  ui the 
Tl>rt,'.';.-i '"J.'l       In.-,! Unti     of    Tttr'i- 
neMa,    r H.i.t.1    Isr.iel 

12'    Mr«    P ssv    is    «,.ti '•U    a*    rr'..\ïH:h 
n   irv    r-o.stt l'O jslri.'s    Bo 
il   P.'YPleeni.. t  Stori.in  dt thn 

1l'i-nri.,.n R. sfateli    J' ft    [")   v'>h-»!i'iH»n! 
Fniinrt.-.t.n •i    Hoifd.  Hr. .1. 

stream before the detector. The 
accepted methods of defining essence 
concentration is by the term fold. This 
is the volumetric ratio between liquid 
feed and essence obtained. This dofini- 
tion is rather arbitrary, and does not 
givo any tuie indication of the aromatic 
quality of the essence. Basically, 
essence is composed of 92 to 95% 
water. 5 to B% alcohols (methyl and 
ethyl alcohol), and some tenths of a 
percentage unit of the typical aroma 
contributing constituents such as alde- 
hydes, ketones, esters etc. Therefore, in 
choosing a method of aroma evaluation, 
care must bo taken to decide upon one 
that analysts the typical aromatic con- 
stituent of the product concerned. 

Methods of analysis 
Gas chromatography 

A commonly used technique for 
vaoour or head space analysis is by gas- 
liquid chromatography. It is possible to 
sample vapours directly from fiesh or 
processed fruits and obtain chromato- 
flrams emanating from the ptodticts 
which may identify and determine rela- 
tive concentrations of the volatilo com- 
ponents.' ' 

The basic feature of this technique is 
to b'ing to equilibrium, inside a thermo- 
stated sealed container, the vapour and 
liquid phases containing the volatile 
aroma components. Then a vapour 
sample is injected Into a gas-liquid 
Chromatograph equipped with a flanie- 
inr,i/ation detector. Tho chrornatogram 
obtained, called aromagram, enables a 
last and easy fi-tgorpiint typo evaluation 
of the aromatic compounds, and with 
proper calibration also their concentra- 
tion. 

The advantages of the method In- 
clude: analysis of volatiles from fresh 
living fruit: no artifacts are int'oduced 
f.ith solventi.; changes with storage or 
P'ocessing may he easily monitored: 
and the technique is fast and simple for 
identification purposes. However, thure 
were many difficulties due to tho pre- 
sence of water vapour and large volutile 
injected, as well as problems arising 
from the nature of tho product such as 

Process   lluthrinislty.   June   1 a71> 

limited solubility In aqueous phase. To 
overcome these difficulties many modi- 
fications were developed."" 

Chemical methods 
Essential oil analysis 

In orange juice d-limonerto, which 
accounts for 90-96% of orango oil, is 
known to bu part of the water-insoluble 
fraction of the aroma. A chemical 
method to estimate recoverable oil in 
orange juico, reported as d-limonene 
was developed by Scott 6 Veldhuis." 
The method is based on extraction and 
distillation of the oil. followed by 
bromate titration. If all tho oil Is ex- 
traded from the juice, a direct estima- 
tion of tho total oil content, character- 
lied as d-limonene, is obtained. 

Based on vapour hcadspace analysis, 
Massaldl & King developed an alterna- 
tive technique for the determination of 
d-litnononc in synthetic emulsions and 
in orange juice. It involves dilution with 
water to a point welt below the solu- 
bility limit of the volatiles followed by 
vapour headspaco analysis using 3 
flamo-loni/ation Chromatograph. The 
advantage of this method lies In its 
generality, io enabling determination of 
any volatile component's distribution 
between phases. 

COO method 
The chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

is a measure of the wator-soluble vola- 
tile constituents present In aroma 
essences. ' '" The analysis consists of 
oxidizing a sample distillate by means 
of a d;,:liror..atic solution in a stror.o 
acid medium, and colorimetrie evalua- 
tion uf the complex formed. The inj>!r» 
compounds present in any esson"o 
responding tj this method atu methanol 
and elli.vnl. ^o tint tho value nf the 
results is limited except that it 11,. e« 
an overall estimation of how well tint 
volatiles  aro   being collected. 

Other methods 
Another approach has been the esti 

mation of oxygenated terpenes as 
C H 0; saturated aliphatic aldehyde-, 
as octanol, e,, /! -unsaturated aldohydes 

If. 



as curai únd  for  esters «s clhyl  buty- 
rate.'   ' 

The major characteristic constituent 
oí Concord tirapo flavour is methyl 
anthranilat«. This compound is osti 
mated by coupling it with a potassium 
or sodium s.ilt of alpha naphthoic 
•lulphonlc acid, which gives a coloured 
complex. 

All above methods are helpful In 
judging the effectiveness of a given 
recovery method, but do not provide a 
flood mcasuro of quality. Therefore, ill 
chemical, or other tests concerning 
•roma must bo accompanied by organo- 
leptic evaluations. 

Organoleptic tests 
The most important and common 

methods are: the threshold test which 
determine! the «maltest amount of a 
material that is detectable when It Is 
diluted with a standard inert material 
•nd it Dives tlio threshold value. The 
teit can be applied for flavour as well 
as odour evaluations This mntliod may 
be used to test the strength ol 
essences, and to follow changes In 
threshold levels during storage. Another 
te»t used to compare one essence with 
another, or evaluate the effect of in 
corpoiating an essence Into a product 
I« the triangle test. 

Flavour change« and «lability of Juico« 
Conned juices 

The retention of flavour during the 
»loiage ol fruit juices is of primo im 
portane« it they are to find consumer 
acceptante. Juice deterioration is main- 
ly attributed tn undesirable changes in 
flavour and colour'". For instance, pint 
appio and tomato juices change very 
tlowly during storage, but orange and 
apple juices undergo rapid changos in 
flavour. Canned and bottled citrus 
Juicos rlovclop off flavour during stor- 
age' At room temperature, and In few 
months the bottled products become 
unpalatable. Grapefruit juice is prob- 
ably the most stable of the citrus juices, 
though changes in its flavour aro prob- 
ably masked, to some extent, by the 
acidity and bitterness of this fruit 
Orange juice is generally more stable 
than tangerine juice; this may bn partly 
due to the difficulties and attention in 
preparing tangerine |uicc without incor- 
poiating excess pool oil. At lower tem- 
perature |4 or b C) the flavour changes 
are much slower. 

Peel oil. even in small quantities, is 
responsible for the characteristic flavour 
of citrus juices and juices devoid of 
peel oil »re rather insipid. It has boon 
found , that off-flavours which develop 
during heating and ¿storage may be 
attributed to changea in tue peel oil .and 
lipid fractions. Py a ra'alytic reaction 
In the acid solution, followed by hydra 
tlon and dehydration reactions, a series 
of compounds such as 1,8-terpene, 1.4- 
rineole and alphaterpinene aro formed 
Some of these «ne moto soluble in 
water than limon -no. and have punqent 
'lours responsible for off-flavour in 

canned orange juice. 
In canned grapefruit during storage. 

traces of acetic acid, furfural and two 
unsaturated acids with the general 
formula C H O. appeared. Also, a hun- 
dred-;. Id increase in methanol content, 
as well a;, an increase in linalool mon- 
oxide and alpha terpinol, were deter- 
mined. The above are probably the sub- 
stances that induce the undesirable 
tastes'1 

Single strength, pasteurized, canned 
limeade develop off flavours known as 
terpeney' caused by the peel ml present 

tn the juice. In respect to trie develop 
meni of general off-llavours the pulp 
is considered to be a major factor   . 

In stored orange juice, a significant 
loss in total volatile oil was fotind, and 
the conversion of hydrocarbons to aleo 
hols (alpha terpinol, carveol). along 
with the loss of esters, aldehydes and 
linalool was established. Changes in 
the lipid traction were also believed 
to be responsible for at least a part of 
the off flavour developed in aged can- 
ned juice. 

In grape juice, anthranilic acid esters 
and other esters which ch-rat teiize the 
specific flavoui   disappear almost com 
pletely. 

fro/en concentrated juices 
Undesirable changes occurred during 

the storage of froren concentrated 
juices arc different from those in canned 
juices stored at temperatures abovo 
freezing. Browning, colour changes and 
the loss of vitamins arc inhibited. At 
temperatures below - 18 C frozen 
citrus concentrates are stable for a few 
years'1 -'•. These investigators found no 
significant flavour changes in frozen 
concentrate, containing unpasteurized 
fresh juice (added as cutback), when 
stored at - 18 C or below foi one 
year. At higher temperatures, Cavour 
Changos occur more rapidly. Storage -it 
- -16  C    and 12 C    for    extended 
periods, or at higher temperatures for 
brief peiiods of time, will result in 
flavour damage, loss of cloud and 
possibly gelation. 

The off odour and off flavour termed 
'cardboard off-flavour'- (COM. de- 
velops sometimes in stored dozen cit- 
rus concentrates between two days tc 
several weeks of storage, and may dis- 
appear after prolonged storage It may 
be related to Physiologien! immaturity 
in the fruit. It is believed that COF is 
of biochomical origin, rather than 
attributable to oxidation of fats, and 
represents intermediate stages in tho 
biosynthesis of lipids, and is probably 
eniv'iiatically catalyzed. 

It should be mentioned that the 
higher the concentration of the juices 
the better their stability. At 68 or 65 
B« the tendency of the com entrate to 
clarify and form gels is less and flavour 
stability  is better than at 42 -4b"Bx. 

Ciserice stability 
Aroma solutions, obtained in aroma 

recovery syitems are not very stahl« 
during storage. Stability is af'ert"d by 
tho piesence of an oil ph.aje, oxygen, 
and tho storage temperature. Jua.lagne 
et Ol    have investigated the stability of 

epplo . • an.) found, by moan-, of 
CiLC threshold      values,     that 
only    ¡it 34 C    did     the    essence 
retain  its intensity and  quality for   two 
V-"s.    At 4C,    lusses    in   essence 
quality exceeded those at 1'C. A 
similar study with orange essence in- 
dicated that essences rapidly lost th«- r 
fresh orange character at 1 and 21 X. 
Aroma strength, as measured •>/ 
threshold determinations, remain -J 
fairly constant at - 18 to --7X for 
periods of up to one year. Significant 
changes in aroma character were ch 
served within 6 months at ! C. Tr.« 
most significant chango in strength, ¿is 
indicated by arr.rnagram, was attribu- 
table to tho loss of d-limoncne Light 
an.l oxygen, as well as storage tem- 
perature, affected the alteration in 
ai orna charactor. 

Products enhanced with essences 
It   is  well   known  that   products   er. 

richtd with essences loose their a 1 err. a 
intensity   during   storages    Bomben   «•» 
ni    showed that annua solutions cci.UI 
be       used.       instead       of       cutback 
juicos,     to     make     a     binglo-strengtîi 
chilled   orango   juices   stable   for   ¿n* 
month at O'C.   Comparing above juice 
with     conventional     cut-back     chilled 
juico  showed  no  difference.  A  similar 
comparison-1'   with   frozen   concentrated 
orange  juice  showed  that   initially  the 
product   fortifier!    with     essence    was 
stronger, but that this initial idvantaga 
disappeared during storage at —18 tc 

-7 C.    After    about   one    month,    no 
difference     was     discernible    between 
products with  cut-back  juice and with 
essence. 

Dougherty et al." studied the effect 
of essence enhancement on flavour of 
frozen concentrated orange juice. They 
could not find, even after 30 months 
sluirgc at 22 C, any significant 
lost' of flavour. However, »he orange 
essences produced by different recovery 
systems differed conciderably in their 
strength and chemical composition, n.ari 
thus their addition to the concentratod 
frozen juice produced different flavour, 
ings 

From lha above discussion it may l>e 
COM'Juried that, in order to improve 
pve flavour by the addition of essen- 
tia! o1! ?t relatively high temperature, .a 
tetanies* oil is preferable. A items- 
tiyjiy. storing juico or concentrate with- 
out oil or essmce, and adding tr.« 
latter only near tho timo of consump- 
tion,  is bei.«>ficial. 

Powdots 
The principal reactions responsible 

lor the deterioration of the quality of 
dehydrated juices dining storage are: 

1.   browning  réactions which  inveivo 
compounds containing carbonyl groups, 
organic   acids    and   nitrogenous   Com- 
pounds and result mainly in discobur,: 
tion of the produc. 

?.  Lipid and  essentia! oil  reaction.;, 
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Includinu. mainly oxidatir.n, itomeri*«- 
tion and hydrolysis reactions result in 
flavour change» of the product, and de- 
velopment ol undesirable off-flavours. 
Also, such flavour changes arc accelcra- 
led in dried products by the. presence of 
trace metals (Iron, copper etcì acids, 
moisture, hont and exposure to light 
and air '. The conditions v hich favour 
Increased stability of powders while 
In storage are low moisture content, 
Inert atmosphere, low temperature and 
Stabilizing additives, 

For most dried juice products, a 
satisfactory moisture content for a 
storage period of C months at 32 C 01 
1-2 years at 21'C. without damage to 
quality,   is about   1%  or   below. 

This low moisture corr'ent prevents 
tho reaction between substances present 
In high concentration and close prox- 
imity, which cause off-llavour and off- 
colour. It also prevents caking In these 
products. However, by Increasing stor- 
age temperature, the relative humidity 
Increases, and the critical point when 
'stickiness'  starts,   may  be   reached. 

On the other hand, in products where 
rancidity and other oxidation reactions 
occur, the moisture content for maxi- 
mum stability corresponds to the mono- 
molecular value, and if reduced belnw 
this value-, oxidation will be accelerated. 
This value is different for various mat- 
erials. It is about 6.5% for starchy 
foods like potato, 3 6% for protein 
toods like meat, and near »ero fur 
fruits arid other high sugar products 
Stability problems encountered in the 
rommcrcht distribution of fruit ¡uice 
powders aiise mainly from reactions 
among the water-soluble constituents. 
Reactions üiich as oxidation of carote- 
noids ari> usually not significant, there- 
fore by reducing the final moisture con- 
tent to a very low value, the browning 
réactions  will   be   inhibited. 

Two ways have been used to reduce 
moisture content of dried juice pow- 
der» from the 2-4% level to 0.6-1%. 
One method is "in package desicca- 
tion", which enables a low sturane 
temperature, le, 21'C after packaging. 
This allows for reduction of moisluro 
to A suitably low level belino any high 
temperatures, are encountered. If a 
desiccam  is used,  watei   vapour pres- 

sure In tho container ensures a low, at a 
moisture content that, without riosic- 
cant, would produce a damaging effect 
to tho product ¡. The other way to re- 
duce moisture is using dehumidified air 
and a low-turnperature drying stage 
which requires sevoral hours in special 
equipment. 

High oxygen content In the almos- 
phore surrounding tho dried product is 
damaging to colour and flavour. There- 
fore, vacuum, nitrogen and CO; are 
used extensively for packaging of pow- 
ders. The storage at low temperature» 
greatly prolongs the time of retention 
of good flavour and colour In dried juica 
products. Mylne Et Seamans' found that 
puff-dried orange powder packed in air 
and stored at 21'C had lower organo- 
leptic scare than tho same powder, 
vacuum packed and stored «t the same 
temperature. Wong et al., (19fi6) ' 
found that storage stability of putf-dried 
tomato powder at 21C and 32"C was 
considerably better in vacuum or inert 
gas packs than In air packs. The effect 
of oxygen presence combined with high 
storage temperature is very detrimental 
to the product. 

Sulphur dioxide is widely used as an 
additive due to its cfteirticil preserva- 
tive effect during storage of dried fruit 
and vegetables juices. Its uso is based 
on prevention of carbonyl group re- 
actions with amino group?, by forming 
addition compounds with the c-irhnnyls. 
A secondary effect is its action as an 
antioxidant. However, in fruit and vege- 
table juice powders, the high concen- 
tration of the naturally present ascorbic 
acid is an equal or better antioxidant 
for   lipid  oxidation  reactions ;. 

Addition of fiOO ppm sulphur dioxide 
was found to protect tomato concen- 
tidte's flavour dining pufl-iliying, so 
that the temperature could be increased 
to 88'C without otf-flavour production, 
while without it off-flavoui could be 
detected at 70'C This use of sulphur 
dioxide enables a shorter diying time 
or a lower moisture content. 
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Increasing outputs of 
pouches call for 
automation of the 
processing lines. In this 
article the author describes 
an automatic continuous 
pouch sterilizer. The first 
machine, designed to 
handle 27 000 pouches/ 
hour, is now being installed 
in Japan at the plant of 
Housefoods in Osaka 

'Stork Amsterdam 
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lor many years pouches madt of 
plastics or or plastics and aluminium 
foil have been used in the food industry. 
Originally they were only used for the 
packaging; of easy-lo-kcep products like 
dried soups, milk powder and snacks; 
later on Ihey also appeared to be suitable 
for preserves like mcaj products, soups 
and vegetables. Today specially designed 
pouches are being applied in the 
pharmaceutical industry. 

In Norway, concentrated soups and 
rcady-to-eat meals in plastics pouches 
have been popular for a long time. In 
Denmark meat products in pouches arc 
•clling well. However, in order to cope 
with the sterilization températures and 
pressures, and the prevention ot re- 
infection, these types of pouch must be 
made to exuding requirements. 

Originally it was difficult to obtain an 
hermetic teal. Quite a lot of problems 
had to be overcome; due lo product 
remnants the seals were not really 
dependable. Even without products 
being trapped the seals remained the 
weak »pots of the pouch. Another 
problem was the occurrence of delami na • 
lion during the sterilization process. 
Folds and wrinkles in the pouch were 
•bo a problem; caused not only by 
mechanical handling but also by the 
difference in the cocllicients of expansion 
of (he various material layers of the 
pouch. These folds and wrinkles easily 
lead to material breakage and thus 
involve the risk of spoilage. 

In spite of many improvements tliesc 
problems have not yet been fully solved. 
The number of rejects in the production 
of products packed in pouches is many 
limes higher than that in cans, bottles or 
jars. This is the main reason why the use 
of pouches in the food industry has not 
grown as rapidly as expected. The turn- 
ovii in i¡.'.' leading countries lii:e Nor* 
way und Denmark, and later on Italy, 
ha« grown siow'y in the last Î years. 
Japan seems to be the exception; here 
the production of preserved food in 
pouches h:>s expanded enormously in 
the last few years and Japan is now far 
ahead of all other countries. Some 
thirty different kinds of flexible pouches 
arc used there and daily sales amount to 
2 million units. 

Increasing outputs call for automation 
of the processing lines- something 
which has been accepted for the hand- 

ling of preserves in cans, bottles and jars 
for many years. 

Originally the pouches were first 
formed, then separately tilled and finally 
scaled by a beat-sealing machine. The 
increasing demand for automation has 
induced more and more factories to opt 
for multi-function machines. These 
machines mostly of the rotary type, 
comprise: a pouch forming section, 
which pulls i he laminate from the roll, 
folds it and seals the bollimi and the 
side seams; a dosing valve to fill solid 
particles (frequently a pump-tiller); a 
vacuum valve to dose liquids; a sealing 
section, which stretches the open top of 
the pouch and seals it (often applied in 
conjunction with an evacuation unit to 
prevent air inclusion in the pouch) and 
a discharge chute for the filled and 
scaled pouches. Here the automation 
stops and the pouches are sterilized in 
conventional discontinuous autoclaves. 

In view of the trend towards increas- 
ing line speeds il has been questioned 
whether the pouch forming-, tilling- and 
scaling machine combination actually 
prcscmal the right solution. The single 
filling station «oon appeared io be the 
bottle-neck when operating at high 
speeds. 

Consequently, there is a tendency 
towards separate machines for each 
function, with loose automatic tillers to 
fill a number of pouches simultaneously. 
Of course these machines operate con- 
tinuously and fully automatically. 

As regaids sterilizing equipment, 
things are quite different. Ihc filled 
pouches arc placed manually in a 
horizontal position on trays: a series of 
trays is positioned into a frame (often 
provided with wheels) and subsequently 
the frame is transferred to the autoclave 
for sterilization. This is, of course, a 
labour-intensive job. creating a bottle- 
neck among the other machines on an 
automated production line. 

However, there are more drawbacks 
attached to the retort system; uneven 
heat pcnetiation in pouches with air 
inclusion; risk of unsierili/ed pouches 
getting mio the flow of sterilized 
pouches; abrupt pressine transitions; 
abrupt temperature transitions: stained 
spots on aluminium pouch material, due 
to contact with stainless steel trays; a 

Continued on page 38 
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Pouch sterilizer 

Right The in-feed of the sterilizer. [ 
Below:  The automatic out-feed of tha 
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"banana" effect (pouches become 
warpedt, which is caused I» the pheno- 
menon of the heat transfer from the tray 
lo the lower side of the pouch exceeding 
that Irom the flow lo the free sides of 
the pouch. This also explain» why the 
free surfaces of many pouches -contrary 
to the sui faces which were in contact 
with the irays— do not become wrinkled. 

H goes without saying that the extent 
of this risk of pouch damage largely 
depends on the type and quality of the 
pouch material. These materials have to 
meet very exacting demands. Re- 
infection owing to pouch damage, as 
well us reduction of taste and colour 
quality due to uneven or excessive 
sterilization, arc quite unacceptable. Of 
course, the possibilities offered by con- 
tinuous sterilization were considered: 
the uniform product treatment, the 
careful mechanical handling, the savings 
in labour and the low water and steam 
consumption. In short, all the advant- 
ages of continuous hydrostatic steriliza- 
tion, which have gradually become well 
known in the food industry, arc needed 
for industrial pouch processing. 

However, the existing continuous 
sterilizers do not appear suitable for 
the handling of pouches without special 
provisions. Although many articles on 
fully automatic pouch processing lines 
have been published, many designs 
never left the drawing board or resulted 
in patent applications which were not 
applied on an industrial scale. Some 
developments did result in pilot plants, 
but (as far as known) never in industrial 
units for commercial production. How- 
ever, a continuous sterilizer for pouches 
has been developed, which has proved 
to be feasible. One machine, designed 
to handle 27.ÛOO pouches/hour, is now 
being installed in Japan. 

Alter many year» of research and ex- 
periments, a continuous sterilizer for 
pouches, the Hydromatlc, has been 
introduced by Stork-Amsterdam BV of 
Amstclvecn-Holland. The development 
of the Hydromatic was based on the 
following demands: no scam and otiter 
pouch danwgc in in feed, sterilization 
and discharge sections; prevention of 
pouch deformation (wrinkling, folding, 
warping and domination); optimal 
product quality (uniform sterilization); 
high outputs and great operational 
dependability. 

the  Hydromatic   for  pouches   rs 

Continued on page 40 
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••íilzer 

uvstaiic   principle, 
.cheating and cooling 

usi lor i he safe handling 
.rabie  packs, Lvpencnce 

..   abrupt   changes  in   iho 
,i pressure gave ri«' In fulos 

ikies   in   mans   pouches; only 
i premure increase iliu ini> heating 

gradual pressure decreases dmmg 
•liny can   prevent   pouch  damage. 

. he pressure ol' ili_* saturi,icu «icm in 
the sterilizing section is in equilibrium 
with  two  water   column«.  The  tem- 
peratine   in   the    sterilization   section 
depends on the  height adjustment of 
the water columns. Equipped with :wo 
endless   chains,    between   which   the 
holders  for   the   packed   product   >uc 
tilled, the machine also has an auto- 
matic infecd mechanism which transfers 
the containers into the holders. In these 
holders   I he   packed    product   passes 
through the various sections: preheat- 
ing, sterilization I pasteurization under 
I0O  degrees C   is   also possible) and 
cooling. After completion of the process 
c>cle i he containers arc removed from 
the holders by means of an automatic 
discharge system. 

St«tn Mt atprtarltti 
Steam sterilization is not the ap- 

proprile process for pouches because 
saturated steam pressure is insufficient 
to present damage to the welding 
seams and allow the pouch wall to be 
uniformly in contact with the product. 
thus ensuring rapid and uniform heat 
transfer. This is why overpressure sterili- 
zation is applied for this purpose. In 
the overpressure process for flexible 
packs and glass jars with vulnerable 
caps, i he pressure pre. ailing in the 
sterilization section exceeds that of the 
saturated steam ut the sterilization 
tempe rature. 

The process times and temperatures 
arc slcplcssly adjustable between wide 
limits and temperature and pressure 
transitions during ihe process are very 
gradual. Consequently, in this system, 
the .sterilization pressure and the sterili- 
zation temperature are independent of 
ono another. Heat transfer is chiefly 
accomplished by condensate at the 
desired sterilization temperature; air 
pros ides the desired overpressure. The 
amount of overpressure depends on 
various factors including: sterilization 
temperature, head space in the pouch, 
filling temperature, product and pouch 
material. 

Since these factors are different in 

40 

e.ieh individii.il factory, the pioecs» 
conditions and tvpe of sterilizer cannot 
be deteni'i-.in imi.i estensive simulation 
tesis have been carried out. The correct 
overpressure is ol vital ¡tupa tance: 
if Mie pressine i» uv> high the poach will 
Mitl'ei damane: the sanie happens it" 
the pressine is too low. Of course a 
constant pressure throughout Hie Mculi- 
zation procès-, is a must. The necessity 
lor gradual pressure buiid-up and 
release has aheady been discussed. 

It will he clear that it is guile im- 
possible to design a standard sterilizer 
for pouches. I ach pouch sterilizer must 
be adapted to the specilic requitemcnls 
of the individual project. This is possible 
by the use of standard components 
allowing ine assembly of a practically, 
"tailor-made" liydromalic. 

The advantages las well as the draw- 
backs» of pouches have been clearly 
discussed in many publications. How- 
ever, one fact deserves some further 
elucidation because il is not often çjven 
much attention while lieing of viial 
importance lo ihe sterilization- rapid 
heat penetration. Characteristics of a 
pouch, as compared with cans, jars or 
bottles, arc a large contact-surface of 
product, flatness (the short distance to 
the centre of the product) ami the thin 
wall of Ihe pack. 

These characteristics result in a rapid 
heat transfer, which often allows sterili- 
zation times to be reduced considerably 
without affecting the lethality (extent 
of micro-organism killing). Con- 
sequently, improved organoleptic prop- 
erties may be expected. However, the 
effect of over-sterilization will increase 
accordingly, with all its adverse con- 
sequences for many products. A uni- 
form treatment of all |«iuches is there- 
fore of utmost importance. 

Noldtr than 

For a rapid, even heat penetration 
and careful pouch handling it is 
essential that the r;;:ht type of transport 
holder is applied. I he development of 
this holder was aimed to provide no 
welding-seam dama-..-, even pouch s|)p. 
port, uniform distribution of product 
throughout the pouch and no damage 
to pouch surfaces. 

Though the basic shape is identici! 
for all pouchc, the holders still have to 
be specially adapted to the pouch 
dimensions of each individual opera- 
tion. I ach pouch resi s in a horizontal 
position in us own pocket; excessive 
load on the welding seams is thus 
avoided,   which  is   of  importance- 

particulate during the sterilization 
process. Additionally, as all the pouches' 
lie clear of each other, each side of the 
pouch will come into contact with ihc 

sterilizing medium. Once the pouches 
have been automatically loaded into the 
holders, the holders arc automatically 
closed by visors, lach pouch is then 
locked up in its own pocket. By its 
shape the visor also peí fm ins a function 
in ell'cciive preheating, sterilising and 
cooling. 

The in feed lakes place automatically. 
The continuous sterilizer may be COIL 

neeted to 10-16 pouch lines. This 
means that the production of some 
IO-Ih filling and sealing lines is handled 
simultaneously in a single machine, 
in one process, and under Ihe super- 
vision of one operator. 

The pouches arc admitted in rows. 
Each row, which may consist of 10-16 
pouches (depending on pouch dimen- 
sions!, is synchronized with the main 
conveyor chains of the Hydruma'jc 
sterilizer: in other words: the rows are 
phased with the travelling speed of the 
holders. A safely system precludes 
improper loading. 

The machine is equipped with an 
automatic discharge system. The infecd 
mechanism is located at the front of tit« 
sterilizer, the discharge system al the 
rear. This precludes the risk of un- 
sierilized pouches gelling mixed up with 
sterilized ones. The discharge system 
unloads the holders one by one and the 
pouches are transferred to a discharge 
conveyor via a slide plate. Bolh infecd 
and discharge systems have been de- 
signed to warrant careful pouch hand- 
ling and thus prevent welding seam 
damage and scratches on ihe laminate 
material. 

A double insulation with aluminium 
cladding minimizes radiation heal losses, 
which results in significant savings in 
»team consumption (less than half 
used with a retort system) and enhances 
the working climate in the factory hall. 
The machine is equipped with a cor- 
rosion inhibitor dosing system lo limit 
rusting of the lower wails to a minimum, 
which extends the service life of the 
installai ion considerably. 

In view of ihe essential importance 
of a high product quality, in which 
respect ihe right type of sterilizer plays 
a significant role, the llydroinaliet in 
operation arc regularly inspected by 
the manufacturer»' technical service 
organization and water I real ment 
laboratory. 

The sterilizer is also suitable for the 
sterilization of other easily damaged 
packs such as deep-drawn aluminium 
foil cups. Hydromalies are built for 
outputs ranging from 50 up to MO 
containers per minute. 
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f—ë 
P««a 
hn 
!*••• vie* earroti 
fa» vita carrata 

<N?«M »MM 

6r«M bcana 
OTMQ »MM 

Carratt 1* «aitai vacar 
Carrata ia aaltad vattr 
Carrata la Mitai vattr 

•appara in «It 
tappara I« «41 
•appara i« «Il 

Hot ••••er« 

ir« áaliaaev 

ToMtMI gr««« 

It«n4 vagctaalaa 
•tauat vagatablaa 

••4 Mtt 

rapaara vit* c 

Nta* «MtMlMt 

Apricot ftarwalaaa 

Roa«Ma mamalade 
toaanip aanaalaéa 

Pltaa jam 
Ha» JM 

t Litt far emmmá fruit «ni Va««tabLM 

Paach 
Jam 

l/I 
l/I 
l/I 
1/1 
l/I 

l/I 
l/I 
S/l 

1/1 
l/I 
l/I 

Claaa Jar 1/1 
•Soca Jar l/I 

jar l/I 
Claaa Jar   t l/I 
•M l/I 

Jar 1/1 
J«r l/I 

Jar l/I 
Jar 1 l/t 

VI 
Jar l/I 

J«r l/I 

1/1 
l/I 

j« 1/1 
J*r t/l 

l/I 

Jar 1 l/t 

l/I 

V» 

MM« Jar 1/1 
•toa« Jar l/I 

tUaaa Jar l/I 
Glaaa Jar l/I 

•l«aa Jar 1/1 
J«r l/I 

V 

aa^aVfcaVm ftMé^hJl    aaMaafctfaaai át WVNLIlnRRl    VffH r •••••••• 
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Aprta* JM 
A#rl«ot J«« 

Marry jm 

•Mwrry jm 
Cfcwry JM 

«trty JM 

•trmtwry JM 
ItrawMrry JM 

Ummi pl«M 
MMMÌ »WM 

MacMi 

KMPM oliere ici 
cMrrici 

iaapfcairy ayrm 
rcy ayruf 

•y*M 

•tlMMrty juica 

IìMUO orane« 
MMIM eitr« 

Hlfc«rry j«lc« 

•MM jar 
•1MS Jar 

•UM jar 

•IM« jar 

•MM jar 

NNI jar 
•MM jar 

•UM Ja* 

Ur 

MttW 

tatti« 

l/l 
l/l 

Ml 

Ml 
•/• 

l/l 

l/l 
l/l 

l/l 
l/l 

l/l 

l/l 
l/l 

Mi 

l/l 
l/l 

l/l 
•/• 

•/• 
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APPENDIX   IV 

WCTEB OW FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF BABY FOOD LINE 

It Cenerai 

These notes provide the workings end explanation 
ef the economic analysis of the baby food line set out in 
section IV of the report.   At the outset it must be appreciated 
that many estimations have had to be made in virw of the fact 
that there ere no detailed figures available in Yugoslavia. 
However, where possible the estimates have been based on 
figures obtained from Western European sources. 

1. The order of these notes follows that set out in 
tsbles 4,1 and 4.2. 

I» fjyaad ceats 

Nanaa,eBent expenses g 

Director Baby Foods 4000 
Asst. Production Manager 2S0O 
Quality Control Asst 1600 
Maintenance Engineer 2600 
Foreman 2400 
2 Clerks 4000 

•lus II Social Security 1500 
plus 33.SX for overheads 6000 

say, 26,000 

.    Overhead! are intended to cover office and administrative 
expenses charged by Vitaminica. 
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4. tant of factory 

I« view of the face the baby food UM if likely to 
M installed in an existing part of the factory, a rei« hai 
Wen charged instead of a capital aun.    The rent it based 
a« current building costs including services at $240 per 
square metre and is charged at 10 per cent of the total 
capital value. 

rant » *00tt'11' * *2*° * l0 

lob 

•U.4T-) 

m f. 

Maintenance hat bec« charged at 1.1 par ceat ef tki 
total capital ami on an annual hasta. 

i. Ka» «aterida 

The coat of raw Materiali has been estimated by first 
de ter nini ng the likely percentage between the main items en 
production and then calculating the coat of raw materials en 
the basis of the items contained in each recipe.    The prec« 
ef each product to be manufactured is act out baiavi 
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I 11» 

III 
IH 

Mf»t«blM etc »    |14| 
usi 
liti 
UH m 

Ufi 

si; 

Iff, «ai bacon 
Bu and tum 

leef I vegetables 
Chicken • noodles 
Han i carrot 
Vcal pur«« 
Nixed vegetables 

Appi« pur«« 
Apples I apricots 
Appi«! I prunas 
Appi«! I orange 

•JE 
WW 

* 
* 
M 
as 

í 

ta table I ef this annex th« actual quantités of each 
te he manufactured have bee« calculated.    It has bee* 
that production vili start   at 500 tens in the first 

,  1000 in the second and 1500 in the third and thereafter. 

file individual requirements for each basic foodstuff 
given in table II.   All workings are in prepared tons and 

farsi prices have been adjusted to take this into account. 
Process ratios are not easy to calculate but if anything, the 
requirements of raw materials haa been over estimated,    tee 
table III. 

Where raw materials have to be processed for storage 
the eoat of canning or freeling and storage have been included 
at the) standard costs used at Vitamlnka. 

It should bu noted that even at 1300 tons per year 
output only 300 tons of frosen produce will be required. 

f) —• » 

J Á 
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t. »rodjctive labouf 

Productive labour ha« bee« calculated •€ Vitaaiaka 
iacluaivt of rateai 

1 • (35Dn/hr) $2.06/hr - »12,»00 per annua 

1« • <20D»/hr) ll.lS/hr - $Sf,3QO per arati» 

I, 

Total     > $52,200 per 

above figurea are inclusive of all holiday a, etc, 

9mm end procota coata 

The following coata have boo« derived fro« Vitaninka'a 
on« calculation! to which baa been added a 20 »er coat increaaei 

«•ter 
atea« 
electricity 
lostet 

l/taa •»roceaaed 

1.7« 
1.47 
O.Jf 
o.oé 

Totel 

At ne te«« 
1000 tona 
IIOC tono 

I.M 
0,71 

•4.64 
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à. • aatall largo 
200 •• 
mSSmmmBL 

•laaa jars t I topa »45 par 1000 150 par 1000 
LaWls IS par 1000 IS par 1000 
Total 1» per 1000 $35 par 1000 

•wabor of to« •IIS 9000 

tati« i« ttM i i 4 

Actual coat 
MM 1271 

Avorafa container 
par loa 

coat 
HIS 

I» Packaging coat 100 x 10kg casas par ton t #0,25 par eaaal 

0.ÎS > M0 • $25 par ton 

•• taasaary of coats i 

Gootaiaar costs • $323 

Packaging coats -   $23 

Tout cost per tow » $330 

S00 tons - $275,000 
MOO tons • $550,000 
1300 toas - $825,000 

ÉSa* »Mi&tm^âsêï^ s•... 
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A contingency sua amounting to $270,000 hai ben 
included to cover any eventualities.   This amounts to 
14 per cent la « full year. 

11. Capital expenditure 

Included in the provision of capital expenditure is 
• mm to cover internal fitting out of the building. 

Adjustments have been made to the coat of the procesa 
aaehinery to take into account shipping charges, import duties, 
etc, and installation. 

It should be noted that due to inflation the original 
estimated cost should be revalued upwards by not less than 
^D per cent per annum. """"" " 

The provision for consultancy and stärket research 
have been capitalised-reoccuring expenses would be covered 
by marketing expenses and charged annually. 

The whole capital cost   is charged in the first year 
•a the basis that the smortalisation will be over 10 years, 
•owever, a replacement charge of $100,000 is provided for 
la the sixth year to cover excessive wear and tear. 

I 
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1. 

Plant and equipment 

A.   Estimated total coat of UM f.o.k. 

••    mipping charges I 3 Mr cant 

G.    kapert duty, dock chargea, interM 1 
transport, etc f 30 per cent 

••    Installation chargea I 10 par cent 

Mb total 

Ittscellaneous equipment 

Conveyors, doors, air ceealitioning 

Consultancy, Mrket research and 
etarelopnent 

Tetal 

133, 

Î. 

70,100 

235,000 

$S3f ,000 

$M,M§ 

ItSfOOO 

{ 

**§§, 
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